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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Informative dynamic semantics

by Simon Goldstein

Dissertation Directors: Anthony S. Gillies& Ernie Lepore

In dynamic semantics, the meaning of a sentence is modeled as a rule for how a body of infor-

mation grows when the sentence is accepted. Recent work in dynamic semantics has analyzed

sentences involving modals and conditionals as tests. Tests are a special type of dynamic mean-

ing. When an agent learns a test, her information is guaranteed to either stay the same, or become

absurd.

The aim of this dissertation is to separate dynamic semantics from the notion of a test. The

dissertation offers new analyses of modals, conditionals, and disjunction on which they are not

tests. Nonetheless, these analyses are still genuinely dynamic. Themeaning of sentences involving

these expressions cannot be represented as a rule instructing the agent to update her information

with the claim that she inhabits one of a fixed set of possibilities—that a certain proposition is

true. Rather, the rule for how she is to update her information must make essential reference to

her current information, providing different instructions depending on what that information is

like.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In dynamic semantics, meanings are richer than truth conditions. Rather than thinking about the

meaning of a sentence as the conditions under which it is true, dynamic semantics conceives of

the meaning of a sentence as a rule for how to learn that the sentence is true. This rule takes the

form of a recipe for taking any agent's information state (or context), and updating that context

with the sentence.

In most of what follows, information states are interpreted as sets of possible worlds.

Definition 1.1. A world w is a function from atomic sentences to truth values. An information

state (or context) s is a set of worlds. A context change potential is a function from contexts to

contexts. An interpretation function [·] assigns each sentence of the language a context change

potential. s supports φ (s |= φ) just in case s[φ] = s.

Dynamic semantics is not the first theory of how a context should be updated when a sentence

is learned. Stalnaker 1978 famously proposed that when a sentence is asserted, the context is

updated by intersection with a fixed set of worlds, the proposition expressed by the sentence. In

particular, each sentence in the language is assigned a set of worlds as its meaning, using some

function J·K. Then updating with [φ] is equivalent to intersecting s with JφK.
Definition 1.2. φ is intersective iff ∃p∀s : s[φ] = s ∩ p.

In dynamic semantics, a variety of meanings cannot be interpreted in this way. In these cases,

updating a context cannot be interpreted in terms of learning that a certain proposition is true.

We can also understand nonintersective updating in another way: van Benthem [1986, 1989]

proved that intersectivity is equivalent to the possession of two further properties. First, that

updating a context never introduces new possibilities. Second, that updating a set of worlds is

equivalent to updating each world in the set individually, and unioning the results.
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Definition 1.3.

1. φ is eliminative iff ∀s : s[φ] ⊆ s.

2. φ is distributive iff ∀s : s[φ] =
∪{

{w}[φ] | w ∈ s
}
.

Throughout this dissertation, we will hold fixed the eliminativity of updating. This means that

every failure of intersectivity that we consider will also be a failure of distributivity.

If [φ] is not reducible to an intersective update, what can [φ] be? Previous work in dynamic

semantics has largely offered a single kind of answer to this question. Intersective updating has

been replaced with a different kind of meaning: the test.1 The job of a test isn't to tell the agent

what world she inhabits. Rather, the job of a test is to explore structural properties of one's current

information state. If the information has the relevant property, it stays the same; otherwise, it

becomes absurd.

Definition 1.4. φ is a test iff ∀s : s[φ] = s or s[φ] = ∅.

Tests are not in the business of providing new information about the world. They only provide

any information when they provide too much information, narrowing the state down to ∅.

We've now introduced two kinds of context change potentials. The first type just amounted to

intersecting the context with the truth conditions of the sentence. The second type was the test.

These notions are disjoint, except in the limit.

Fact 1.1. φ is a test and intersective iff ∀s : s[φ] = s or ∀s : s[φ] = ∅.

No interesting test is intersective. But there are failures of intersectivity that are not tests.

The project of this dissertation is to investigate what sorts of phenomena require a noninter-

sective kind of meaning, and what sorts of phenomena require treating meanings as tests. Again

and again, we will find data that rules out intersectivity, but does not require treating any sentence

as a test. This gives us an opportunity to develop a variety of new dynamic operators. These dy-

namic meanings do not amount to intersecting with a fixed proposition. But they can also tell us

quite a lot about which worlds we inhabit, because they are not tests. These operators are dynamic,

yet also informative.

1See for example Veltman 1996 and Harel et al. 2000.
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In the chapters that follow, we examine three different kinds of expressions. In Chapter 2, we

focus on possibility and necessity modals. We zoom in on a classic data point that has motivated

a test semantics for modals: the inconsistency of epistemic contradictions, sentences of the form

p and might not p.

epistemic contradictions φ ∧ ♢¬φ |= ⊥

To begin, we develop a general framework for theorizing about modal operators within dynamic

semantics. The signature tool of truth conditional analyses of modals is an accessibility relation,

which relates a world w to all worlds v possible from w. This tool can be generalized to the case

of dynamic semantics by enriching the type of accessibility relations, letting them be information

sensitive. The resulting theory allows a characterization of epistemic contradictions in terms of

accessibility. Their inconsistency requires a nonintersective theory of modals. But this does not

require that modals are tests. Ultimately, we defend a theory of modals that restricts an under-

lying accessibility relation to the worlds in the context. This theory does not make modals tests.

But it predicts the inconsistency of epistemic contradictions, in addition to the validity of several

other inferences. In particular, in this framework the strength of necessity modals and the posi-

tive introspection principle (that □φ implies □□φ) turn out to follow from the inconsistency of

epistemic contradictions.

Chapter 3 enriches the above discussion of modals with a second operator: disjunction. We

turn to a surprising interaction effect between these two operators, Free Choice, where the possi-

bility of a disjunction appears equivalent to a conjunction of possibilities.

free choice ♢(φ ∨ ψ) ♢φ ∧ ♢ψ

We begin by showing that within the framework of dynamic semantics, Free Choice requires a se-

mantics for disjunction that is not distributive, and hence is not intersective. Thenwe characterize

the family of Free Choice validating operators more precisely, finding the weakest and strongest

such operators. Ultimately, this allows us to derive the traditional truth conditions for disjunc-

tion from the validity of Free Choice. These truth conditions are the strongest ones available that

validate Free Choice, when combined with a new bit of dynamic meaning for disjunction: the

requirement that each disjunct is possible.
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Chapter 4 turns from modals and disjunction to conditionals, and also marks a change in

methodology. Previous chapters focus on the constraints that the validity of various inferences

impose on the choice ofmeaningwithin dynamic semantics. By contrast, inChapter 4we consider

directly a variety of plausible constraints on updating. In particular, we explore the relationship

between the following three constraints on learning a conditional. First, that any agent who has

learned a conditional and that conditional's antecedent is committed to the consequent.

modus ponens s[φ → ψ][φ] |= ψ

Second, that the negation of a conditional's antecedent screens off the conditional itself.

screening off s[φ → ψ][¬φ] = s[¬φ]

Third, that any agent believes a conditional just in case she would believe the consequent if she

learned the antecedent:

ramsey test s |= φ → ψ iff s[φ] |= ψ

We prove a pair of impossibility results. First, no test can satisfy the first two conditions. Second,

there is a unique intersective meaning for the conditional that satisfies all three conditions: the

material conditional. In the face of these results, we develop a variety of newdynamicmeanings for

the conditional that satisfy all three conditions, without collapsing to either a test or the material

conditional. Finally, Chapter 5 provides proofs for the main facts in the previous chapters.

There is a large space of meanings that are nonintersective, but are also not tests. One of the

projects of this dissertation is to narrrow down this space of meanings as much as possible. To

do so, several general constraints on updating are quite useful. First, one natural idea is to be as

conservative as possible in the failure of intersectivity. To do so, we will consider a variety of ways

in which an update can be decomposed into two separate updates, one of which is intersective

and one of which is not.

In Chapter 2, this decomposition is achieved by feeding a nonintersective component into

a classical, intersective meaning for modals. On a classical theory, modals predicate possibility

or necessity of a proposition, a set of worlds. On our nonintersective variant of this theory, the

relevant proposition of which possibility or necessity is predicated is derived dynamically, as a
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function of both the input to themodal operator, and the context. Where ∗ denotes some function

from a context and a context change potential to a proposition, our factorized modals behave as

follows:

s[♢φ] = s ∩ J♢K(∗(s, [φ]))
s[□φ] = s ∩ J□K(∗(s, [φ]))

In our investigation of Free Choice, decomposition takes a different form. There, we let an update

with the disjunction φ ∨ ψ be factorized into the intersection of two different updates, where one

is intersective and the other is not. First, the context is updated intersectively with a propositional

operation ▷◁ determined by [φ] and [ψ]. Second, the context is updated nonintersectively with a

test operation ∗ determined by [φ] and [ψ]. Then the results of these two updates are combined

together to produce a nonintersective update that is also not a test.

s[φ ∨ ψ] = (s ∩ Jφ ▷◁ ψK) ∩ ∗(s, [φ], [ψ])

In our investigation of conditionals, decomposition takes yet another form. There, we let an up-

date with the conditional be factorized into the union of two updates, again where one is inter-

sective and one is not. Here, the intersective update is simply learning that one inhabits a world

where the antecedent is false. The nonintersective update instead selects some combination of

worlds from the context where the antecedent and consequent are both true. Crucially, the func-

tion ∗ that selects the relevant combination of worlds can be nonintersective, varying its choice of

worlds with the choice of input context.

s[φ → ψ] = (s ∩ J¬φK) ∪ ∗(s, [φ], [ψ])

In addition to decomposing our updates into an intersective and nonintersective part, we can

also narrow down the space of nonintersective meanings in other ways. One constraint that con-

sistently leads to interesting results is the requirement that φ be supported in any state after that

state has been updated with φ:

Definition 1.5. φ is idempotent iff ∀s : s[φ] |= φ.
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Idempotence is a plausible requirement on any kind of learning. s[φ] is a body of information

committed to many things. But what could possibly follow from s[φ], if not φ itself?

Idempotence interacts in interesting ways with the various forms of factorizability described

above. In the case of possibility and necessity modals, it turns out that any factorizable modal

is idempotent if and only if it satisfies the requirement of shift reflexivity, that □(□φ ⊃ φ) is

valid. In the case of disjunction, it turns out that there is a unique strongest factorizable theory

of disjunction that is idempotent and satisfies Free Choice. In the case of conditionals, it turns

out that our preferred class of factorizable conditionals satisfying the constraints above are all

idempotent.

Idempotence is also interestingly related to intersectivity. Rothschild and Yalcin 2015b show

that intersectivity ismore or less equivalent to the conjunction of idempotence and commutativity:

Definition 1.6. φ and ψ are commutative iff for any s, s[φ][ψ] = s[ψ][φ].

Much of this dissertation holds fixed both the failure of intersectivity and the satisfaction of idem-

potence, along with eliminativity. This means that the semantics below is a study in the failure

of not only distributivity, but also commutativity: what requires these failures, and what else they

imply about meaning.
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Chapter 2

Generalized update semantics

2.1 Introduction

In a traditional possible worlds semantics for epistemic modals,might (♢) andmust (□) quantify

over accessible possible worlds. ♢φ is true at w iff φ is true at some world v accessible from w. □φ

is true at w iff φ is true at every world v accessible from w.1

Within this framework, various logical principles about modals correspond to constraints on

accessibility. For example, the principle that must is strong (so that □φ implies φ) is valid just in

case every world is accessible from itself. The positive introspection principle (that □φ implies

□□φ) corresponds to the frame condition that whenever v is accessible fromw and u is accessible

from v, u is accessible from w. The B axiom (that truth implies necessary possibility) corresponds

to the symmetry of accessibility.

One advantage of this framework is that it allows us to investigate the relationship between

various logical principles. For example, we can convince ourselves that positive introspection

and the B axiom imply that must is strong by observing that transitivity and symmetry imply

reflexivity.

While this framework has many advantages, it also faces a well known problem predicting the

inconsistency of 'epistemic contradictions' like the following:

(1) #It's raining but it might not be raining.

In the theory above, the inconsistency of epistemic contradictions (sentences of the formφ∧♢¬φ)

corresponds to the trivializing result that every world is possible only from itself.

1Kripke 1963; Kratzer 2012.
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The inconsistency of epistemic contradictions is better explained by a rival semantic frame-

work: update semantics.2 To predict this inconsistency, update semantics claims that modal sen-

tences are tests. Briefly, this means that when we add the information carried by a modal claim to

an agent's information, that agent's information either remains unchanged or becomes absurd.

The test semantics for modals does not merely predict the inconsistency of epistemic con-

tradictions. It also validates all of the logical principles discussed above. These predictions are

controversial. For example, there is a rich debate in the literature about whether must is strong.3

And in recent work, Moss [2015] has challenged the thesis that iterated modals collapse.

Whether these principles are valid or not, we should still ask for more from update semantics.

In the classical framework above, each logical principle under discussion corresponds to some

model theoretic property in the semantics. We can use these model theoretic properties to better

understand the logical principles we care about, and their relationship. Yet update semantics loses

the correspondence between logical principles and constraints on accessibility.

This leads to one especially frustrating problem. Update semantics does not give us the tools

to investigate which other logical principles are implied by the inconsistency of epistemic contra-

dictions. This inconsistency is hard to predict, and so it is natural to wonder whether it implies,

say, that iterated modals collapse or that must is strong. Update semantics does not provide any

straightforward answer to this question.

In this chapter, I develop a new dynamic semantics for epistemic modals, Generalized Update

Semantics (GUS), within which we can investigate the logical properties of epistemicmodals. The

major idea in GUS is that accessibility relations have a place within a dynamic theory of modals.

But in order to earn their keep, accessibility relations must be be sensitive to the state or context

in which a modal claim is interpreted. GUS is general enough to include update semantics and

traditional possible worlds semantics as special cases. It allows us to characterize exactly what it

takes for epistemic contradictions to be inconsistent, along with a variety of logical principles.

2For some defenses of update semantics, see Veltman 1996, Groenendijk et al. 1996, Beaver 2001, Gillies 2004, and
Willer 2013. For some nearby views, see Yalcin 2007, Swanson 2011, Swanson 2012, Moss 2015, and Ninan 2016.

3See for example: Karttunen 1972; Kratzer 1991; von Fintel and Gillies 2010; and Lassiter 2016.
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First, we will see that if epistemic contradictions are inconsistent, then the positive introspec-

tion principle (that □φ □□φ) is also valid. Second, we will see that if epistemic contradic-

tions are inconsistent in a well behaved way, then must is strong. This second result connects the

strength ofmust to the concept of idempotence: that asserting a sentence twice has the same effect

as asserting it once. Surprisingly, once epistemic contradictions are inconsistent the strength of

must is equivalent to the idempotence of might claims. This provides a powerful new argument

for strength. Ultimately, then, a major claim of this chapter is that the inconsistency of epistemic

contradictions places significant, unappreciated constraints on the logic of epistemic modality.

Finally, in addition to uncovering the logic of epistemic modals, the theory below also expli-

cates the relationship between the traditional theory we started with and its update-theoretic rival.

In what follows, we will develop a procedure for transforming any given classical semantics for

modality into a dynamic semantics. The procedure is guaranteed to produce a semantics that pre-

dicts the inconsistency of epistemic contradictions, but where the old theory is still recognizable.

This procedure is a tool that any theorist of epistemic modality may add to her existing theory in

order to rule out epistemic contradictions.

2.2 Background

Let's start by reviewing two popular theories of modality: a classical, possible worlds semantics

and a dynamic alternative.

In a traditional possible worlds semantics for epistemicmodals,might (♢) andmust (□) quan-

tify over accessible possible worlds. ♢ is an existential quantifier, while□ is a universal quantifier.

To make this idea precise, we must first clarify the notion of accessibility. An accessibility relation

allows what is possible to vary from world to world.

Definition 2.1. An accessibility relation R (⊆ W×W) relates a worldw to the set of worlds v that

are possible relative to w.

It is helpful to use a visual metaphor here: when wRv, we can think of v as visible from or seen by

w. Possibility and necessity are then interpreted in terms of accessibility:

Definition 2.2.
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1. J♢φK = {w | ∃v : wRv& v ∈ JφK}
2. J□φK = {w | ∀v : wRv ⊃ v ∈ JφK}

With this definition in place, we can say that some premises classically entail a conclusion just in

case every world where the premises are true is a world where the conclusion is true.

Definition 2.3. Γ classically entail δ (Γ cl δ) iff
∩
γ∈Γ

JγK ⊆ JδK.
Within this framework, various logical principles about modals correspond to constraints on ac-

cessibility.4

Definition 2.4.

1. R is reflexive iff for any world w, wRw.

2. R is transitive iff for any worlds w, v, u, if wRv and vRu then wRu.

3. R is euclidean iff for any worlds w, v, u, if wRv and wRu then vRu.

4. R is symmetric iff for any worlds w, v, if wRv then vRw.

Observation 2.1.

1. R is reflexive iff □φ cl φ.

2. R is transitive iff □φ cl □□φ.

3. R is euclidean iff ♢φ cl □♢φ.

4. R is symmetric iff φ cl □♢φ.

While this theory is extremely fruitful, it struggles to predict the inconsistency of epistemic con-

tradictions.

Definition 2.5. R is isolated iff for any worlds w, v, if wRv then w = v.5

4Strictly speaking, the entailment relation here is relativized to frames which agree on a choice of accessibility
relation. For a precise definition of entailment, see the appendix.

5See Kaufmann and Kaufmann 2015.
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Observation 2.2. R is isolated iff φ ∧ ♢¬φ cl ⊥.

So in this framework, epistemic contradictions are inconsistent only if modal claims are trivial.

The inconsistency of epistemic contradictions is much easier to explain within update seman-

tics. Update semantics is a type of dynamic semantics.6 According to dynamic semantics, the

meaning of a sentence is not its truth conditions. Rather, the meaning of a sentence is its ability

to change the context in which it is said—its context change potential:

You know the meaning of a sentence if you know the change it brings about in the informa-
tion state of anyone who accepts the news conveyed by it.7

To give an update semantics, we need two things: a definition of information states (or contexts),

and an interpretation function which assigns a context change potential to each sentence in our

language. Veltman 1996 models an information state as a set of possible worlds. Then an inter-

pretation function assigns every sentence a function from sets of worlds to sets of worlds.

Definition 2.6. A possible world w assigns every atomic sentence α a truth value. W is the set of

all possible worlds. An information state s is a set of possible worlds. A context change potential is

a function from one information state s to a new one. An interpretation function [·] assigns every

sentence a context change potential. s[φ] is the result of inputting s into [φ]. For any non-modal

sentence φ, the classical content of φ (JφK) is the set of worlds that are unchanged by updating

with φ (
{
w | {w}[φ] = {w}

}
).

Once we have a representation of information states, we can then recursively define our interpre-

tation function, [·]. Atomic sentences narrow down an information state to the worlds where they

are true. A negation ¬φ removes from a state any world that would survive updating with φ. A

conjunction φ ∧ ψ first updates a state with φ, and then updates the result with ψ.

Definition 2.7.

1. s[α] = {w ∈ s | w(α) = 1}

6See Stalnaker 1973; Karttunen 1974; Heim 1982; Heim 1983; Veltman 1985; Groenendijk and Stokhof 1990; Groe-
nendijk and Stokhof 1991a; and many others.

7See Veltman 1996, p. 221.
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2. s[¬φ] = s− s[φ]

3. s[φ ∧ ψ] = s[φ][ψ]

Modal sentences don't give us new information about what world we are in. Instead, they explore

properties of the current state. ♢φ explores whether s can be consistently updated with φ; □φ

explores whether updating s with φ has no effect. In either case, states that satisfy the relevant

property are unchanged by updating. States that fail to satisfy the relevant property result in the

absurd state ∅.8

Definition 2.8.

1. s[♢φ] = {w ∈ s | s[φ] ̸= ∅}

2. s[□φ] = {w ∈ s | s[φ] = s}

This last definition implies thatmodal sentences are tests. They always either leave the information

state the same, or produce the empty state.

Observation 2.3 (Tests). For any information state s, s[♢φ] = s or s[♢φ] = ∅.

This feature is surprising from the perspective of a Stalnakerian theory of communication, on

which the goal of assertion is to narrow down the common ground.9 Modal sentences would

then be guaranteed to never satisfy the goal of assertion.

Finally, to get predictions about the inconsistency of epistemic contradictions, we need a def-

inition of entailment. Say that a state supports a sentence φ just in case updating the state with

φ has no effect. Then an argument is dynamically valid just in case any state that supports the

premises also supports the conclusion.10

Definition 2.9.

8See Veltman 1996. Officially, definitions 2.7 and 2.8 are one recursive definition.
9For example: ''A speaker should not assert what he presupposes to be true, or what he presupposes to be false...To

assert something incompatible with what is presupposed is self-defeating: one wants to reduce the context set, but not
eliminate it altogether. And to assert something which is already presupposed is to attempt to do something that is
already done.'' (Stalnaker 1978 88-9.)

10See Veltman 1996 and van Benthem 1996 139-41 for a discussion of the different entailment relations available
within update semantics. Much of our discussion below could also be conducted using other entailment relations, for
example update-to-test entailment.
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1. s supports φ (s |= φ) iff s[φ] = s.

2. Γ entails δ (Γ us δ) iff for any information state s, if s |= γ for every γ ∈ Γ, then s |= δ.

To get a feel for this semantics, note that it successfully predicts the inconsistency of epistemic

contradictions.

Observation 2.4 (Epistemic Contradictions). φ ∧ ♢¬φ us ⊥

To see why, consider Figure 2.1. To update an information state with φ ∧ ♢¬φ, one first updates

with the first conjunct, zooming in to the worlds where φ is true. Then one updates the resulting

state with♢¬φ. But, crucially, the♢¬φ update is applied not to the original information state, but

to the result of learning φ in that state. Once we have zoomed in to the φ worlds, the ♢¬φ test is

guaranteed to fail. So the only state that supports φ ∧ ♢¬φ is absurd.

w u

v

s

w u

s[φ] s[φ][♢¬φ]

φ

¬φ

Figure 2.1: Epistemic contradictions

In addition to predicting the inconsistency of epistemic contradictions, update semantics has

several surprising properties. First, since modals are tests, update semantics implies that iterated

strings of modals are equivalent to their innermost member. In particular, it validates both of the

following:

Observation 2.5 (Positive Introspection). □φ us □□φ

Observation 2.6 (Negative Introspection). ♢φ us □♢φ

To see why, note that a state s is either changed by φ, or unchanged by φ. If the former, then s[□φ]

is ∅, and so s[□□φ] is also ∅. If the latter, then s[□φ] = s, and so s[□□φ] = s as well. So we know

that [□φ] = [□□φ]. Similar reasoning applies to ♢φ.
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From a big picture philosophical perspective, the collapse of iterated modality is somewhat

surprising. Epistemic modals have something to do with knowledge. But knowledge doesn't obey

positive and negative introspection.11 Moreover, Moss 2015 argues on empirical grounds that the

above are invalid. To do so, she develops cases where iterated modals have a different effect than

their uniterated counterparts. For example, consider a scenario in which several candidates are

being assessed for a job. Several factors are relevant (resume strength, recommendation letters,

etc). Suppose that we know the status of some candidates with respect to a factor, but do not know

how other candidates fare. Then sentences like the following become coherent:

(2) Alice is a likely hire, and Bob might be a likely hire.

(3) Alice is a possible hire, and Bob is probably also a possible hire.

(4) Alice is definitely a possible hire, and Bob might be a possible hire too.

The exact interpretation of such iterated modals is controversial.12 But whether or not positive

and negative introspection are actually valid for epistemicmodals, we benefit from understanding

what exactly they require of a theory.

Besides the collapse of iterated modals, update semantics also predicts that must is strong.

That is, the T axiom is valid:

Observation 2.7 (Strength). □φ us φ

After all, □φ is supported by a state just in case φ is supported. But this prediction is quite con-

troversial. Many have argued against the strength of must claims, citing the felt indirectness of

claiming that φ must be the case, instead of simply asserting φ.13

We have now seen that update semantics explains the inconsistency of epistemic contradic-

tions, but that it also forces us to make several more commitments about the logical properties

of modals. Again, whether these predictions are good ones or not, our ultimate aim is to answer

11See for example Williamson 2000.
12For some options consistent with the collapse of iterated modals to their innermost modal, see Anand and Hac-

quard 2013 and Kratzer 2013.
13See again Karttunen 1972; Kratzer 1991; von Fintel and Gillies 2010; and Lassiter 2016.
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a more abstract question. We will be investigating whether the inconsistency of epistemic con-

tradictions is related to the validity of these various other logical principles, or whether they are

conceptually independent. To do so, we will now develop a new semantics for epistemic modals

within which the logical properties above are not mere consequences, but are instead characteriz-

able in terms of some parameter in the theory. This will give us the tools to critically assess what

exactly is required of a semantics in order to make epistemic contradictions inconsistent, to make

must strong, or to collapse iterated modals.

2.3 Generalized update semantics

In generalized update semantics (GUS), we will integrate update semantics with the signature tool

from the classic possible worlds semantics above: accessibility relations. To do so, we need one

new idea. Notice how in that traditional framework, we can think of each accessibility relation as

generating an information state for each possible world, from the set of worlds accessible from the

base world. In GUS, we instead say that a world only determines a body of information relative to

another, initial information state. In other words, we will let accessibility relations themselves be

information sensitive. A traditional accessibility relation relates two possible worlds w and v. By

contrast, an information sensitive accessibility relation instead relates a world w and information

state s to any world v possible from the perspective of w and s.

Definition 2.10. An information sensitive accessibility relation R(·) relates a world w and infor-

mation state s to the set of worlds v that are possible relative tow, given information state s. When

v is possible with respect to w and s, we say wRsv.

Armedwith information sensitive accessibility relations, we can now give a new dynamicmeaning

to ♢ and □. To update a state s with ♢φ, one narrows s down to a new set of worlds w. Which

ones? Those where the information at w, relative to s, is consistent with φ. In particular, for every

world w in s, we find the set of worlds accessible from w relative to s (that is, {v | wRsv}). This set

of worlds is itself an information state. We then see whether this information state can be updated

with φ without becoming absurd. If so, w survives update with ♢φ.

Similarly, to update s with □φ, we again find {v | wRsv}, the set of worlds accessible from w

given s. Forw to survive update with□φ, we require that this derivative information state support
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φ.14

Definition 2.11.

1. s[♢φ] =
{
w ∈ s | {v | wRsv}[φ] ̸= ∅

}
2. s[□φ] =

{
w ∈ s | {v | wRsv} |= φ

}
Crucially, this theory of modals allows the information at each possible world to vary. This means

that modal updates are not automatically tests. A modal update can eliminate some but not all

worlds from the input state.

To get a feel for this semantics, let's work through an example (Figure 2.2). Imagine a state s

with three worlds w, v, and u, where relative to s w and v can see each other, but u can see only

itself. Suppose w and u are φ worlds, while v is not. Updating with ♢¬φ will retain w and v, while

removing u. Conversely, updating s with □φ would produce a new state that eliminates w and

v, but retains u. While w and u are both φ worlds, only world u is isolated to see only φ worlds

relative to s. Finally, we can consider which worlds are possible relative to each other in our new

state s[♢¬φ] = {w, v}. In this model, we do not have uR{w,v}u; so removing u from s also changes

which worlds are possible relative to each other.

w u

v

s

Rs

w

v
R{w,v}

s[♢¬φ]

φ

¬φ

Figure 2.2: An example

So far we have considered one abstract example of our semantics at work. To get a better

understanding of the theory, let's turn to a more concrete example of how information sensitive

accessibility might function.

14Officially, Definitions 2.7 and 2.11 form one recursive definition. In addition, we will retain the definitions of
support and entailment from Definition 2.9, but will refer to GUS entailment with .
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2.4 Factorizability

In this section we will develop a procedure for deriving an information sensitive accessibility re-

lation from an underlying classical accessibility relation. To do so, let's say that an information

sensitive accessibility relation is factorizable into an underlying classical accessibility relation just

in case the possibilities relative to w and s are simply the classical possibilities relative to w that

are members of s.15

When an information sensitive accessibility relation can be constructed in this way, let's call

it factorizable into a truth conditional and dynamic component. Let R be a classical accessibility

relation.16 Then:

Definition 2.12.

1. The dynamic lift of R is R↑
(·), where:

∀s∀w∀v [wR↑
s v iff (wRv& v ∈ s)].

2. R′
(·) is factorizable into R iff R′

(·) = R↑
(·).

3. R(·) is factorizable iff there is some R that R(·) is factorizable into.

When a relation is factorizable, wewill automatically have that {v | wRsv} is equal to {v | wRv}∩s,

for some choice of R. That is, factorizable relations restrict the second argument of an underlying

accessibility relation down to worlds in the relevant information state. What does this mean? We

can illuminate this requirement in several ways.

First, we can think of factorizable accessibility relations in terms of syntactic and semantic

scope. The inconsistency of epistemic contradictions can be thought of as following from a more

general exceptional scope principle. We can say that our epistemic modals exhibit exceptional

scope whenever they semantically interpret content outside their syntactic scope as if it was inside

their scope. More precisely, consider the following equivalence:

exceptional scope φ ∧ ♢ψ φ ∧ ♢(φ ∧ ψ)

15Thanks to Jeremy Goodman for help here.
16Aswewill see in detail later, any classical accessibility relation corresponds to a special kind of information sensitive

accessibility relation.
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The inconsistency of epistemic contradictions follows from the Exceptional Scope principle as

a special case.17 When ψ is of the form ¬φ, the Exceptional Scope principle implies that any

consistent epistemic contradiction would require the consistency of ♢(φ ∧ ¬φ).

Factorizable relations are tailor-made to explain exceptional scope. When a relation is factor-

izable, we can interpret ♢ as predicating possibility of the combination of its prejacent with the

current information state. To illustrate, suppose for simplicity that φ is a non-modal, so that its

possible worlds propositional content JφK is defined. Then updating s with ♢φ is identical to nar-

rowing down s to the worlds where the proposition s ∩ JφK is classically possible—to the worlds

where some world in s ∩ JφK is classically accessible. Similarly, updating with □φ is a matter of

zooming in to worlds where thematerial conditional if s then φ (that is, (W−s)∪JφK) is classically
necessarily—to the worlds where every classically accessible world is in (W − s) ∪ JφK. To state

this fact precisely, let's introduce for any traditional accessibility relation R the classical modals

♢R and □R. Further, let's assign these modals traditional meanings as sentential operators. So

J♢RK is a function from some proposition p to the set of worlds where p is possible (to the worlds

w where some p-world v is R-accessible). Similarly, J□RK is a function from p to the set of worlds

where p is necessary. Then:

Fact 2.1. When (i) φ is non-modal, and (ii) R(·) is factorizable into R:

1. s[♢φ] = s ∩ J♢RK(s ∩ JφK)
2. s[□φ] = s ∩ J□RK((W− s) ∪ JφK)

(See Chapter 5 for proofs of the main facts in what follows.)

17This principle is a modal counterpart of a property of dynamic theories of anaphora, such as DPL (Groenendijk
and Stokhof 1991a). In those theories, we reach equivalences like the following, for arbitrary indefinite quantifiers Q
(such as 'some' and 'exactly one'):

anaphoric exceptional scope Qx(Fx) ∧ Gx Qx(Fx) ∧ Qx(Fx ∧ Gx).

For example, consider the discourse:

(5) Exactly one lawyer came in. He sat down.

This sentence implies not only that exactly one lawyer came in and sat down, but also that there is exactly one lawyer
(Charlow 2017).
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Traditionally,modal operatorswere thought to predicate possibility andnecessity of the propo-

sition expressed by their input. Now, we can instead think of modal operators as predicating pos-

sibility or necessity of a proposition found by combining the current information state with the

proposition expressed by their input. In the case of♢φ,♢ predicates possibility of the intersection

of the current information with the proposition that φ. Similarly,□φ allows□ to predicate neces-

sity of the material conditional that if the current information is true, then so is the proposition

that φ. Dynamic semantics certainly exploits propositions; but only after they have been enriched

with the current information.

Here's a last way to think about factorizable modals. In general, any accessibility relation can

be derived from a set of propositions. More precisely, following Kratzer 2012 we can let a modal

base be a function from worlds to sets of propositions. Then the accessible worlds at w are the

worlds consistent with every proposition in the modal base at w. With this background, we can

think of information sensitive accessibility relations as allowing the modal base to be information

sensitive: we now have a function from a world and an information state to a set of propositions.

Now, factorizability corresponds to the constraint that the information state is always a member

of the modal base at a world, relative to that information state. This is a very natural constraint.

Epistemic modals care about a body of relevant information. Factorizable modals require that the

current information state is always relevant.

Now that we have developed GUS and considered one instance of it, let's put the framework

to work. First, I will show that the semantics above is conservative, in that both possible worlds

semantics and update semantics are special cases of generalized update semantics. Second, I will

show that generalized update semantics is fruitful. It turns out that a rich family of logical princi-

ples governing modals are characterizable in terms of constraints on accessibility relations.

2.5 Conservativity

Anatural question to ask in this framework is whether we can express previous theories of modals

within it. It turns out that both traditional possible worlds semantics and update semantics corre-

spond to particular constraints on information sensitive accessibility.
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To generate the traditional possible worlds semantics we started with, we can allow informa-

tion sensitive accessibility to ignore the information state. On this view, v is possible with respect

to w and s just in case v is possible with respect to w and s′, for any arbitrary s′. That is, the choice

of information state is irrelevant to what is possible.

Definition 2.13.

1. R(·) is information insensitive just in case for any w, s, s′, {v | wRsv} = {v | wRs′v}.

2. When R(·) is information insensitive, say that wR↓v iff for every s, wRsv.

When a relation R(·) is informative insensitive, we can use it to construct a traditional accessibility

relation, using ↓. The result will relate w and v just in case the original relation connects w and

v relative to any s. Then updating s with ♢φ narrows down s to the possible worlds where φ is

classically possible via R↓:

Fact 2.2. If R(·) is information insensitive, s[♢φ] = s ∩ {w | ∃v : wR↓v& v ∈ JφK}.
This same point can be understood anotherway. Say that a formulaφ is distributivewhen updating

any state with φ is equivalent to updating each world in the state with φ and unioning the results.

Failures of distributivity are often thought of as essential to dynamic semantics.18 This is because

in the framework above, a sentence is distributive just in case updating any state with that sentence

is tantamount to intersecting the state with some fixed set of possible worlds.

Definition 2.14. φ is distributive iff for any state s, s[φ] =
∪
w∈s

{w}[φ].

It turns out that the distributivity of modal claims is more or less equivalent to the information

insensitivity of R(·). That is, information sensitivity is equivalent, in our current framework, to

genuine dynamics.

To see why, note first that our information sensitive accessibility relations are a bit richer than

they need to be. These relations connect w and v via s. But these relations do not require that the

initial world w be a member of s. Nonetheless, inspection of our semantics above reveals that we

can safely ignore any cases where w ̸∈ s. Any such w is irrelevant to the context change potential

18See van Benthem 1996; Veltman 1996; and Rothschild and Yalcin 2015b.
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of any sentence in our language, since ♢φ and□φ narrow s down to the worlds that are related to

the relevant φ worlds. So we can call any two relations semantically equivalent when they agree

on accessibility for any choice of w in s:

Definition 2.15. R(·) andR′
(·) are semantically equivalent iff for anyw, v, and s, ifw ∈ s andw ∈ s′,

then wRsv iff wR′
s′v.

Now we can state precisely the relationship between information insensitivity and distributivity.

First, if accessibility is information insensitive then all modal sentences are distributive. Second,

whenever our modals are distributive, they induce an accessibility relation that is semantically

equivalent to an information insensitive relation.

Fact 2.3.

1. If R(·) is information insensitive, then ♢φ is distributive for every φ.

2. If ♢φ is distributive for every φ, then R(·) is semantically equivalent to an information in-

sensitive R′
(·).

We have now seen that a traditional possible worlds semantics results whenever R(·) is insensitive

to its informational argument. Similarly, the traditional update semantics formodals results when

R(·) ignores its world argument. Here, we need to take some care. We can first say that a relation is

world insensitive just in casewRsv iffw′Rsv. But this alone does not give us the test semantics from

before. For it is consistent with this requirement that, relative to s, every world is related to some

set of worlds s′ distinct from s. So we can instead say that a relation is strongly world insensitive

just in case relative to s, w sees exactly the worlds in s. The test semantics above turns out to be

characterizable in terms of exactly this relation:

Definition 2.16. R(·) is strongly world insensitive just in case for any w, s {v | wRsv} = s.

Fact 2.4. R(·) is strongly world insensitive iff for every state s, s[♢φ] = {w ∈ s | s[φ] ̸= ∅}.

We can also understand the test semantics in terms of factorizability. Recall that we earlier intro-

duced a lift from any traditional accessibility relation R into R↑
(·), an information sensitive acces-

sibility relation. This lift generates a new relation where v is possible from w and s just in case v
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is classically possible from w and v is in s. It turns out that the test semantics corresponds to one

special instance of this lift, where we start from the universal accessibility relation (W×W).

Fact 2.5. (W×W)↑(·) is the unique strongly world insensitive relation.

So the test semantics from earlier is produced by starting with the purest classical conception of

possibility (where every world is possible from every other), and lifting it into a dynamicmeaning.

Summing up, we have seen that each theory we started with occupies an endpoint on a spec-

trum of GUSmeanings. GUS possibility is sensitive to the world and the information state. When

the world is utterly ignored, we reach the test semantics. When the information state is ignored,

we reach the classical semantics. But in between these two endpoints is a wide space of meaning.

Now we can go on to see what new work we can do with our more complex theory of modality.

2.6 Epistemic contradictions

Now that accessibility relations are information sensitive, we can find a new set of constraints that

characterize the logical principles above. Here, we will zoom in to cases where φ is non-modal, so

that JφK denotes the set of worlds where φ is true (
{
w | {w} φ

}
).

Our first goal is to characterize the inconsistency of epistemic contradictions. This principle

turns out to be equivalent to the requirement that only worlds consistent with a body of informa-

tion are possible relative to that information. More precisely: that whenever w is in s, the set of

worlds visible from w and s is a subset of s.

Definition 2.17. R(·) is eliminative iff ∀s∀v∀w ∈ s [wRsv ⊃ v ∈ s].

Fact 2.6. R(·) is eliminative iff φ ∧ ♢¬φ ⊥.

(For proofs of the main facts in what follows, see the appendix.) To get a feeling for why the above

holds, consider the model in Figure 2.3, where eliminativity fails. Here we have a world w in state

s that can see a world outside s. Now let φ be some formula true at w (and any other world in s)

and false at the world outside s. Updating with φ has no effect on s. Similarly, updating with ♢¬φ

keeps the state the same, since w can see a ¬φ world. So the epistemic contradiction φ ∧ ♢¬φ is

supported by this state.
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¬φφ
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Figure 2.3: A failure of eliminativity

Fact 2.6 has several consequences. First, it is clear that there are many eliminative relations

that are not strongly world insensitive. So the inconsistency of epistemic contradictions does not

actually require the test semantics for modals from Veltman 1996. Epistemic contradictions may

be inconsistent, even though possibility claims tell us more about which world we are in.

Nonetheless, the test operator occupies a privileged place among eliminative possibilitymodals.

It turns out that the test semantics for ♢ is the weakest eliminative possibility modal. Let ♢ be a

possibility modal with accessibility relation R(·). Let ♢t be the test operator (so that s[♢tφ] =

{w ∈ s | s[φ] ̸= ∅}). Then:

Fact 2.7. If R(·) is eliminative, then ♢φ ♢tφ.

The test semantics for ♢ is the weakest theory of possibility modals which predicts that epistemic

contradictions are inconsistent.

While the inconsistency of epistemic contradictions does not require a test semantics for

modals, it does require a genuinely dynamic semantics for epistemic modals. We saw above that

our semantics is equivalent to possible world semantics just in case our information sensitive

accessibility relation is information insensitive. But whenever this occurs, the inconsistency of

epistemic contradictions is trivializing:

Fact 2.8. If R(·) is information insensitive and φ ∧ ♢¬φ ⊥ for all descriptive φ, then wR↓v is

isolated.

While classical accounts of modals do not predict the inconsistency of epistemic contradic-

tions, factorizable theories do.
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Fact 2.9. If R(·) is factorizable, then R(·) is eliminative.

Fact 2.9 is one of the main results of this chapter, because it offers a recipe for converting any

classical theory of modals into a dynamic explanation of epistemic contradictions. Factorizability

shows us how to take any static theory of epistemic modals, encode it into an R and then convert

it into R↑
(·), to explain the inconsistency of epistemic contradictions. For example, start with a

contextualist theory of modals, where ♢φ says that the speaker's knowledge is consistent with φ.

Say that wCv iff the speaker's knowledge at w is consistent with v. Then C↑
(·) gives the dynamic lift

of this contextualist theory, which predicts that epistemic contradictions are inconsistent.

This last point allows a division of labor in semantic theorizing. Over the last few decades,

there has been a flurry of truth conditional investigation into epistemic modals. There have been

a variety of debates about whose informationmatters for the evaluation of epistemicmodal claims

(the speaker, the group, some exocentric point of view?) and what kind of information is impor-

tant (belief, knowledge, certainty?). These debates can all be thought of as debates about an un-

derlying accessibility relation. But these debates are not concerned with epistemic contradictions.

Then dynamic theories of modality came along that predicted the inconsistency of epistemic con-

tradictions, but also took a stand on these old debates—for example requiring thatmust be strong.

What we have now seen is that the question of epistemic contradictions is somewhat independent

of other debates that were characterizable in terms of an underlying accessibility relation. Once

any of those debates have been settled, and an appropriate accessibility relation is determined, that

relation can be lifted with ↑ to generate a factorizable information sensitive accessibility relation

that predicts the inconsistency of epistemic contradictions. So we have a clear division of labor

between static and dynamic approaches to modality.

2.7 Strength

We've now determined what the inconsistency of epistemic contradictions amounts to in GUS,

and seen that it requires dynamic semantics, but does not require a test semantics. Now let's turn to

some other principles. First, let's consider the thesis thatmust is strong. TheT axiom that□φ φ

is no longer equivalent to the constraint that every world is accessible from itself; that constraint

ignores information sensitivity. Rather, the T axiom is now equivalent to the requirement that for
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any state s and any w in s, there is some world in s that can see w. This constraint is essentially

global, in that it involves properties of s not reducible to individual worlds. Instead of requiring

that every world sees itself, global reflexivity requires that every part of a state is seen by some part

of that state.

Definition 2.18. R(·) is globally reflexive iff ∀s∀w ∈ s ∃w′ ∈ s : w′Rsw.

Fact 2.10. R(·) is globally reflexive iff □φ φ.

For a sense of why this holds, consider Figure 2.4. Here we have a world w in state s that is not

seen by any world in s relative to s. When φ is true at every visible world in s but false at w, s will

support □φ but not φ.

w

v φ

¬φ

s

Figure 2.4: A failure of global reflexivity

One interesting feature of the present semantics is that entailment is not automatically guar-

anteed to contrapose. For example, in update semantics φ us □φ, but we do not have the con-

trapositive ♢φ us φ. In the present framework, then, it is worth considering the contrapositive

of T, that φ ♢φ. This requirement is equivalent to an inverse of global reflexivity—that for any

state s and any w in s, w can see some world in s.19

Definition 2.19. R(·) is globally inverse reflexive iff ∀s∀w ∈ s ∃w′ ∈ s : wRsw′.

Fact 2.11. R(·) is globally inverse reflexive iff φ ♢φ.

When a relation is information insensitive, global reflexivity and global inverse reflexivity coin-

cide, and are equivalent to the normal reflexivity condition (consider s = {w}). Once we give

19Thanks to Fabrizio Cariani for help here.
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up information insensitivity, these two properties are two different generalizations of ordinary

reflexivity.

In our framework, global reflexivity is not immediately implied by eliminativity. This means

that our semantics in principle allows for theories on which epistemic contradictions are incon-

sistenct, but must is not strong. Nonetheless, we can use factorizability to give a powerful new

argument for strength. First, it turns out that for factorizable relations, global reflexivity and re-

flexivity are equivalent:

Fact 2.12. Suppose R(·) is factorizable into R. Then R(·) is globally reflexive iff R is reflexive.

Given factorizability, we can also understand global reflexivity in another way, which will give us

our new argument for strength. Our argument requires one premise: that modal sentences be

idempotent.

Definition 2.20. φ is idempotent iff for any s, s[φ] |= φ.

Idempotence is the requirement that learning be successful. This is a natural constraint, satisfied

by modal sentences in Veltman 1996.20

We will now see that within factorizable theories, idempotence comes close to implying that

must is strong. We will consider the case of both □φ and ♢φ. First, it turns out that it is much

easier to make □φ idempotent than to make ♢φ idempotent.

Fact 2.13. If R(·) is factorizable and φ is descriptive, then □φ is idempotent.

While factorizability is sufficient for the idempotence of necessity claims, it is not sufficient for the

idempotence of possibility claims. Given factorizability, however, the idempotence of possibility

claims is equivalent to the requirement that accessibility be shift-reflexive, so that anyworld visible

at all is visible to itself:

Definition 2.21. R is shift-reflexive iff for ∀w∀v[wRv ⊃ vRv].

Fact 2.14. Suppose R(·) is factorizable into R. Then ♢φ is idempotent for any descriptive φ iff R

is shift-reflexive.

20Here, a modal sentence is any sentence with ♢ and□ at outermost scope. The test semantics does predict failures
of idempotence for sentences of the form ♢φ ∧ ¬φ; but it does not predict failures of idempotence for sentences with
a modal operator at widest scope.
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Shift reflexivity is equivalent to the validity of □(□φ ⊃ φ), which is extremely close to the T

axiom that□φ φ. It would be bizarre to accept shift reflexivity (any visible world can see itself)

while rejecting reflexivity (every world sees itself). To do so requires that some worlds are not

seen by any other possible world. For this reason, the leading opponents of reflexivity also deny

shift-reflexivity.21

Summing up, Fact 2.14 constitutes a powerful new argument for the thesis thatmust is strong.

Current discussions of strength focus on particular examples where speakers use must sentences

to convey some sort of indirect information.22 These cases are difficult to explain, because it is

unclear whether the relevant phenomenon should be analyzed as an ordinary entailment or as

some sort of presuppositional meaning. Our argument for strength is more abstract. We have

sidestepped any direct judgments about the use ofmust p versus p, and shown that a pair of elegant

structural properties connect epistemic contradictions and strength. Our only assumptionwas the

theory-neutral, universally attractive property of idempotence.

2.8 Positive introspection

Now let's turn to a second consequence of epistemic contradictions: the positive introspection

principle. In GUS, the principle that □φ □□φ is equivalent to a generalization of transitivity.

Global transitivity requires that whenever v is visible from w relative to s, and u is visible from

v relative to the information at w in s, then u can be seen relative to s by some world in s. This

generalizes transitivity in two ways. First, it is global: w does not need to see u; rather, some world

in s must see u. Second, it is shifty: we first consider what is accessible relative to s, and then

consider what is accessible relative to a different state. (In general, any principle governing nested

modals will involve such a shift in the relevant state.)

Definition 2.22. R(·) is globally transitive iff ∀s∀v∀u∀w ∈ s : [wRsv & vR{v|wRsv}u ⊃ ∃w′ ∈ s :

w′Rsu].

Fact 2.15. R(·) is globally transitive iff □φ □□φ.

21See for example Kratzer 1991.
22See again: Karttunen 1972; Kratzer 1991; von Fintel and Gillies 2010; and Lassiter 2016.
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For an illustration of this last fact, consider Figure 2.5. Herewehave a casewhere global transitivity

fails. u is not visible from any point in s relative to s. Nonetheless, u is visible from v relative to the

information atw and s, and v is visible fromw relative to s. To see why positive introspection fails,

let φ be true at w and v but false at u. □φ is supported in s, since every world visible from a world

in s relative to s is a φ world. Nonetheless, □□φ eliminates w from s. This is because relative to

the information at w and s, u is possible from v.

w

v

φ

φ

Rs

s

u

¬φ

R{v|wRsv}

Figure 2.5: A failure of global transitivity

Again, one of the main advantages of the current framework is that we can determine exactly

what follows from the inconsistency of epistemic contradictions. Here is a case in point: the incon-

sistency of Epistemic Contradictions implies that Positive Introspection is valid. This is somewhat

surprising, as we have only assumed that epistemic contradictions are inconsistent for non-modal

φ, and yet this has repercussions for formulas like□□φ, which involve multiple modal operators.

Fact 2.16. If R(·) is eliminative, then R(·) is globally transitive.

We can also understand this fact from a more abstract perspective. For suppose that□ is upwards

monotonic, so that:

upward monotonicity If φ ψ, then □φ □ψ.

The inconsistency of epistemic contradictions quickly implies that φ □φ. When we instantiate

this inference in upward monotonicity, we reach positive introspection.

Fact 2.17. Suppose Upward Monotonicity is valid and Epistemic Contradictions are inconsistent.

Then Positive Introspection is valid.
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Putting together the last few sections, we have now seen that the inconsistency of epistemic con-

tradictions places heavy demands on the logic of epistemic modals. In particular, we have seen

that this logic must be at least as strong as the combination of the inconsistency of epistemic con-

tradictions with the modal logic S4 (characterized by positive introspection and the T axiom).

2.9 Avoiding collapse

A natural question at this point is whether the inconsistency of epistemic contradictions implies

that iterated modals always collapse to the innermost modal. But this is not so. Eliminativity

does not imply that negative introspection is valid. For the negative introspection principle that

♢φ □♢φ is equivalent to the requirement that whenever w in s can see some world v relative

to s, there is some world in s where every world it can see is visible to v relative to the worlds w

can see.

Definition 2.23. R(·) is globally euclidean iff ∀s∀v∀w ∈ s : [wRsv ⊃ ∃w′ ∈ s : ∀v′[w′Rsv′ ⊃

vR{v|wRsv}v
′]].

Fact 2.18. R(·) is global euclidean iff ♢φ □♢φ.

So one way we can avoid the collapse of iterated modals is to accept that R(·) is eliminative, but re-

ject the claim that it is globally euclidean. While the resulting modals obey positive introspection,

they do not satisfy negative introspection.

In a similar vein, we can separate the inconsistency of epistemic contradictions from the va-

lidity of the B axiom, on which truth implies necessary possibility (that φ □♢φ). In our frame-

work, this principle corresponds to a generalization of the symmetry requirement on accessibility.

Global symmetry requires that wheneverw can see v relative to s, there is some world in s that can

be seen by v relative to whatever w could see relative to s.

Definition 2.24. R(·) is globally symmetric iff ∀s∀v∀w ∈ s : [wRsv ⊃ ∃w′ ∈ s : vR{v|wRsv}w
′].

Fact 2.19. R satisfies global symmetry iff φ □♢φ.

In the previous section, we saw that epistemic contradictions require a modal logic at least as

strong as S4. Here, we have seen that epistemic contradictions do not require a modal logic as

strong as S5, where iterated modals collapse completely.
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2.10 Conclusion

This chapter has introduced a simple new tool: information sensitive accessibility. We implanted

this tool within the meaning of modal operators to uncover a wide family of new meanings. A

few results stand out. First, we developed tools for transforming any classical modal operator

into a dynamic operator that predicts the inconsistency of epistemic contradictions. Second, we

uncovered the relationship between the inconsistency of epistemic contradictions and a variety of

other logical principles. In particular, we showed that epistemic contradictions require that must

is strong, and that positive introspection is valid.

There are at least two applications of GUS that require further research. First, a natural ques-

tion is how to extend the semantics for modality above to the theory of conditionals. For example,

dynamic theories of conditionals have had great success validating the Import-Export principle.23

But what exactly does the validity of this principle require of a dynamic semantics for condition-

als? Second, a further challenge remains to integrate the dynamic semantics for modals above

with leading dynamic theories of anaphora.24 For example, will such an integration continue to

validate the exceptional scope principles discussed above? In future work, I hope to explore both

of these avenues of inquiry.

In an appendix, I present GUS with greater precision.

23See Gibbard 1981, McGee 1985, Gillies 2004, and Gillies 2009.
24For some attempts, see Groenendijk et al. 1996 and Büring 1998.
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Appendix

Definition 2.25.

1. Let a GUS frame F be a tuple ⟨W, I,R(·)⟩, where:

(a) W is a set of possible worlds.

(b) The set of information states I is P(W).

(c) An information sensitive accessibility relation R(·) relates a world w in W and an s in

I to a world v in W.

2. Let a GUS model M be a pair ⟨F ,V⟩ of a GUS frame and a valuation function V, where V

assigns a truth value in {0, 1} to every atomic sentence.

Definition 2.26. Let M = ⟨F,V⟩ be any GUS model. An interpretation function [·]M assigns

each sentence in L a context change potential, as follows.

1. s[α] = {w ∈ s | w ∈ V(α)}

2. s[¬φ] = s− s[φ]

3. s[φ ∧ ψ] = s[φ][ψ]

4. s[♢φ] =
{
w ∈ s | {v | wRsv}[φ] ̸= ∅

}
5. s[□φ] =

{
w ∈ s | {v | wRsv}[φ] = {v | wRsv}

}
Definition 2.27.

1. s M φ iff s ∈ IM and s[φ]M = s.

2. Γ F δ iff for any GUS model M containing F : for any s ∈ IM, if s M γ for every γ ∈ Γ,

then s M δ.

Definition 2.28.

1. R(·) is eliminative iff ∀s∀v∀w ∈ s [wRsv ⊃ v ∈ s].
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2. F = ⟨W, I,R(·)⟩ is eliminative iff R(·) is eliminative.

Definition 2.29.

1. R(·) is globally reflexive iff ∀s∀w ∈ s ∃w′ ∈ s : w′Rsw.

2. F = ⟨W, I,R(·)⟩ is globally reflexive iff R(·) is globally reflexive.

Definition 2.30.

1. R(·) is globally inverse reflexive iff ∀s∀w ∈ s ∃w′ ∈ s : wRsw′.

2. F = ⟨W, I,R(·)⟩ is globally inverse reflexive iff R(·) is globally inverse reflexive.

Definition 2.31.

1. R(·) is globally transitive iff ∀s∀v∀u∀w ∈ s : [wRsv& vR{v|wRsv}u ⊃ ∃w′ ∈ s : w′Rsu].

2. F = ⟨W, I,R(·)⟩ is globally transitive iff R(·) is globally transitive.

Definition 2.32.

1. R(·) is globally euclidean iff ∀s∀v∀w ∈ s : [wRsv ⊃ ∃w′ ∈ s : ∀v′[w′Rsv′ ⊃ vR{v|wRsv}v
′]].

2. F = ⟨W, I,R(·)⟩ is globally euclidean iff R(·) is globally euclidean.

Definition 2.33.

1. R(·) is globally symmetric iff ∀s∀v∀w ∈ s : [wRsv ⊃ ∃w′ ∈ s : vR{v|wRsv}w
′].

2. F = ⟨W, I,R(·)⟩ is globally symmetric iff R(·) is globally symmetric.
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Chapter 3

Free choice impossibility results

3.1 Introduction

When disjunctions interact with possibility modals, they famously give rise to a Free Choice in-

ference.1 For example, (1-a) appears equivalent to (1-b):

(1) a. Mary might be in New York or Los Angeles.

b. Mary might be in New York and Mary might be in Los Angeles.

In (1-a), the possibility modal might (♢) takes scope over the disjunction Mary is in New York

or Los Angeles (nyc ∨ la). The possibility of a disjunction appears equivalent to a conjunction of

possibility claims.

Free Choice is a surprisingly robust phenomenon. First, it occurs with many different flavors

of modality. Above, we looked at the epistemic case. Here's a deontic variant:

(2) a. Mary may go to New York or Los Angeles.

b. Mary may go to New York and Mary may go to Los Angeles.

Willer 2015 observes that Free Choice also occurs in the consequent of conditionals:

(3) a. If Mary doesn't go to Pisa, she might go to Lisbon or Rome.

b. If Mary doesn't go to Pisa, she might go to Lisbon, and if Mary doesn't go to Pisa, she

might go to Rome.

Again, this is independent of modal flavor: it also occurs in subjunctive conditionals.

1See von Wright 1968 and Kamp 1974.
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(4) a. If Mary had not gone to Pisa, she might have gone to Lisbon or Rome.

b. If Mary had not gone to Pisa, she might have gone to Lisbon, and if Mary had not

gone to Pisa, she might have gone to Rome.

Free Choice also persists in other embedded environments. For example, Miller 2016 observes

the phenomenon with attitude verbs:

(5) a. Susan thinks Mary might be in New York or Los Angeles.

b. Susan thinks Mary might be in New York and Susan thinks Mary might be in Los

Angeles.

While systematic, Free Choice is surprising. A standard possible worlds semantics for possibility

and disjunction predicts that Free Choice is invalid. On that theory, (1-a) requires that there is

a possible world where one of nyc or la is true. (1-b) instead requires that there is one possible

world where nyc is true, and another world where la is true. These two conditions are logically

independent.

Free Choice isn't just surprising; it is also paradoxical. Kamp 1974 showed that there is se-

rious tension between the validity of Free Choice, Disjunction Introduction, and the upwards

monotonicity of ♢:

disjunction introduction φ φ ∨ ψ

upwards monotonicity If φ ψ, then ♢φ ♢ψ

With these assumptions, Free Choice implies the equivalence of any two possibility claims:

explosion ♢φ ♢ψ

Observation3.1 (Kamp). AssumeTransitivity andUpwardsMonotonicity of♢. ThenFreeChoice

and Disjunction Introduction imply Explosion.

After all, ♢φ implies♢(φ∨ψ) by Disjunction Introduction and Upwards Monotonicity, which by

Free Choice implies ♢ψ.
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Nonetheless, a variety of recent work in philosophy and linguistics has attempted to validate

Free Choice. Semantic theories of Free Choice have, one way or another, proposed a radical de-

parture from a traditional intensional semantics for disjunction. In that tradition, ∨ represents a

propositional operator, which takes two sets of possible worlds as input and returns a new set of

possible worlds (say, their union). Proponents of Free Choice have departed from a propositional

theory of disjunction. For example, Kratzer and Shimoyama 2002, Simons 2005 and Aloni 2007

propose an alternative semantics for disjunction in the tradition of Hamblin 1973, on which the

meaning of φ∨ψ is not a set of possible worlds, but is instead a set of propositions: the set contain-

ing the propositions φ and ψ. Fusco 2015 proposes a two-dimensional semantics for disjunction,

on which disjunctions denote functions from worlds to sets of propositions (the disjuncts true at

that world). Charlow 2015, Willer 2015, and Starr 2016 have all offered some form of dynamic

semantics for disjunction. On these proposals, themeaning of φ∨ψ is not a set of possible worlds,

but is instead a context change potential, a rule for modifying bodies of information. Finally, Zim-

mermann 2000 proposes that sentences with the English expression or are actually, at the level of

LF, disguised conjunctions of possibility claims.2 Here the expression φ ∨ ψ is not even an LF, let

alone semantically interpreted as a set of possible worlds.3

All of these proposals for validating Free Choice require a radical departure from an orthodox

theory of disjunction. It is natural to wonder whether validating Free Choice requires such a

departure.4

In this chapter, I argue that validating Free Choice really does require this sort of radical revi-

sion. In particular, I prove three main results. First, I consider the prospects for validating Free

Choice within a traditional possible worlds semantics. Say that disjunction is propositional just

in case the meaning of ∨ is a function from two sets of worlds to a new set of worlds. Now hold

fixed a standard propositional theory of possibility modals. On this view, possibility modals are

existential quantifiers over a set of worlds, saying that their prejacent holds at one of those worlds.

The first main result is that given a propositional theory of possibility modals, there is no way to

2See Geurts 2005 for discussion.
3Strictly speaking, Zimmermann 2000 focused on a close cousin of what I call Free Choice above, where disjunction

takes wide scope to the possibility modal.
4Of course, a semantic account of Free Choice may not be necessary in the first place. See Aloni 2007 and Fox 2009

for well developed pragmatic accounts of Free Choice.
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validate Free Choice with a propositional theory of disjunction.

Given this first result, there are two natural strategies one might employ to validate Free

Choice. We could give up a traditional theory of possibility modals, or give up a traditional theory

of disjunction. Our secondmain result shows that the first option alone is not so promising. In par-

ticular, we consider the prospects for validating Free Choice within a dynamic theory of meaning.

On this theory, possibility modals are tests, which explore whether an agent's information state

can consistently be updated with their complement. Then say that disjunction is propositional in

this framework just in case updating an agent's information with that disjunction is simply a mat-

ter of learning that some fixed proposition is true. The second main result is that validating Free

Choice within this dynamic framework also requires a nonpropositional theory of disjunction.

With these negative results in hand, I turn to a positive theory of Free Choice. I show that

there are a variety of meanings for disjunction that validate Free Choice within a simple dynamic

semantics. This family of meanings is well behaved. In particular, it has a weakest and strongest

member. Ultimately, I argue that the meaning of a disjunction can be factorized into a dynamic

and a truth conditional component. The dynamic component requires that each disjunct is pos-

sible, while the truth conditional component requires that one of the disjuncts is true. This leads

to our third main result: that this meaning for disjunction is actually the strongest possible mean-

ing that can validate Free Choice within a simple dynamic semantics. This result explicates the

connection between the validity of free choice and the truth conditions for disjunction. The tradi-

tional truth conditions for disjunction are the strongest truth conditions that can be assigned to

or, consistent with the validity of Free Choice.

3.2 Assumptions

Our main negative result is that Free Choice is inconsistent with a propositional theory of disjunc-

tion. To prove this, we first need to state Free Choice more precisely. The most natural statement

of free choice would be to say that ♢(φ ∨ ψ) is equivalent to ♢φ ∧ ♢ψ. However, our goal below

is to determine the constraints that Free Choice imposes on the meaning of disjunction. To do so,

it helps simplify the statement of Free Choice as much as possible. For this reason, we can omit

any object language use of conjunction. Rather, we can let Free Choice consist in the validity of
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the following principles:

fc i ♢(φ ∨ ψ) ♢φ and ♢(φ ∨ ψ) ♢ψ

fc ii ♢φ;♢ψ ♢(φ ∨ ψ)

The principles above only contain two operators: ♢ and ∨. So our strategy in the rest of this

chapter will be to consider various meanings for possibility modals, and show how these different

meanings combine with Free Choice to constrain the meaning of or.

Since our principle of interest only contains possibilitymodals and disjunction, we restrict our

attention below to the interpretation of a sparse formal language, consisting of a stock of atomic

sentences supplemented by a disjunction operator and a family of possibility modals. As we saw

above, Free Choice appears valid for a variety of modal flavors. So here we introduce not one but

several possibility modals. Yet we have no need for either negation or conjunction operators.

Definition 3.1. Let L be a language consisting of a set of atomic formulae α, β, . . . closed under

∨ and a family of possibility operators ♢1, . . . ,♢n.

Our first result concerns a simple intensional semantics, in which the meaning of any sentence is

a set of possible worlds.

Definition 3.2. Let a possible world w be a function from atomic sentences to truth values. Let

W be the set of possible worlds. Let A, B, . . . be variables for subsets of W. Let J·K be a function

from L to P(W).

Our result focuses on the space of possiblemeanings for disjunction. Sowe hold fixed a traditional

theory of all the expressions in our language other than∨. First, we assume that atomic sentences

are semantically associated via J·K with the set of worlds at which they are true.

Definition 3.3. JαK = {w ∈ W | w(α) = 1}

Then we hold fixed a standard possible worlds semantics for our possibility operators ♢1, . . . ,♢n.

Each possibility operator♢i gets its distinctive flavor by being associated with its own accessibility

relation Ri. For any i,♢iφ existentially quantifies over the worlds Ri-accessible tow, requiring that

there be some such accessible world where φ is true.
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Definition 3.4. J♢iφK = {w | ∃w′ : wRiw′ & w′ ∈ JφK}
For example, an epistemic possibility claim♢eφ is true atw just in case the relevant agent's knowl-

edge at w is consistent with φ. But a deontic claim ♢dφ is true at w just in case there is a φ world

v consistent with the normative ideals (just in case wRdv).

The last thing we need is a definition of validity. Here, let's suppose that validity is simply

preservation of truth. So a set of premises entail a conclusion just in case every world at which

the premises are true is a world at which the conclusion is true:

Definition 3.5. Γ δ iff
∩
γ∈Γ

JγK ⊆ JδK.
Everything we've said so far leaves unsettled the meaning of disjunction. Usually, the disjunction

φ ∨ ψ is interpreted as unioning the meaning of φ and ψ.

Jφ ∨ ψK = JφK ∪ JψK
But the possible worlds framework we are using is not committed to this particular meaning for

disjunction. Rather, the only commitment so far is that ∨ is propositional, so that it denotes some

function ∗ from JφK and JψK to the set of worlds where φ ∨ ψ is true:

Definition 3.6. Disjunction is propositional iff there exists some function ∗ such that (i) Jφ∨ψK =
JφK ∗ JψK; and (ii) Jφ ∨ ψK ⊆ W.

We've now clarified what Free Choice is, what it takes for disjunction to be propositional, and how

possibility modals work. Let's proceed to our first result.

3.3 Free choice and propositional disjunction

We will now see that if Free Choice is valid, then disjunction is not propositional.

To see why, let's think about what it would take for Free Choice to be valid, given the frame-

work so far. So suppose that∨ satisfies propositionality, with some function ∗ as the witness. This

means that Jφ ∨ ψK is always equal to JφK ∗ JψK. Then the validity of Free Choice for a possibility

modal ♢i amounts to the requirement that whenever the set of Ri accessible worlds is consistent

withA∗B, for some propositionsA and B, that set of accessible worlds is also consistent with each

of A and B. That is:
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Observation 3.2. ♢i satisfies Free Choice just in case for any world w:

∃w′ : wRiw′ & w′ ∈ A ∗ B iff ∃w′ : wRiw′ & w′ ∈ A and ∃w′′ : wRiw′′ & w′′ ∈ B.

In other words, Free Choice requires that there be a special operator, ∗, where A ∗ B is consistent

with a body of information just in case A and B are both consistent with that body of information.

We will now see that this condition is hard to satisfy.

In particular, we will see that when accessibility relations have a certain structure, the equa-

tion above is unsatisfiable for any choice of ∗. The structure we are looking for is not hard to find.

Sometimes, the information available at one possible world can be split up into two mutually ex-

clusive and jointly exhaustive bodies of information that are each accessible at some other world.

Each body of information in turn can be generated by some accessibility relation and world, and

each such accessibility relation can be associated with some possibility operator. Finally, we are

interested in cases where each body of information is nameable, so that it is the semantic value

of some sentence in our language. Summing up, we are interested in families of possibility op-

erators where the information relevant to one operator is a partition of the information relevant

to the other ones. When all this occurs, let's say that the resulting set of possibility operators is

partitional.

Definition 3.7. Aset of possibility operators♢1, . . . ,♢n with corresponding accessibility relations

R1, . . . ,Rn is partitional just in case there exist accessibility relationsR,R′,R′′ in {R1, . . . ,Rn} and

worlds w,w′,w′′ such that:

1. {v | wRv}, {v′ | w′R′v′}, and {v′′ | w′′R′′v′′} are not empty.

2. {v | wRv} = {v′ | w′R′v′} ∪ {v′′ | w′′R′′v′′}

3. {v′ | w′R′v′} ∩ {v′′ | w′′R′′v′′} = ∅

4. ∃φ,ψ ∈ L : JφK = {v′ | w′R′v′}& JψK = {v′′ | w′′R′′v′′}.

Our first result is that no such set of possibility operators can all satisfy Free Choice when disjunc-

tion is propositional.

Fact 3.1. If a set of possibility operators is partitional and all satisfy Free Choice, then disjunction

is not propositional.
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To get a sense of what Fact 3.1 says, and why it's true, let's walk through some examples. First,

it is commonplace to think that epistemic modals make claims about the information of some

relevant group of agents. So in particular let's imagine that we have three agents: Alex, Billie,

and Carrie. We can then imagine three different possibility modals, ♢al, ♢bi, and ♢ca, whose

accessibility relations are indexed to each agent's information. These operators model the truth

conditions of an utterance of a might sentence in each agent's context of utterance. Again let ny

and la represent the propositions that Mary is in New York and that Mary is in Los Angeles.

Now let's imagine a world w where Alex's information is partitioned by Billie's information at

v and Carrie's at u (see Figure 1). In particular, suppose that at w Mary could be in New York or

Los Angeles for all Alex knows. For simplicity, let's then assume that the set of world's consistent

with what Alex knows is just ny ∪ la. But Billie at v knows that Mary is in New York (and in

particular Billie's epistemic possibilities are simply ny). By contrast, Carrie in world u knows that

Mary is in Los Angeles (so that Billie's epistemic possibilities are la). We now have a family of

partitional modals, since Alex's information at w is partitioned by Billie's at v and Carrie's at u.

W

{v | wRalv}

•w
•v

•u

key

ny = {v | wRbiv}

la = {v | wRcav}

Figure 3.1: Partitional modals

To understand Fact 3.1, now suppose that each modal validates Free Choice. First, we can

infer that ♢al(nyc∨ la) is true at w. After all, by Free Choice this is equivalent to the requirement

that ♢alnyc and that ♢alla. Since Alex's epistemic possibilities at w are just nyc ∪ la, these latter

requirements are satisfied. But if♢al(nyc∨la) is true atw, we can infer that one of Alex's epistemic

possibilities at w is in nyc ∗ la. Now consider whether ♢bi(nyc ∨ la) is true at v. Since Billie

knows that Mary is in New York, we can infer that ♢bila is false at v. So by Free Choice again
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♢bi(nyc ∨ la) is false at v. But this means that none of Billie's epistemic possibilities at v are in

nyc∗ la. By symmetric reasoning, we can infer that none of Carrie's epistemic possibilities at u are

in nyc ∗ la. But this leads to a contradiction. Alex's epistemic possibilities are the union of Billie's

and Carrie's. So nyc ∗ la, whatever proposition it is, cannot be consistent with Alex's epistemic

possibilities while being inconsistent with both Billie's and Carrie's.

Summing up, the rough idea of the proof goes as follows. We consider three bodies of infor-

mation A, B, and C, where B and C partition A. Then we find two sentences φ and ψ true at B and

C uniquely. Applying Free Choice to the modal associated with A, we know that φ ∨ ψ is consis-

tent with A, since φ is consistent with B and ψ is consistent with C. But, applying Free Choice to

the modal associated with B, φ∨ ψ is inconsistent with B since ψ is inconsistent with B. Similarly,

φ ∨ ψ is inconsistent with C since φ is inconsistent with B. But this all is contradictory: φ ∨ ψ,

whatever proposition it is, can't be consistent with A while being inconsistent with both B and C,

because B and C partition A.

We relied above on there being three different epistemic modals: one for each agent's infor-

mation. However, this assumption was unnecessary. We can also generate a family of partitional

modals using different flavors of modality. For example, it's natural to think that there is a family

of deontic modals corresponding to different sorts of normative requirements. So we can think

about what is legally permitted (♢l), morally permitted (♢m), and what is prudentially permitted

(♢pr). It is possible for there to be a single world w where only φ worlds are morally permissible,

only¬φ worlds are prudentially permissible, and both kinds of worlds are legally permissible. Yet

if Free Choice holds for all three types of deontic modality, then disjunction can't be propositional.

Next, it's worth considering what constraints Fact 3.1 places on the validity of Free Choice for

any individualmodal. A special case of partitionality occurswhen a singlemodalwith accessibility

relation R features three worlds w, v, and u where the R-information at w is partitioned by the R-

information at v and at u. Then that single modal itself is partitional. So Fact 3.1 implies that if

this single modal validates Free Choice, then disjunction is not propositional.

It is unclear whether any single modal should actually be partitional. For example, at least in

the case of epistemic modality it is common to assume that accessibility is an equivalence relation,

so that the modals obey an S5 logic, where iterated strings of modals collapse to their innermost
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member. In this case, no particular modal will be partitional. Nonetheless, Fact 3.1 still has rel-

evance here, since three modals could each obey an S5 logic, while the information for one is

partitioned into the information relevant for the other two.

Finally, those skeptical of partitionality should also consider the conditional form of Free

Choice, as in (3)-(4). This inference's validity is inconsistent with propositional disjunction, inde-

pendently of partitionality. In particular, suppose we modelmight conditionals using a two-place

operator ♢i(·)(·).5 The first argument of ♢i(·)(·) restricts the set of accessible worlds with which

the second argument must be consistent:

Definition 3.8. J♢i(φ)(ψ)K = {w | ∃w′ : wRiw′ & w′ ∈ JφK & w′ ∈ JψK}
So (3) has a logical form like ♢e(¬Pisa)(Lisbon∨Rome). It is true at w just in case w's epistemic

possibilities contain a world where Mary does not go to Pisa, but where Lisbon ∨ Rome is true.

The validity of Conditional Free Choice amounts to the following principle:

cfc i ♢(χ)(φ ∨ ψ) ♢(χ)(φ) and ♢(χ)(φ ∨ ψ) ♢(χ)(ψ)

cfc ii ♢(χ)(φ);♢(χ)(ψ) ♢(χ)(φ ∨ ψ)

But it turns out that if any conditional modal ♢i(·)(·) validates this inference, then disjunction is

not propositional.

Fact 3.2. If any conditional possibility operator♢i(·)(·) satisfies Conditional Free Choice, then∨

is not propositional.

Essentially, the antecedent of the conditional can mimic the quantification over bodies of infor-

mation from the partitionality constraint.

To bring home the main ideas of this section, it's worth thinking about what we've established

from the perspective of rational belief formation. After all, we saw above that Free Choice holds

for attitude verbs:

(6) a. Susan thinks Mary might be in New York or Los Angeles.

5See Kratzer 1986.
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b. Susan thinks Mary might be in New York and Susan thinks Mary might be in Los

Angeles.

Let's introduce a special operator ♦S to model what agent S believes might be the case.6 Then the

equivalence of the above amounts to the validity of the inference from♦S(φ∨ψ) to♦Sφ and♦Sψ,

and vice versa.7 To see whether this is consistent with a propositional theory of disjunction, we'd

need an account of what it is to believe a possibility claim. According to one popular recent tradi-

tion, an agent believes♢φ just in case her beliefs are consistent with JφK.8 To implement this idea,

we can treat♦S using the semantics fromDefinition 3.4, and simply associate each agent Swith an

accessibility relation RS that models S's doxastic possibilities at any world. Given this assumption,

we can make good intuitive sense of what Free Choice requires. If disjunction is propositional,

then there must be some operation ∗ where any rational agent's beliefs are consistent with A ∗ B

just in case they are consistent with A and they are consistent with B. But another consequence

of Fact 3.1 is that no such operation can exist. Here, it's a bit easier to see the problem, since for

just about any set of worlds we can imagine an agent who believes she is among them. This makes

it easy to generate families of partitional accessibility relations, by taking three agents where the

first agent's beliefs are partitioned by the others'.

So for example consider an agent S who is maximally ignorant about the world she inhabits,

and consider two propositions A and A which partition logical space. S believes that A might be

true and that A might be true, since her doxastic possibilities include both kinds of worlds. So

by Free Choice S believes that A or A might be true. However, now consider two more agents S′

and S′′. S′ has come to believe A, while S′′ has come to believe A. S′ does not believe A, since

her doxastic possibilities contain only A worlds. So by Free Choice S′ does not believe that A or

A might be true. Similarly, S′′ has come to believe A and so she does not believe that A might be

true. So by Free Choice S′′ does not believe that A or A might be true. But this all is inconsistent.

For this implies that S's belief state is consistent with A ∗ A while S′ and S′′ are not, even though

S′ and S′′'s belief states partition S's. In short, there can't be a propositional operator ∗ where any

6See Yalcin 2007.
7Of course, any account of believing-might should ultimately be decomposed into a semantics for believes and a

semantics for might. But we can suppress this complexity for now.
8See Stephenson 2007, Yalcin 2007, 2012, Swanson 2011, 2012, Rothschild 2012, and Moss 2015.
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agent's beliefs are consistent with A ∗ B just in case they are consistent with each of A and B.

These last points about rational belief can also be thought about in terms of rational credence.

So let's grant ourselves a set of probability functions defined on a set of worlds:

Definition 3.9. LetW be the set of possible worlds. Let A, B, … be variables for subsets ofW. Let

a probability function Pr be a function on some Boolean algebra over W to [0, 1] satisfying:

1. Pr(A) ≥ 0 non-negativity

2. Pr(W) = 1 upper bound

3. If A ∪ B = ∅, then Pr(A ∪ B) = Pr(A) + Pr(B) additivity

Suppose that an agent believes that might φ just in case she assigns some credence to φ.9 Then the

validity of free choice for♦ corresponds to the principle that there be some propositional operator

∗ where any rational agent assigns a positive credence to A ∗ B iff she assigns a positive credence

to A and to B. That is, Free Choice corresponds to the following thesis:

Definition 3.10 (Credal Free Choice). There is some operator ∗ such that for any rational Pr,A,B:

Pr(A ∗ B) > 0 iff Pr(A) > 0 and Pr(B) > 0.

To see why this thesis is absurd, we can imagine an agent first who assigns some credence to A

and to W − A. Then she will assign some positive credence to A ∗ (W − A). Now if our agent

conditionalizes on A, she should still count as rational. Yet now she will assign no credence to

W − A, and hence will assign no credence to A ∗ (W − A). Similarly, if she conditionalized on

(W− A) she would assign no credence to A, and hence no credence to A. But by the law of total

probability her current credence in A ∗ (W − A) is a weighted sum of her posterior credence in

A ∗ (W − A) after conditionalizing on each of A and W − A. So if each posterior credence is 0,

her current credence is 0 after all. That is, the existence of such an operator ∗ implies maximal

opinionation.

Fact 3.3. If Credal Free Choice holds, then Pr(A) = 0 or Pr(A) = 1 for every rational Pr,A.

9Hájek 2013 has developed a variety of counterexamples to the left-to-right direction of this principle, involving
infinite partitions. For example, imagine throwing an infinitely small dart at the real number line between 0 and 1.
What is the probability it will land at 1

2 ? Seemingly zero. But one can still believe that the dart might land at 1
2 . Here,

we can ignore these worries, since our result will still make trouble when zooming in on finite partitions.
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In the context of rational credence, then, our principle about possibility leads to a triviality result

in the style of Lewis 1976.

In this section, we have shown that if we hold fixed a possible worlds semantics for possibil-

ity modals, Free Choice is inconsistent with a propositional theory of disjunction. This leads to

a natural question. Perhaps if we give up on a standard possible world semantics for possibility

modals, we can validate Free Choice without giving up a propositional theory of disjunction. In

the next section, we will see that this intuitive idea is mistaken. If we hold fixed the leading dy-

namic semantics for possibility modals, the validity of Free Choice still requires a revision to a

traditional understanding of disjunction.

3.4 A dynamic impossibility result

So far, we have seen that holding fixed a propositional theory of possibility modals, there is no way

to validate Free Choice for suitably rich operators and retain a propositional theory of disjunction.

In this section, we will see that the previous result was not an artifact of the particular theory of

possibility that we started with. An analogous result can be proved within a dynamic framework.

If we hold fixed a standard dynamic meaning for possibility operators, we will see that there is no

way to validate Free Choice without positing an irreducibly dynamic meaning for disjunction.

In particular, we will look at one version of dynamic semantics: update semantics.10 Accord-

ing to dynamic semantics, the meaning of a sentence is not its truth conditions. Rather, the mean-

ing of a sentence is its ability to change the context in which it is said—its context change potential:

You know the meaning of a sentence if you know the change it brings about in the informa-
tion state of anyone who accepts the news conveyed by it.11

To give an update semantics, we need two things: a definition of information states (or contexts),

and an interpretation function which assigns a context change potential to each sentence in our

language. Veltman 1996 models an information state as a set of possible worlds. Then an inter-

pretation function assigns every sentence a function from sets of worlds to sets of worlds.

10See Stalnaker 1973; Karttunen 1974; Heim 1982; Heim 1983; Veltman 1985; Groenendijk and Stokhof 1990; Groe-
nendijk and Stokhof 1991a; and many others.

11See Veltman 1996, p. 221.
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Definition 3.11. A possible world w assigns every atomic sentence α a truth value. W is the set of

all possible worlds. An information state s is a set of possible worlds. A context change potential is

a function from one information state s to a new one. An interpretation function [·] assigns every

sentence a context change potential. s[φ] is the result of inputting s into [φ].

Once we have a representation of information states, we can then recursively define our interpre-

tation function, [·]. Again, we are working with a very simple language. So we only need to give

the meanings of atomic sentences and possibility modals before turning to disjunction. Here, we

will assume that atomic sentences simply narrow down an information state to the worlds where

they are true.

Definition 3.12. s[α] = {w ∈ s | w(α) = 1}

Updating a state with an atomic sentence communicates new information about which world we

inhabit. We can move from the initial state to an interesting, non-empty subset of it. By contrast,

modal sentences don't give us new information about what world we are in. Instead, they are tests,

exploring properties of the current state. ♢φ explores whether s can be consistently updated with

φ; If so, the initial state is unchanged by updating. Otherwise, the absurd state ∅ results.12

Definition 3.13. s[♢φ] = {w ∈ s | s[φ] ̸= ∅}

Before turning to disjunction, we also need a definition of entailment. Say that a state supports a

sentence φ just in case updating the state with φ has no effect. Then an argument is dynamically

valid just in case any state that supports the premises also supports the conclusion.13

Definition 3.14.

1. s supports φ (s |= φ) iff s[φ] = s.

2. Γ entails δ (Γ δ) iff for any information state s, if s |= γ for every γ ∈ Γ, then s |= δ.

Within this framework, we can now investigate the space of possible meanings for disjunction.

Let's start by saying, within dynamic semantics, what it takes for a sentence to have an ordinary,

12Definitions 3.12 and 3.13 are one recursive definition.
13See Veltman 1996 and van Benthem 1996 139-41 for an exploration of how to define entailment in dynamic se-

mantics. Our results below could also be established using update-to-test entailment.
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static meaning. A sentence φ has a static meaning when it updates every context s distributively,

so that updating swith φ is equivalent to updating each world in swith φ, and unioning the result:

Definition 3.15. φ is distributive iff for all s, s[φ] =
∪
w∈s

{w}[φ]

When an operator is distributive, updating a state is simply a matter of exploring the properties

of each world in the state. In this case, the operator isn't really sensitive to its input context. No

matter what context it operates on, it always has the same effect. So let's say that disjunction has

a static meaning only if for any atomic φ and ψ, φ ∨ ψ is distributive.

With this background, we can now show that if Free Choice is valid, disjunction is not distribu-

tive. To do so, let's first think about what it takes for Free Choice to be valid in this framework.

In this framework, possibility modals test that their complement's update produces a non-empty

result. So the validity of Free Choice requires that for any state, updating with φ ∨ ψ is consistent

just in case updating with both φ and ψ are.

Observation 3.3. Free Choice is valid just in case for any state s:

s[φ ∨ ψ] ̸= ∅ iff s[φ] ̸= ∅ and s[ψ] ̸= ∅.

We can now show that this requirement is inconsistent with the distributivity of φ ∨ ψ. This

equation is only satisfiable if disjunctions can access global properties of an input state, rather

than updating the state one world at a time.

Fact 3.4. If Free Choice is valid, then φ ∨ ψ is not distributive for any atomic φ and ψ.

The explanation of Fact 3.4 is similar to the one before—in particular, to our discussion of ratio-

nal belief above. We can simply imagine three information states s, s′, and s′′ where the first is

partitioned by the other two. Then we can let φ and ψ be non-modal (distributive) claims true at

exactly the worlds in s′ and s′′. This implies that updating s with either of φ and ψ will not result

in the absurd state, and so by the validity of Free Choice s can be updated with φ ∨ ψ without

reaching the absurd state. But if φ ∨ ψ is distributive, then this requires that there is some world

in swhere φ∨ψ is true. But then this world must be present in either s′ in s′′. This in turn implies

that either s′ supports♢(φ∨ψ) or s′′ does. But in this case, one of those statesmust be consistently

updatable with both φ and ψ. This is a contradiction.
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There was been a flurry of recent work investigating what really distinguishes static and dy-

namic semantics.14 In the light of Fact 3.4, we can think of Free Choice as a test case. Free Choice

is the sort of phenomenon that can only be explained by abandoning a static, propositional theory

of disjunction.

3.5 Dynamic disjunction

Our results so far show that we can't validate Free Choice while thinking of disjunction proposi-

tionally. Nowwe will consider whether a genuinely dynamicmeaning for disjunction can validate

Free Choice. I characterize a family of dynamic semantics for which Free Choice is valid, and find

a strongest and weakest member of this family.

To validate Free Choice, we need one simple idea: disjunction requires each disjunct to be

possible.15 That is, we need a semantics on which the following inference is valid:

disjunction-possibility link φ ∨ ψ ♢φ and φ ∨ ψ ♢ψ

This isn't an arbitrary choice. Rather, given a few background assumptions it is equivalent to the

validity of Free Choice. To see why, note that the dynamic semantics for possibility modals we

have endorsed above validates the T axiom, which say that anything true is possible:

T φ ♢φ

Given the duality of might and must, the T axiom is equivalent to the requirement that must is

strong, so that □φ implies φ.16

Disjunction-Possibility Link follows from Free Choice, holding fixed the T axiom and the

transitivity of entailment.

transitivity φ ψ & ψ χ =⇒ φ χ

14See for example Groenendijk and Stokhof 1991b, Veltman 1996, van Benthem 1996, Rothschild and Yalcin 2015a,
and Russell and Hawthorne 2016.

15See Zimmermann 2000 for a static implementation of this idea.
16For discussion of whether this principle is valid for epistemicmodals, see Karttunen 1972; Kratzer 1991; von Fintel

and Gillies 2010; and Lassiter 2016.
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After all, the T axiom implies that φ ∨ ψ |= ♢(φ ∨ ψ). By Free Choice, this immediately implies

♢φ and ♢ψ. Since the dynamics semantics for possibility modals above validates the T axiom,

we must find a semantics for disjunction that validates Disjunction-Possibility Link, if we want to

validate Free Choice.

Furthermore, Disjunction-Possibility Link itself comes close to implying Free Choice. For

suppose we accept the 4 axiom, that anything possibly possible is itself possible:

4 ♢♢φ ♢φ

If we combine the 4 axiom with the upwards monotonicity of ♢, Disjunction-Possibility Link

implies FC I.17 ByDisjunction-Possibility Link, φ∨ψ implies♢ψ. So by the upwardsmonotonicity

of ♢, ♢(φ ∨ ψ) implies ♢♢ψ, which by the 4 axiom implies ♢ψ. The 4 axiom and the T axiom

together generate the modal logic S4. So, summing up, if our possibility operators satisfy S4 then

we can move back and forth between FC I and Disjunction-Possibility Link.

Fact 3.5. Suppose that entailment is transitive, that ♢ is upwards monotonic, that the T axiom is

valid, and that the 4 axiom is valid. Then FC I is valid iff Disjunction-Possibility Link is valid.

There are a variety of dynamicmeanings for disjunction that validate FreeChoice andDisjunction-

Possibility Link. On the simplest and weakest such meaning, disjunctions merely state that each

disjunct is possible. That is, we could let [φ ∨ ψ] = [♢φ][♢ψ], where ♢ is the dynamic possibility

operator discussed above. This meaning for disjunction is a test, so I will represent it with the

symbol ∨t.

Definition 3.16. s[φ ∨t ψ] = s[♢φ][♢ψ]

Unpacking the meaning of ♢, φ ∨t ψ tests a state s to require that updating with each of φ and ψ

produces a nonempty state. That is: s[φ ∨t ψ] = {w ∈ s | s[φ] ̸= ∅& s[ψ] ̸= ∅}.

This particular dynamic meaning is of interest to us because it is the weakest meaning for

disjunction that can validate Free Choice. First, we can see that this operation does satisfy Free

Chioce.

Observation 3.4. (i) ♢(φ ∨t ψ) ♢φ; (ii) ♢(φ ∨t ψ) ♢ψ; (iii) ♢φ;♢ψ ♢(φ ∨t ψ)

17See Zimmermann 2000 for a similar observation.
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The reason this semantics validates Free Choice is that the dynamic semantics for possibility

modals above collapses iterated modals, so that ♢♢φ implies ♢φ.

Next, we can see that ∨t is the weakest operator that can validate Free Choice.

Definition 3.17. ∗ is at least as strong as ▷◁ iff for any φ,ψ: φ ∗ ψ φ ▷◁ ψ.

Fact 3.6. If ∗ validates Free Choice, then ∗ is at least as strong as ∨t.

This is really just a semantic analogue of Fact 3.5. By the T axiom, we know that φ ∗ ψ entails

♢(φ ∗ ψ). Since ∗ satisfies Free Choice, this later claim entails each of ♢φ and ♢ψ, which in turn

entail φ ∨t ψ. So φ ∗ ψ entails φ ∨t ψ.

This semantics for disjunction can validate Free Choice because it is non-distributive. After

all, consider a state s = {w, v}, where α is true at w and false at v. Suppose further that α and β

partition W. Then s supports α ∨t β, but neither {w} nor {v} do. That is: α ∨t β is true at state s

without being true at each part of s. Its truth is an irreducibly global affair.

So far, we've found the weakest possible dynamic semantics for disjunction that validates Free

Choice. But this semantics is unsatisfying as a theory of disjunction. It is simply too weak. First,

note that on this semantics, φ ∨t ψ, ♢(φ ∨t ψ), and □(φ ∨t ψ) are all equivalent. The problem is

that φ ∨t ψ is a test. So embedding this test within another test, like ♢ or □, will have no further

effect. φ ∨t ψ goes wrong as a theory of disjunction because it does not allow the assertion of a

disjunction to contribute any information about what world one inhabits. Rather, we would like

a theory of disjunction where in addition to requiring that each disjunct is possible, the whole

disjunction also contributes new information about what the world is like.

To find more meanings for disjunction that can validate Free Choice, we can build on our test

meaning,∨t. We can construct a family ofwell behavedmeanings for disjunction that combine the

requirement that each disjunct is possible with another operation that narrows down the worlds

in a state. That is, asserting a disjunction does two things: (i) it narrows down the input state to

the worlds where the disjunction is true; and (ii) it requires that both disjuncts are possible.

We can make more precise predictions by constraining these meanings so that the updating

component of disjunction is well-behaved. In particular, let's assume that this first component of

the meaning of a disjunction is itself a static operation. That is, updating with φ ∨ ψ will involve

first updating with φ ▷◁ ψ, where φ ▷◁ ψ is distributive whenever φ and ψ are. Intuitively, the
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idea is this: there is some fixed set of worlds where φ ∨ ψ is true. Updating a state with φ ∨ ψ

involves both zooming in to this set of worlds, and requiring that both φ andψ are possible. When

a meaning for disjunction has this sort of structure, let's say that it is factorizable into a static and

dynamic component.

Definition 3.18. ∗ is factorizable iff there is some distributive operator ▷◁ such that [φ ∗ ψ] =

s[φ ▷◁ ψ][φ ∨t ψ].

This is an intuitive constraint. The underlying idea is that we can factorize the meaning of a dis-

junction into a dynamic and a static component. Thedynamic component guarantees FreeChoice,

while the static component implements the other aspects of a disjunction's meaning.

Now we can generate a family of dynamic operators to serve as the meaning of disjunction, by

combining [∨t] with some other function. One natural candidate stands out. Let ∨u denote the

usual dynamic meaning of disjunction, on which φ ∨ ψ updates a context with φ, and takes the

union of this with the result of updating with ψ:

Definition 3.19. s[φ ∨u ψ] = s[φ] ∪ s[ψ]

This meaning for disjunction is distributive whenever φ and ψ is. In particular, updating with

φ∨uψ amounts to zooming in to the worlds where one of φ or ψ are true. That is,∨u is a dynamic

restatement of the traditional possible worlds semantics for disjunction.

We can build a new, dynamic meaning for disjunction by combining ∨u and ∨t.

Definition 3.20. s[φ ∨ut ψ] = s[φ ∨u ψ][φ ∨t ψ].

Unpacking our previous definitions, s[φ∨utψ] = (s[φ]∪s[ψ])[♢φ][♢ψ] = {w ∈ s[φ]∪s[ψ] | s[φ] ̸=

∅& s[ψ] ̸= ∅}. On this proposal, the meaning of a disjunction is factorized into two components.

First, [φ ∨u ψ] performs an update, allowing a disjunction to contribute some information about

the world. Next, [φ ∨t ψ] tests that each of φ and ψ are possible in the resulting state.

φ∨uψ is a distributive theory of disjunction. Whenever φ and ψ are non-modal, φ∨uψ is true

at a world just in case one of φ or ψ is. φ∨ut ψ inherits some of these truth conditional properties.

Whenever φ∨utψ is uttered in a state where φ and ψ are possible, the state will be narrowed down

to the union of the φ and ψ worlds in that context.
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Now I will vindicate the idea that [∨ut] is a particularly natural meaning for disjunction. In

particular, we will see that ∨ut is the strongest factorizable meaning for disjunction that validates

Free Choice. First, this semantics validates Free Choice:

Observation 3.5. (i) ♢(φ ∨ut ψ) ♢φ; (ii) ♢(φ ∨ut ψ) ♢ψ; (iii) ♢φ;♢ψ ♢(φ ∨ut ψ)

Second, ∨ut is the strongest factorizable meaning that validates Free Choice, whenever its inputs

are not ordered by strength.

Fact 3.7. if ∗ is factorizable and satisfies Free Choice, and if φ ̸|= ψ and ψ ̸|= φ, then φ ∨ut ψ

φ ∗ ψ.

Here, the key property of φ∨utψ is that its first component, φ∨uψ, never eliminates a world where

φ orψ is true. Suppose that ∗ is factorizable into ▷◁, validates Free Choice, and does eliminate such

a worldw (where φ but not ψ is true). Then consider a state wherew is the only φ world, but there

are also some ψ worlds. That state will support♢φ and♢ψ. But it will not support♢(φ ∗ψ), since

φ ▷◁ ψ eliminates w, at which point φ ∨t ψ produces the empty state.18 19

There is a deeper significance to the results above. Fact 3.7 shows that the truth conditional be-

havior of disjunction is ultimately derivable from the validity of Free Choice. The truth functional

theory of disjunction—[∨u]—is the strongest well-behaved operation that can compose with [∨t]

to create an operation that satisfies Free Choice. So the truth functional properties of disjunction

flow naturally from the attempt to communicate as much information as possible with a certain

expression, while our use of this expression satisfies the Free Choice inference.

18One arbitrary feature of factorizability was that it involved first updating with φ ▷◁ ψ, and second updating with
φ∨t ψ. This order effect is somewhat independent of the underlying facts, however. We could instead defined factoriz-
ability so that s[φ ∗ ψ] = [φ∨t ψ][φ ▷◁ ψ]. Or, we could have instead defined it so that s[φ ∗ ψ] = s[φ ▷◁ ψ]∩ s[φ∨t ψ].
In each case we could have proved an analogous result, so that the strongest ▷◁ that can validate Free Choice was ∨u.
However, if we used either of these definitions, we would have needed one more assumption to complete our proof:
that φ ∗ ψ be idempotent, so that s[φ ∗ ψ] always supports φ ∗ ψ. Idempotent would require the test imposed by φ∨t ψ
to be satisfied after updating with φ ▷◁ ψ, which was the key step relevant to proving Fact 3.7. For arguments that
idempotence is a natural constraint to impose on a semantic theory, see Yalcin 2015.

19Another caveat to the fact above is that it only concerns disjuncts that are not ordered by strength. Free Choice
can be validated by operators that are stronger than∨ut when φ and ψ are ordered by strength. In general, the strongest
such operator will intersect s[φ] and s[ψ]whenever φ and ψ are ordered by strength, and otherwise will take their union.
While this operator does validate Free Choice, it may be possible to rule out such a meaning on other grounds. For
example, this meaning intuitively involves a failure of continuity. Imagine varying the inputs to such an operator ever
so slightly, by starting with a φ and ψ that are ordered by strength, and swapping out φ for φ′, which is not ordered by
strength with ψ. Even a small change from φ to φ′ can produce a dramatically different result. Thanks to Jiji Zhang for
help here.
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3.6 Dynamic disjunction; static possibility

So far, our discussion of dynamic semantics has focused on epistemic modality. In addition, our

discussion has held fixed a dynamic semantics for epistemic possibility modals. In this section, I

will show how we can generalize our results so far to other flavors of modality, without assuming

that these modals are essentially dynamic.

Above, we appealed to possibility operators in two separate ways. First, Free Choice involved

embedding disjunction under some sort of possibility modal. Second, our semantics had dis-

junctions themselves require that each disjunct be possible. In this section, we will see that these

two appeals to possibility modals can be treated separately. In particular, we will see that we

can integrate a static (distributive) semantics for deontic modals with our dynamic semantics for

disjunction in a way that will validate Free Choice.

In particular, we can incorporate our earlier possible worlds semantics for modals into our

dynamic framework in a straightforward way. For any possibility modal ♢i, we can introduce an

update rule for ♢iφ that simply zooms in to the worlds where φ is classically possible:

Definition 3.21. s[♢iφ] =
{
w ∈ s | {v | wRiv}[φ] ̸= ∅

}
This semantics for possibility modals is distributive. When φ is distributive, updating s with ♢iφ

narrows down s to the worlds that are i-related to a world where φ is true. When φ is not distribu-

tive, ♢iφ still operates on each world in s separately. In these cases, φ can still have an interesting

effect, because it operates globally on {v | wRiv}. However, since this set is itself controlled by w

and not s, the resulting update is still distributive.

This semantics for modals allows us to model arbitrary flavors of modality. For example, we

can model Free Choice for deontic modals by appeal to a deontic accessibility relation Rd, which

relates w to the worlds that are consistent with the normative rules at w.

Both of our dynamic semantics above for disjunction validate Free Choice for our static possi-

bility modal. That is, while Free Choice requires a dynamic semantics for disjunction, it does not

require a dynamic semantics for possibility modals.

Observation 3.6.

1. ♢i(φ ∨t ψ) ♢iφ; (ii) ♢i(φ ∨t ψ) ♢iψ; (iii) ♢iφ;♢iψ ♢i(φ ∨t ψ)
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2. ♢i(φ ∨ut ψ) ♢iφ; (ii) ♢i(φ ∨ut ψ) ♢iψ; (iii) ♢iφ;♢iψ ♢i(φ ∨ut ψ)

To see why Free Choice is valid, consider the case of ourweakest dynamicmeaning for disjunction,

∨t, on which φ ∨t ψ simply tests that each of φ and ψ are possible. ♢i(φ ∨t ψ) then involves two

layers of possibility modals: the inner layer is ♢φ and ♢ψ, where this is a dynamic possibility

modal. Now ♢i(φ ∨t ψ) is supported by s just in case for every w in s, the i-possibilities at w

({v | wRiv}) can be consistently updated with φ ∨t ψ. Updating {v | wRiv} with φ ∨t ψ in turn

involves considering {v | wRiv}[♢φ][♢ψ]. This is non-empty just in case w is Ri-related to a φ

world and to a ψ world. But this is exactly what is required by w in order to survive update with

♢iφ and ♢iψ. To summarize, the crucial property needed here is that the following principle is

valid:

outer negative introspection ♢i♢φ |= ♢iφ.

The reason that we are able to validate this principle regardless of the structure of Ri is that ♢

is a dynamic operator. ♢φ predicates possibility of a body of information. But because ♢φ is

dynamic, it can in principle predicate possibility of different bodies of information, depending on

the environment in which it occurs. So if ♢φ applies to the whole context, s, ♢φ will predicate

epistemic possibility of φ—consistency with what is common knowledge, say. By contrast, when

♢φ is embedded under an information shifting operator, like ♢i, it has a different effect. Under

♢i, ♢φ says that φ is consistent with {v | wRiv}. That is, ♢ says the same thing under the scope of

♢i as ♢i says when unembedded. For example, ♢d♢φ says that φ is permissible. This sensitivity

to local context is a hallmark of dynamic semantics.

Furthermore, nothing in the explanation above appealed to particular features of the under-

lying accessibility relation. Rather, any distributive possibility modal will validate Free Choice

when combined with our dynamic semantics for disjunction. Our theory thus goes a long way

towards explaining why Free Choice appears valid for arbitrary flavors of modality. Summing

up, we have seen that validating Free Choice does not actually require a dynamic semantics for

possibility modals. Rather, disjunction itself contributes a dynamic possibility test that need not

be contributed by possibility modals themselves. We can take any classical semantics for a pos-

sibility claim and convert it into a simple update that zooms in to the worlds where that claim
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is true. When the resulting static possibility operators embed our dynamic disjunction operator,

Free Choice is valid.

3.7 Wide free choice

So far, we've focused our attention on cases where possibility modals take wide scope to disjunc-

tion. In this sectionwe extend our results to the opposite scope relation. Asmany have observed, a

similar conjunctive effect also occurswhen disjunctions takewide scope over possibilitymodals.20

Call such an effect Wide Free Choice.

wfc 1 ♢φ ∨ ♢ψ |= ♢φ and ♢φ ∨ ♢ψ |= ♢ψ

wfc 2 ♢φ;♢ψ |= ♢φ ∨ ♢ψ

In this section, we will see that similar points to those above can be made for Wide Free Choice.

First, we will develop an analogue of our earlier propositional impossibility results. In particular,

we will see that Wide Free Choice is inconsistent with almost any propositional semantics for ∨.

The only available propositional semantics is one on which ∨ is almost identical to intersection.

Second, we will turn to our dynamic framework. There, we will see that our earlier dynamic se-

mantics for disjunction allow us to validate Wide Free Choice. But in order to do so, we must

somewhat constrain our semantics for possibility modals. Thus Wide Free Choice requires some-

what less of disjunction than Free Choice, but requires somewhat more of possibility modals.

Our first result is that in a propositional framework, Wide Free Choice requires disjunction

to behave almost exactly like conjunction. More precisely, we can show that Wide Free Choice re-

quires disjunction to intersect any two propositions that can be expressed using possibilitymodals.

To state our result precisely, we need to clarify this last notion.

So suppose that ♢ is an existential quantifier over accessible worlds. Then we can say that a

proposition A is expressible using ♢ just in case there is some other proposition B where A =

J♢K(B). That is, A is expressible using ♢ just in case A is equivalent to the claim that some propo-

sition B is possible via ♢.

20See for example Zimmermann 2000.
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We can say all this more precisely using accessibility relations. Suppose that ♢ is modeled

using the accessibility relation R. Then A is expressible using ♢ just in case A is true at exactly the

worlds at which some B world is R-accessible.21

Definition 3.22. A is expressible via R iff ∃B : A = {w | ∃v : wRv& v ∈ B}.

In other words, A must be the union of a variety of {w | wRv}, for any v in some fixed B.

Accessibility relations differ with respect to how many propositions they can express. For

example, suppose that R is an equivalence relation, providing a partition of logical space. In that

case, A is expressible just in case there is some B where A is a union of cells of the partition that

overlap B. In fact, given any union of cells of the partition, we can find some B that overlaps all

and only those cells. This means that for equivalence relations, A is expressible just in case A is a

union of cells of the partition.

Armed with this notion of expressibility, we can define a family of operators that are conjunc-

tive whenever B is expressible via R.

Definition 3.23. ∗ is quasi-conjunctive relative to R iff for any A and B, if A and B are expressible

via R, then A ∗ B = A ∩ B.

Now that we have this notion of a quasi-conjunctive operation, we can return to Free Choice. It

turns out that in a propositional framework, Wide Free Choice requires that disjunction is quasi-

conjunctive.

Fact 3.8. If Wide Free Choice is valid for ♢R and disjunction is propositional, then disjunction is

quasi-conjunctive relative to R.

The main idea here is straightforward. Wide Free Choice says that a disjunction of two claims is

equivalent to their conjunction. This can only hold if the operation expressed by disjunction is

guaranteed to intersect the two claims. This means that disjunction must behave conjunctively

whenever its inputs satisfy the schema in Wide Free Choice. But only possibility claims are rele-

vant to that schema. So Wide Free Choice requires that any propositions that are equivalent to a

possibility claim behave conjunctively when embedded in a disjunction.

21Thanks to Andrew Bacon and Jeremy Goodman for critical help here.
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Since disjunction intuitively should express set intersection, this all suggests that validating

Wide Free Choice should be done without a propositional theory of disjunction. Fortunately, we

need not look far to find a semantics for disjunction that is up to the task. In earlier sections, we

developed several semantics for disjunction that can validate Free Choice. It turns out that each

of these semantics also validates Wide Free Choice, when combined with the test semantics for

possibility modals.

Observation 3.7.

1. ♢φ ∨t ♢ψ ♢φ; (ii) ♢φ ∨t ♢ψ ♢ψ; (iii) ♢φ;♢ψ ♢φ ∨t ♢ψ

2. ♢φ ∨ut ♢ψ ♢φ; (ii) ♢φ ∨ut ♢ψ ♢ψ; (iii) ♢φ;♢ψ ♢φ ∨ut ♢ψ

For simplicity, let's focus on our simple test semantics for disjunction, ∨t. Then s supports ♢φ ∨t

♢ψ just in case s supports each of ♢♢φ and ♢♢ψ. Here, the crucial detail is that ♢ satisfies the

5 axiom, so that ♢♢φ implies ♢φ. This is because ♢ is a test. So s |= ♢♢φ just in case s[♢φ] is

non-empty, which holds just in case s |= ♢φ.

The next natural question is whether this explanation essentially relies on a dynamic semantics

for possibility modals. It turns out that the answer is no. To investigate this question, we can

consider the validity of the inference from ♢iφ ∨t ♢iψ to ♢iφ, using our distributive semantics

for ♢i from the previous section (where s[♢iφ] =
{
w ∈ s | {v | wRv}[φ] ̸= ∅

}
). This inference

can be valid, provided that we constraint accessibility significantly. In particular, we must require

that accessibility is universal, so that whenever v is visible from some world, it is visible from any

world.22

Fact 3.9. Wide Free Choice is valid for ♢i and ∨t iff for any w, v, u: if wRiv then uRiv.

To see why, note that s supports ♢iφ ∨t ♢iψ just in case s supports ♢♢iφ and ♢♢iψ. Thus, to

validate Wide Free Choice, we must guarantee the validity of the following principle:

inner negative introspection ♢♢iφ |= ♢iφ.

22Here our result parallels some of the ideas in Zimmermann 2000, who relies on various introspection principles
to validate wide scope versions of Free Choice.
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This requires that whenever s can be consistently updated with♢iφ, s supports♢iφ. That is, when-

ever the information at any world in s is consistent with φ, the information at every world in s is

consistent with φ. This immediately implies that Ri is universal, so that whenever v is accessible

from any w, v is accessible from every w. For suppose v is accessible from w but not u. Now let

s = {w, u}, and let φ be a claim true at v uniquely. s supports ♢♢iφ, since s[♢iφ] = {w} ̸= ∅. But

s does not support ♢iφ, since s contains u, which cannot see v.

Summing up, Wide Free Choice can be validated with a dynamic semantics for disjunction.

But its validity is only guaranteed if we also constrain our semantics for possibility modals. This is

a difference between Free Choice and Wide Free Choice. The former inference could be validated

independently of any constraint on accessibility, while the latter cannot.

3.8 Negation

We have now explored a range of dynamic meanings for disjunction that can validate Free Choice.

Now we will turn to the most serious problem for the semantics of Free Choice: negation. It is

well known that the free choice inference disappears under negation.23 In particular, the following

Dual Prohibition inferences appears valid:

dp i ¬♢(φ ∨ ψ) ¬♢φ and ¬♢(φ ∨ ψ) ¬♢ψ

dp ii ¬♢φ;¬♢ψ ¬♢(φ ∨ ψ)

Unfortunately, it is very difficult to validate both this inference and Free Choice. To see why, first

note that the validity of both inferences is inconsistent with the contraposition and transitivity of

entailment.

contraposition φ ψ =⇒ ¬ψ ¬φ

transitivity φ ψ & ψ χ =⇒ φ χ

Together, these assumptions lead to the absurd result that any possibility claim implies any other:

explosion ♢φ ♢ψ

23See Alonso-Ovalle 2006; Aloni 2007; Barker 2010; Willer 2015; and Starr 2016.
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Fact 3.10. Free Choice, Dual Prohibition, Contraposition, and Transitivity imply Explosion.

As amatter of fact, Contraposition is invalid in the sorts of dynamic systemswe've looked at above.

In particular, these theories usually predict that while φ □φ, we do not have that ¬□φ ¬φ.

This should give us some hope that we could validate both Free Choice and Dual Prohibition

in our dynamic semantics. Unfortunately, there is no straightforward way to do so. Let's hold

fixed the standard dynamic meaning for negation, where updating with ¬φ removes any worlds

that survive update with φ.

Definition 3.24. s[¬φ] = s− s[φ]

Given this assumption, Dual Prohibition then amounts to the requirement that updating with

φ ∨ ψ produces the absurd state iff updating with φ and ψ each produce the absurd state.

Observation 3.8. Dual Prohibition is valid just in case for any state s:

s[φ ∨ ψ] = ∅ iff s[φ] = ∅ and s[ψ] = ∅.

When we combine Observation 3.8 with our earlier observation about what it takes to validate

Free Choice (Observation 3.3), we reach a serious problem. Free Choice is valid just in case for

any state s, updating with φ∨ ψ is consistent iff updating with each of φ and ψ is consistent. Dual

Prohibition is valid just in case updating with φ∨ψ is inconsistent iff updating with each of φ and

ψ is inconsistent. But these conditions together crowd out the space of meanings for disjunction.

For we know that either updating with φ∨ψ is consistent, or it is inconsistent. But if the left hand

sides of our two observations are exhaustive, then their right hand sides must be exhaustive also.

But this means that either updating with each of φ and ψ is consistent, or updating with each of φ

andψ is inconsistent. But this is trivializing: it rules out a case where φ can be learned consistently,

but ψ cannot. That is, we validate Explosion.

Fact 3.11. If Free Choice and Dual Prohibition are valid, then Explosion is valid.

We saw earlier in this chapter that there is a small range of dynamic meanings for disjunction that

can validate Free Choice, holding fixed a usual dynamic meaning for possibility modals. Unfortu-

nately, we've now seen that if we hold fixed the usual dynamic meaning for negation, there is no

nontrivial semantics for disjunction that can validate both Free Choice and Dual Prohibition.
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There are a fewways to respond to this problem. First, wemight pursue a pragmatic account of

Dual Prohibition, as in Barker 2010. Second, we might enrich our meanings further. Rather than

simply letting our meanings be a function from sets of worlds to sets of worlds, we might let them

contain more information. Willer 2015 and Starr 2016 have both pursued this strategy to explain

Dual Prohibition. Third, we might investigate new dynamic meanings for negation, and find one

that allows some natural meanings for disjunction where Free Choice and Dual Prohibition are

valid. It is clear that there are at least some such meanings. As a toy example, if we interpret

negation as the identity function (λf.f) then Free Choice and Dual Prohibition will be validated

by exactly the same theories of disjunction. Of course, this interpretation is not acceptable. So a

task remains to formulate some natural constraints on the meaning of negation within dynamic

semantics, relative to which we could investigate this question productively.

3.9 Conclusion: a context sensitive alternative

Our main investigation is now concluded. In this chapter, we first saw that there is no way to

validate Free Choice without giving up a propositional theory of disjunction. In response, we

introduced a family of dynamic meanings for disjunction.

But perhaps we have interpreted the validity of Free Choice in a way that is overly strong.

So far, we have required that there be a single function ∗ such that any body of information is

consistent with A ∗ B just in case it is consistent with both A and with B. But another option

would be to let the choice of ∗ vary with the body of information. On this proposal, disjunctions

themselves would be information-sensitive, relativized to an accessibility relation, in a way that

can covary with the modal under which they are embedded. For each modal ♢i associated with

accessibility relationRi there is some disjunction operation∨i that is associated withRi.24 Perhaps

a propositional semantics for ∨i can be constructed that could then validate Free Choice for each

possibility modal:

shifty free choice 1 ♢i(φ ∨i ψ) ♢iφ and ♢i(φ ∨i ψ) ♢iψ

shifty free choice 2 ♢iφ;♢iψ ♢i(φ ∨i ψ)

24This strategy parallels the context sensitive response to Lewis 1976's triviality results for conditionals. For a recent
version of this context sensitive strategy, see Bacon 2015.
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To conclude this chapter, let's develop such a shifty response in detail. The basic idea will be to

again incorporate the insights of Zimmermann 2000, but this time in a propositional theory of

disjunction. The proposition expressed by φ ∨i ψ says that one of φ and ψ are actually true, and

that both are true at some i-accessible possibility. Since disjunction is relativized to an accessibility

relation, we could imagine different flavors of disjunction, depending on the relevant accessibility

relation. So we will actually let our operator ∨i itself be relativized to Ri:

Definition 3.25. Jφ ∨i ψK = (JφK ∪ JψK) ∩ J♢iφK ∩ J♢iψK
For what follows, let's also assume that Ri is an equivalence relation: reflexive, symmetric, and

transitive.

Now that we have set up our assumptions, let's see how the resulting theory engages with our

earlier impossibility results. First, since Ri is an equivalence relation it is not partitional. So we

can avoid the first challenge to propositionality.

Second, let's consider the case of partitional families of possibility operators. This is where our

shifty relativization will help. Suppose we have three possibility operators ♢1, ♢2 and ♢3 that are

together a partitional set. Then we can build three corresponding disjunction operators ∨1, ∨2,

and ∨3 that are sensitive to the corresponding accessibility relation. We can then validate Shifty

Free Choice for each pair of ♢i and ∨i. But, crucially, no one disjunction operator satisfies Free

Choice for all three possibility operators. So we can avoid the challenge to propositionality above.

Summing up, then, the semantics above can validate Shifty Free Choice, once the accessibility

relation is assumed to be an equivalence relation.

Observation 3.9. Shifty Free Choice is valid.

To see why, consider that Shifty Free Choice is valid iff the following biconditional holds: for any

w, there is some Ri accessible v in Jφ ∨i ψK just in case there is some Ri accessible v in JφK and

some Ri accessible u in JψK. There is some Ri accessible v in Jφ ∨i ψK just in case there is some u

where vRiu such that u ∈ JφK and there is some u′ where vRiu′ such that u′ ∈ JψK. Since Ri is an

equivalence relation, this holds just in case u and u′ are both accessible to w.

We've now developed a contextualist alternative to the dynamic semantics we explored ear-

lier. On this theory, we gave up the hope of representing disjunction with a single propositional
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operator, and instead introduced a family of such operators. This could to some extent salvage a

traditional, propositional theory of disjunction.

How can we adjudicate between these two strategies? There are two related concerns for the

contextualist strategy above. First, it is inelegant, because it requires an enrichment of logical form

to include indices on every occurrence of a disjunction. Second, it overgenerates. On this strategy,

we have a family of possibility modals, and a family of disjunction operators. This should allow

mixed sentences, where we embed for example a deontic disjunction under an epistemic possibil-

ity modal. This should predict that we could find English sentences that violate Free Choice all

the time, since the relevant LFs should be available.
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Chapter 4

A theory of conditional assertion

4.1 Introduction

According to one tradition, uttering an indicative conditional involves a special kind of speech

act: a conditional assertion.

An affirmation of the form 'if p then q' is [not] an affirmation of a conditional [but] a con-
ditional affirmation of the consequent. If, after we have made such an affirmation, the an-
tecedent turns out true, then we consider ourselves committed to the consequent…[If] the
antecedent turns out to have been false, our conditional affirmation is as if it had never been
made.1

The slogan above is intuitive. Quine [1959] took it to be the usual, ''everyday'' attitude. Yet one

way or another, conditional assertion is not one of the dominant theories of conditionals today.

This is for many reasons, perhaps best summed up in DeRose 1999:

Webelieve these aremostly problemswith understanding the view in the first place—understanding
just what conditional assertions are, how they operate, and how they interact with the com-
monmachinery of current philosophy of language—machinery that was not set upwith such
a speech act in view…It can also seemproblematic what kind of logic conditionals could have
if they were devices of conditional assertion.2

The crucial task in giving an account of conditional assertion is to model the intuitive ideas above

using the tools of contemporary semantics and pragmatics. Several attempts to do so have been

judged ''immediately implausible'' or incoherent.3 For example, several leading accounts of con-

ditional assertion imply that when the antecedent of a conditional is false, the conditional fails

1Quine 1959 p. 12. See also von Wright 1957 p. 131; and Mackie 1973 and discussion. For developments of the
view, see Jeffrey 1963; Belnap 1970; Belnap 1973; Manor 1974; Barker 1995; Milne 1997; and DeRose 1999 among
others.

2See DeRose 1999.
3See for example Dummett 1973 and Lycan 2006.
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to express a proposition.4 Here, conditional assertion is analogous to handing someone a sealed

envelope containing a record of the consequent, with instructions to open only if the antecedent

is true.5 Yet there are many cases where this seems wrong. Consider:

(1) If you don't finish mowing the yard this afternoon, you can't go to the mall after dinner.

Lycan 2006 observes that the addressee learns something immediately upon hearing this condi-

tional. They need not wait to learn whether the antecedent is true, to determine whether anything

has been expressed. Moreover, they cannot control whether the speaker fails to express a propo-

sition simply by mowing the lawn.

It is unclear, however, whether the problems above are essential to the theory of conditional

assertion. In fact, a wide range of theorists have adopted the slogan of conditional assertion in

some way or other. Jeffrey 1963, Belnap 1970, Manor 1974, and McDermott 1996 all offer imple-

mentations of the ideas above that involve a failure of truth value in the case when the antecedent

is false. But Edgington 1995 and Barker 1995 instead implement the crucial ideas behind condi-

tional assertion using an NTV theory. Stalnaker 2011 argues that the material conditional itself

satisfies most of the goals of conditional assertion, and then argues that his own theory of the

indicative does too. Starr Forthcoming shows how dynamic conditionals can accomplish much

of the same.

Summing up: conditional assertion is the usual, everyday account of conditionals; and it is

immediately implausible. It has been largely ignored by the literature; and is also a component of

every leading theory of conditionals. With this much disagreement on what conditional assertion

even is, it's worth taking a step back and searching for a more precise definition.

This chapter offers a new theory of conditional assertion. We first develop a formal framework

that can model speech acts like conditional assertion. This framework is ecumenical, usable even

by those who are skeptical of a semantic treatment of speech acts. All we assume is that we have a

set of contexts, that agents are committed to certain claims in context, and that utterances change

4Belnap 1970 develops a version of this theory in possible worlds semantics. Jeffrey 1963, Manor 1974, Stalnaker
1975 (fn. 2) and McDermott 1996, Huitink 2009a, and Huitink 2009b all explore a view where the conditional is
truth-valueless when the antecedent is false.

5See Jeffrey 1963.
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the context. We can then use this model to provide a precise characterization of what conditional

assertion is.

Our characterization of conditional assertion is weak enough to be consistent with a broad

range of theories. It does not have any immediately paradoxical conclusions, such as denying that

conditionals with false antecedents express propositions. Nonetheless, our theory is still strong

enough to be interesting. Our first result is that relying on just a few background assumptions, we

can prove that any theory of conditional assertion in our sense implies the validity of several infer-

ences involving conditionals. First, conditional assertion requires the validity of Modus Ponens.

Second, conditional assertion requires the validity of one of the paradoxes of material implication:

that the negation of the antecedent implies the conditional.

With these logical results under our belt, we turn to semantic implementations of conditional

assertion, in three increasingly rich theoretical frameworks. First, we consider whether the condi-

tional assertion theory can be implemented within a truth conditional theory of conditionals. We

will see that in this setting, conditional assertion requires that the conditional is almost truth func-

tional. The conditional is true whenever the antecedent is false, and false whenever the antecedent

is true and the consequent is false. But the conditional's truth is unsettled when the antecedent

and consequent are both true.

After considering truth conditional implementations, we turn to dynamic semantics.6 We

identify a new family of dynamic conditionals that satisfy the requirements of conditional asser-

tion. On all these theories, the conditional tests whether learning the antecedent suffices to accept

the consequent. However, these theories differ in what happens when this test fails. Extant dy-

namic conditionals (for example, that in Gillies 2004) predict that in cases of failure, we reach

an absurd state. By relaxing this assumption, we generate a family of conditional assertion theo-

ries. We let failure of the test create a state containing all worlds from the context in which the

antecedent is false, and then some. The result is a new kind of dynamic meaning.

The theories we examine up to this point all predict that conditional assertions affect which

worlds in the context are live possibilities. In the final section of the chapter, we drawonwork from

Veltman 1985 to develop an enrichedmodel of context which relaxes this assumption. In addition

6For some defenders of dynamic semantics, see Veltman 1996, Groenendijk et al. 1996, Beaver 2001, Gillies 2004,
and Willer 2013. For some nearby views, see Yalcin 2007, Swanson 2011, Swanson 2012, and Moss 2015.
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to the live possibilities of the context, the context also contains a record of which extensions of the

live possibilities are admissible. We let conditional assertion update this record, without changing

which possibilities are currently live.

4.2 Conditional assertion

We model a formal language L consisting of an ordinary propositional language L 0, supple-

mented by an indicative conditional operator→. We focus on conditionals that do not themselves

contain another conditional.7

Definition 4.1. Let A be the set of atomic sentences α. Let L 0 be a language containing A

and closed under negation ¬ and conjunction ∧. Let L be the smallest set which contains L 0

and which, for any sentences φ and ψ in L 0, contains the indicative conditional φ → ψ and its

negation ¬(φ → ψ). Let ∨ and ⊃ abbreviate ¬(¬φ ∧ ¬ψ) and ¬(φ ∧ ¬ψ).

We assume that utterances take place in context, which we represent with the variable s. We let

[·] be a function modeling the effect of performing a speech act in context. So an utterance of

φ in s generates a new context s[φ]. If φ is a declarative sentence (in L 0), s[φ] models the effect

of asserting φ in s. By contrast, s[φ → ψ] models the effect of conditionally asserting ψ given φ.

Finally, we assume that within any context the relevant agents are committed to some claims. We

use |= to express this relation, so that s |= φ just in case the participants of context s are committed

to φ. Finally, we call a context absurd just in case it is committed to every claim.8

Definition 4.2. Let s be a context. LetC be the set of contexts. Let [·] be a function from sentences

in L to functions from C to C. Let |= be a relation between contexts s and sentences φ in L . s is

absurd just in case s |= φ for every φ ∈ L .

To start with, we make no assumptions about the exact structure of contexts. For now, our goal

is to take the intuitive idea behind conditional assertion, and see how far this idea alone takes us

towards a precise theory of conditionals.

7The language below allows embeddings of conditionals under negation. This may seem worrisome for some de-
fenders of conditional assertion, since it requires negating a conditional speech act. Fortunately, none of our results
rely especially on this feature of the language. In particular, in Fact 4.1 the inference φ;¬ψ |= ¬(φ → ψ) could be
replaced with φ; φ → ψ |= ψ.

8Here we rely on many of the formal tools introduced within update semantics. For some representative samples,
see Veltman 1996, Beaver 2001, and Gillies 2004.
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Given the framework we have adopted, the theory of conditional assertion can be expressed

as two constraints on [φ → ψ]. Suppose that φ → ψ is uttered in context s. This moves us to state

s[φ → ψ]. The theory of conditional assertion tells us what happens if the antecedent φ turns out

true, and also what happens if the antecedent turns out false. We model these two scenarios using

[φ] and [¬φ]. So the conditional assertion theory tells us something about both s[φ → ψ][φ] and

s[φ → ψ][¬φ].

In the former case, the theory says that we are committed to the consequent. Since we are

using |= to model commitment, this means that s[φ → ψ][φ] |= ψ. In other words: given any

body of information, if the conditional and its antecedent are added to the information, then the

new information contains the consequent.

In the second case, where the antecedent turns out false, our original conditional assertion is

'as if it had never been made'. We model this last idea through the identity s[φ → ψ][¬φ] = s[¬φ].

In other words: when a state is updated with the conditional and then the negation of its an-

tecedent, the state might as well just have been updated with the antecedent's negation immedi-

ately. We can also think about this last requirement more generally as a thesis about what it is to

learn a conditional. No matter what information an agent has, if they first learn the conditional

and then learn that the antecedent is false, they arrive in the same state as if they had just learned

that the antecedent were false from the beginning. Learning ¬φ screens off learning φ → ψ.

Putting these two ideas together, we reach the following theory:

Definition 4.3. → is a conditional assertion operator iff:

1. s[φ → ψ][φ] |= ψ

2. s[φ → ψ][¬φ] = s[¬φ]

In the rest of this chapter, we explore the implications of the definition above for the theory of

conditionals. But before we do this, it's worth flagging a few points where we could have made a

different choice.

First, when the antecedent turns out true, we said that we are committed to the consequent.

But here wemight replace the notion of commitment with that of actually uttering the consequent.
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Thenwewould say that uttering a conditional has the same effect as uttering the consequent when-

ever the antecedent turns out true. That gives us the equation s[φ → ψ][φ] = s[φ][ψ]. This con-

dition is significantly stronger than our own. In particular, we show later that our own condition

is compatible with the failure of φ ∧ ψ to imply φ → ψ. This inference's validity is guaranteed by

the stronger condition here.

Second, in both clauses above we analyzed the notion of the antecedent turning out true or

false in a particular way: in turns of updating the context with the antecedent. However, one

might distinguish the bare truth or falsity of the antecedent from its being learned. In that case,

one might say that s[φ → ψ] |= ψ whenever φ is true, and s[φ → ψ] = s whenever φ is false.

Something like this idea is suggested by Belnap 1970, who argued that the proper interpretation

of our second condition requires the conditional to fail to express a proposition:

If the conditional asserted something according to semantics, we could not on the pragmatic
level treat its utterance as if it had never happened.9

We are now in a position to see why this is too strong. The conditional can assert something

when the antecedent is false, as long as whatever it asserts is screened off by the assertion of the

antecedent's negation. In this case, the conditional assertion might as well never have happened.

One concern with the gappy theory above, compared with our own, is that it requires a con-

ditional's effect on context to depend on something other than the context itself: the antecedent's

actual truth value. This idea is hard to make sense of in the model above. In addition, it is hard

to know how conversational participants could implement this idea when s leaves the antecedent

unsettled. That is, this idea violates Stalnaker [1978]'s uniformity principle, on which a sentence

should have the same effect on context at every world consistent with the information of the con-

text.

Our definition of conditional assertion is quite different from some of the traditional accounts,

especially those involving truth value gaps. Ultimately, the results below serve as our argument for

thinking of conditional assertion this way, rather than as it has been interpreted before. Whether

or not this is what others have had in mind when talking about conditional assertion, we show

9See Belnap 1973, p. 49.
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that our definition is fruitful, characterizing a new andwell behaved region of semantic and logical

space.

Before jumping in to the details of the theory, it's worth flagging a few benefits of the account

right from the start. First, the account avoids the 'initial implausibility' objection to earlier theories

of conditional assertion, such as Jeffrey 1963 and Belnap 1970. Our definition in no way requires

that the conditional is meaningless, truth valueless, or fails to express a proposition when the

antecedent is false. Rather, we understand the falsity condition in a dramatically different way, as

a screening off condition. That learning ¬φ screens off the information in φ → ψ is perfectly

consistent with the fact that we can use conditionals to communicate information even when as

a matter of fact the antecedent is false.

Another initial benefit of the theory is that it is in several senses ecumenical. First, several

proponents of conditional assertion have accepted an NTV view of conditionals, denying that

they express propositions that can be assigned a truth value. While the theory above is consis-

tent with conditionals expressing propositions, it does not require this. So our theory provides

a neutral framework within which propositional and NTV proponents alike can investigate the

consequences of conditional assertion.

The theory is also ecumenical in another way. Conditional assertion has primarily been

thought about within the theory of speech acts. But our set of contexts above could be anything.

In particular, we can interpret contexts simply as the possible beliefs that a rational agent might

possess. Then [·] is the rule by which an agent updates her beliefs over time, and s |= φ says that

an agent in state s believes φ. Under this interpretation, the theory above defines an epistemic

concept of conditional learning, rather than a pragmatic concept of conditional assertion. The

results below double as a characterization of this special kind of learning.

Finally, the theory is ecumenical within the theory of pragmatics. One natural goal with condi-

tional assertion is to provide a general account of the conditional that connects conditional asser-

tion with other speech acts like conditional promising, questioning, and commanding.10 Again,

because our definition of a context is completely neutral, our framework can also be used tomodel

10See Barker 1995 and Lycan 2006 for discussion, among others.
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these other conditional speech acts. For example, we might represent a context as a stack of ques-

tions under discussion, as a to-do list of commands, or with all of the above.11 In each case, our

definition of conditional assertion above generalizes straightforwardly to other conditional speech

acts. For example, on the definition above a conditional command would add the consequent's

command to the to-do list of a state when the antecedent is learned, but would have no effect on

the to-do list of a context if the antecedent's negation is learned.

We now have a precise statement of what conditional assertion is, along with a rough sense of

how it compares to a few alternatives. In the rest of this chapter, we explore the implications of

this model for the logic, truth conditions, and conversational dynamics of conditionals.

4.3 The logic of conditional assertion

Our first goal is to investigate the logic of conditional assertion operators. In particular, we intro-

duce a few minimal assumptions, and use them to show that any conditional assertion operator

must validate several inferences, including Modus Ponens and the False Antecedent inference.

Our model contains a rule for updating contexts with an utterance, and also a representation

of the commitments that each context contains. These two features of our model allow us to

formulate a definition of entailment. In particular, let's say that an argument is valid just in case

we are committed to its conclusion whenever we utter the premises.12

Definition 4.4. φ1, . . . ,φn ψ iff ∀s s[φ1] . . . [φn] |= ψ

The model above is ecumenical. It need not be interpreted as a semantic theory of conditionals.

We could instead think of it merely as a formal pragmatics, describing how various speech acts

affect the information of speakers. In that case, we can think of entailment as a formal model of

how information changes in systematic ways when speech acts are performed. That being said, we

also show in later sections that the model can be interpreted truth conditionally. In that setting,

this definition coincides with preservation of truth.

11See Roberts 2012, Portner 2007, and Murray and Starr Forthcoming for examples.
12See van Benthem 1996 for discussion. Our results below also hold for another popular definition of entailment:

that an argument is valid just in case whenever we are committed to all the premises, we are committed to the conclu-
sion.
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To prove our results, we need to add a few more assumptions. Basically, we assume that the

fragment of our language not containing conditionals is conservative, obeying a variety of struc-

tural rules that bring it close to behaving truth conditionally. But we make no assumptions about

the behavior of conditionals. First, our entailment relation allows us to make a few well behaved-

ness assumptions about negation. Without accepting any specific semantics for negation, we can

commit to the law of noncontradiction. In our framework, this requires that any state is com-

mitted to anything after being updated with both of φ and ¬φ. In addition, we assume that any

coherent context which is not committed to φ will remain coherent after an utterance of ¬φ.

Definition 4.5. ¬ is well behaved only if:

1. φ;¬φ ψ

2. If s ̸|= φ, then s[¬φ] is not absurd.

We also need several assumptions about updating. First, we rely on a strong principle linking com-

mitment and update. We suppose that the participants of a context are committed to something

just in case uttering it leaves their state unchanged. Second, we suppose that updating a context

always gives us more information. More precisely, we suppose that we can never get back to s by

uttering two sentences φ and ψ, at least one of which changes the state.13

Definition 4.6. |= and [·] are well-behaved only if:

1. s[φ] = s iff s |= φ.

2. If s[φ] ̸= s or s[φ][ψ] ̸= s[φ], then s[φ][ψ] ̸= s.

Finally, we focus on sentences that are well behaved in a few ways. First, we only consider an-

tecedents and consequents that preserve commitment under update.14 Second, we focus on an-

tecedents that are idempotent, so that any context is committed to them after updating with them.

Definition 4.7.

13See Groenendijk and Stokhof 1991b and Rothschild and Yalcin 2015a for discussion.
14See Veltman 1996 for discussion. We do not require that the conditional or its negation is persistent.
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1. φ is persistent iff for any s,ψ, whenever s |= φ, s[ψ] |= φ.

2. φ is idempotent iff for any s, s[φ] |= φ.

With all of these assumptions in place, we now show that the conditional assertion theory imposes

a significant amount of truth functionality on the conditional. To see why, note that we can use

our definition of entailment above to express a version of truth functionality.15 The conditional is

truth functional just in case a commitment to whether φ and ψ each hold is sufficient to generate

a commitment on whether φ → ψ:

Definition 4.8. → is truth functional iff:

1. φ;ψ |= φ → ψ or φ;ψ |= ¬(φ → ψ), and

2. ¬φ;ψ |= φ → ψ or ¬φ;ψ |= ¬(φ → ψ), and

3. φ;¬ψ |= φ → ψ or φ;¬ψ |= ¬(φ → ψ), and

4. ¬φ;¬ψ |= φ → ψ or ¬φ;¬ψ |= ¬(φ → ψ).

This notion of truth functionality does not assume that the conditional has truth conditions.

Rather, this is a commitment-theoretic notion of truth functionality, requiring that our commit-

ment to the conditional supervenes on our commitments to its parts. Again, we show later that

all the key notions here can be interpreted truth conditionally, in which case the definition above

coincides with the usual one.

We now show that any conditional assertion operator is at least three quarters truth functional.

A commitment to¬φ implies a commitment to φ → ψ, and a commitment to φ and to¬ψ implies

a commitment to ¬(φ → ψ). Nonetheless, this leaves open the possibility that a state could be

committed to φ and to ψ while remaining agnostic on whether φ → ψ.

Fact 4.1. Suppose |=, [·], and ¬ are well-behaved, φ and ¬ψ are persistent, and ¬φ is idempotent.

Suppose → is a conditional assertion operator. Then:

1. φ;¬ψ |= ¬(φ → ψ)

15See Fine 2016 for discussion.
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2. ¬φ |= φ → ψ.

(For proofs of the main facts in what follows, see the appendix.)

The first condition in the above is basically equivalent to the validity of Modus Ponens. While

we can also show thatModus Ponensmust be valid for any conditional assertion operator, we stick

with the formulation above because of its connection with truth functionality.

Fact 4.1 shows that conditional assertion places surprising demands on the logic of condition-

als. After all, the False Antecedent inference from ¬φ to φ → ψ is controversial. Consider:

(2) a. The butler did it.

b. ??So: if the butler didn't do it, then the gardener did.

This inference is one of the signature properties of the material conditional. Nonetheless, condi-

tional assertion does not imply collapse to the material conditional. While the False Antecedent

inference is required of any conditional assertion operator, the True Consequent inference is not.

In particular, the truth of the antecedent and consequent need not imply the truth of the corre-

sponding conditional. This And to If inference is controversial. For example, following McDer-

mott 2007 imagine that a coin is tossed twice, and Sally bets that it will land heads both times.

Suppose the coin does land heads twice. In this scenario (3) seems false:

(3) If at least one heads came up, Sally won.

After all, in any scenario in which one coin landed heads and the other landed tails, Sally loses the

bet. This is just one of many counterexamples to And to If in the literature. Others have focused

on cases where φ and ψ are irrelevant to one another, or where ψ is extremely unlikely in the

presence of φ.16 Moreover, Lycan 2006 objects to the theories of conditional assertion developed

in Jeffrey 1963 and Belnap 1970 precisely because they validate And to If. We've now seen that

this objection does not extend to all theories of conditional assertion.

The theory of conditional assertion imposes heavy demands on the logic of conditionals. But

what about the semantics? In the rest of this chapter, we consider which semantic theories of

16For discussion see among others Lewis 1973, p. 27, Bennett 1974, Fine 1975, Penczek 1997, McDermott 2007,
McGlynn 2012, and He 2016.
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conditionals are consistent with conditional assertion. To do so, we assign progressively richer

meanings to the conditional. We start within a truth conditional framework. Later, we let the

conditional have a dynamic meaning. Finally, we develop a richer model of meaning in which a

context contains not only a set of live possibilities, but also a record of how the context may evolve

in the future.

4.4 The truth conditions of conditional assertion

We now explore the space of conditional assertion theories for truth conditional operators. To do

so, we now interpret contexts as sets of possible worlds.17

Definition 4.9. Let a world w assign a truth value to every atomic sentence. Let a context s be a

set of worlds.

Once contexts are sets of worlds, we can model assertion and conditional assertion in terms of

narrowing down this set. Since we are assuming the conditional is truth conditional, we can assign

every sentence a set of possible worlds where it is true:

Definition 4.10. Let J·K assign every sentence in L a set of possible worlds.

Then we can introduce a truth conditional update function [·]1, which lets an utterance of any

sentence narrow down a context to the worlds where it is true.18

Definition 4.11. s[φ]1 = s ∩ JφK
Say that→ is propositional just in case Jφ → ψK is defined for any φ, ψ in L 0 and updating with

φ → ψ amounts to intersecting with Jφ → ψK (that is, just in case [φ → ψ] = [φ → ψ]1). Our

task now is to determine what constraints are imposed on J·K if we require → to be a conditional

assertion operator.

Our earlier result, Fact 4.1, has a corollary in the propositional domain. We can show the

conditional is a propositional conditional assertion operator just in case (i) φ → ψ is true at any

world where φ is false, and (ii) φ → ψ is false at any world where φ is true and ψ is false.

17See Stalnaker 1978.
18Throughout, we omit subscripts on our update functions whenever possible.
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Fact 4.2. If → is propositional and ¬ is well behaved, then → is a conditional assertion operator

iff:

1. JφK ∩ J¬ψK ∩ Jφ → ψK = ∅

2. J¬φK ⊆ Jφ → ψK.
Stalnaker 2011 observes that updating with the material conditional achieves the goals of the con-

ditional assertion theory. We have now seen that the material conditional is not alone in doing

so. Rather, there is a family of truth conditional theories with this property.

In this section, we figured out the truth conditions of any conditional assertion operator, as-

suming that it has truth conditions. But perhaps we should not model conditional assertion using

truth conditions. Fortunately, this does not require that we give up on semantically interpreting

the conditional. Rather, in the next section we uncover a rich family of conditional assertion oper-

ators within the framework of dynamic semantics. On these accounts, conditionals do not express

propositions. Updating with them is not a matter of simply learning which world one inhabits.

4.5 The dynamics of conditional assertion

To explore nonpropositional theories of conditionals, we retain some of the assumptions from the

previous section. We again assume that contexts are sets of worlds. But now we only semantically

associate declarative sentences with sets of worlds.

Definition 4.12. Let J·K assign every sentence in L 0 a set of possible worlds.

Then we introduce an update function [·]2 which behaves conservatively for ordinary assertions,

but not for conditional assertions. [·]2 lets ordinary assertions update s intersectively.

Definition 4.13. If φ ∈ L 0, then s[φ]2 = s ∩ JφK.
Crucially, we do not require that [φ → ψ]2 itself update the context in a traditional, truth con-

ditional manner. That is, we do not assume the existence of some fixed proposition p where for

any state s, s[φ → ψ]2 = s ∩ p. Rather, we allow [φ → ψ]2 to be any function whatsoever from

sets of worlds to sets of worlds. Now we explore what constraints are imposed on [φ → ψ]2 by

conditional assertion.
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With Fact 4.1, we saw that the validity of Modus Ponens and False Antecedent are necessary

for conditional assertion. Then with Fact 4.2 we saw that their joint validity is also sufficient for

conditional assertion in a truth conditional framework. This sufficiency claim fails when the con-

ditional is genuinely dynamic, not amounting to intersection with a fixed set of worlds. Consider

the dynamic conditional from Gillies 2004, where φ → ψ tests s to see whether s[φ] is committed

to ψ.

s[φ → ψ] = {w ∈ s | s[φ] |= ψ}

This semantics validates Modus Ponens and False Antecedent. However, it rejects the screening

off component of conditional assertion. For a wide range of contexts, s[φ → ψ][¬φ] ̸= s[¬φ]. For

example, suppose s contains a world w where φ and ¬ψ, and a world v where ¬φ. s[¬φ] is not

empty, since it contains v. But s[φ → ψ][¬φ] is empty, since s[φ → ψ] is empty. Summing up,

the test conditional behaves like a conditional assertion operator whenever the test is passed; but

when the test fails, it departs from the requirements of conditional assertion.

We can say more about the class of meanings that are not conditional assertion operators.

The dynamic conditional above is an example of a test. Tests are the paradigmatic example of a

dynamic meaning. They have been proposed as the meaning not only of conditionals, but also of

possibility and necessity modals (Veltman 1996). To be more precise, a context change potential

is a test just in case it always returns either the input, or the absurd state.

Definition 4.14.

1. [φ] is a test iff for every state s: s[φ] = s or s[φ] = ∅.

2. → is a test operator iff for any sentences φ and ψ: [φ → ψ] is a test.

The dynamic conditional above is a test operator, but is not a conditional assertion operator. This

is no coincidence: no operator is both a test and a conditional assertion operator.

Fact 4.3. If → is a test operator, then → is not a conditional assertion operator.

Here is a general diagnosis of why tests are not conditional assertion operators. When a test fails,

the absurd state results. This means that any test semantics for the conditional has the potential to

remove worlds from the state where the antecedent is false. But in this case, ¬φ does not screen
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off φ → ψ. So the test is not a conditional assertion operator. If we want to find an interestingly

dynamic conditional assertion operator, we need a new type of dynamic meaning.19

Tests are not conditional assertion operators because they can eliminate worlds where the an-

tecedent is false. This points us in the direction of characterizing the class of conditional assertion

operators. The first requirement of this class is simply that s[¬φ] ⊆ s[φ → ψ]. This guarantees

that s[φ → ψ][¬φ] and s[¬φ] are identical.

To produce a conditional assertion operator, wemustmeet onemore requirement: that s[φ →

ψ][φ] |= ψ. To achieve this goal, let's consider s[φ] rather than s[¬φ]. Here, we must guarantee

that after updating with [φ → ψ], s has entirely excluded s[φ][¬ψ]. To achieve this result, we

let s[φ → ψ] be the union of two updates: s[¬φ], and some privileged portion of s[φ][ψ]. Any

component of s[φ][ψ] will do, as long as s[φ][¬ψ] is eliminated.

To implement these ideas, we need onemore tool. Say that f is a generalized selection function

just in case f takes s, [φ], and [ψ] as input, and returns some subset of s[φ][ψ]. These generalized

selection functions take a context and two propositions as input, and return some selected worlds

in the context where both propositions are true. Generalized selection functions give us a precise

way to think about the privileged portion of s[φ][ψ]. Then we can represent updating with the

conditional in terms of the union of s[¬φ] with f(s, [φ], [ψ]).20

Definition 4.15.

1. A generalized selection function f is a function from a context and two ccps to a new context,

where f(s, [φ], [ψ]) ⊆ s[φ][ψ].

2. → is selective iff s[φ → ψ] = s[¬φ] ∪ f(s, [φ], [ψ]).

Selective conditionals split up the job of conditional assertion into two steps. To guarantee that

s[φ → ψ][φ] is committed to ψ, the conditional only includes a region of s[φ] that survives update

19Other extant dynamic conditionals in the literature also fail to be conditional assertion operators, for example the
conditional in Russell and Hawthorne 2016, which is just like the test conditional above except that it behaves like the
material conditional in cases where s[φ] does not support ¬ψ.

20This formal tool allows us to require some sort of connection between φ and ψ. This bears some resemblance
to previous work in Chisholm 1946, Goodman 1947, Mackie 1962, Rescher 1964, and especially Gabbay 1972, who
explicitly introduces an operator that takes both φ and ψ as input, and delivers a set of worlds relevant to the evaluation
of the conditional. Our own theory departs significantly from all of the above, since it allows that the conditional is
true whenever the antecedent is false.
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with [ψ], selected by f. To guarantee that the conditional is screened off by the negated antecedent,

the conditional also includes all of the context that survives update with the negated antecedent.

It turns out that → is a conditional assertion operator just in case it is selective in this way.

Fact 4.4. → is a conditional assertion operator iff → is selective.

We now have a characterization of conditional assertion in dynamic semantics. This result is

in a sense less general than Fact 4.1, our logical characterization of conditional assertion, since

it assumes that contexts are sets of worlds. For example, in a later section we develop a different

model of contexts, and introduce a conditional assertion operator in that setting. The resulting

operator is not selective, but still satisfies Modus Ponens and False Antecedent. But while our lat-

est result is weaker than Fact 4.1 in one sense, in another sense it is stronger. It provides necessary

and sufficient conditions for conditional assertion, while Fact 4.1 provided only necessary condi-

tions. The result is also more general than Fact 4.2, which governed the truth conditional case. In

particular, each conditional assertion operator in the truth conditional setting is also a selective

operator, corresponding to a particular choice of selector. To guarantee truth conditionality, all

that is required is that the selector be a function of s ∩ JφK and s ∩ JψK.
Importantly, however, there are also many nonpropositional selective conditionals. To see

how they work, let's return to the test semantics above. There, we saw that the test semantics fails

the screening off component of conditional assertion whenever the test for s[φ] |= ψ is failed. A

natural thought is then to change the test semantics for this failure condition. In the semantics

above, failure of the test results in ∅, which eliminates ¬φ worlds from s. We can modify the

meaning above by letting failure of the test result in a different state. In particular, we can let it

result in s[¬φ]∪f(s, [φ], [ψ]), our selective output frombefore. When the conditional has this form,

guaranteeing that the context is committed to the consequent after updating with the antecedent,

but otherwise updating with s[¬φ] ∪ f(s, [φ], [ψ]), let's call it testlike.

In fact, once a conditional is selective, we can derive this last operation by constraining f in a

particular way. To achieve this result, call a selector testlike when it returns all of s[φ][ψ]whenever

s[φ] is committed to ψ. When s[φ] is committed to ψ, s is identical to s[¬φ]∪ s[φ][ψ]. This implies

that testlike selectors allow the conditional to return the entire state whenever s[φ] |= ψ.

Definition 4.16.
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1. f is testlike iff f(s, [φ], [ψ]) = s[φ][ψ] whenever s[φ] |= ψ.

2. → is testlike iff s[φ → ψ] =

 s if s[φ] |= ψ

s[¬φ] ∪ f(s, [φ], [ψ]) otherwise.

Fact 4.5. → is testlike just in case → is selective and f is testlike.

Testlike operators retain much of the test semantics above. In particular, whenever s[φ] |= ψ,

testlike operators act like tests, returning the input state. But they are also selective, which implies

that they are conditional assertion operators. Testlike operators are thus a new type of dynamic

meaning, designed to satisfy the demands of conditional assertion.

To better understand the family of testlike operators, let's explore a few representative exam-

ples. Testlike operators are a special case of selective operators. In a similar way, the material

conditional is a special case of a testlike operator. To see why, note that as f returns more worlds,

the conditional becomes weaker. The weakest testlike operator makes f the identity function. This

operator never removes any worlds from s[φ][ψ].

s[φ → ψ] =

 s if s[φ] |= ψ

s[¬φ] ∪ s[φ][ψ] otherwise.

This last operator is simply the material conditional in disguise, assuming s[φ ⊃ ψ] = s[¬φ] ∪

s[φ][ψ]. After all, either s[φ] supports ψ or not. In the former case, s[φ → ψ] = s[φ ⊃ ψ] = s. In

the latter case, s[φ → ψ] simply eliminate all φ ∧ ¬ψ possibilities from s. But this is exactly what

[φ ⊃ ψ] does in that case.

At the other extreme, the strongest testlike operator always removes every world in s[φ][ψ].

This conditional looks more like the test semantics from earlier:

s[φ → ψ] =

 s if s[φ] |= ψ

s[¬φ] otherwise.

This gives us a conditional assertion operator; but it is a strange one. Suppose s contains some

φ ∧ ψ worlds and some φ ∧ ¬ψ worlds. Then s[φ → ψ] removes all the φ ∧ ψ worlds. This result

seems too strong. So it seems that we want some choice of testlike operator in between these two

extremes.
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Not every testlike operator is nonpropositional, since thematerial conditional is testlike. Nonethe-

less, we can show that any choice of testlike f other than the identity function will result in a non-

propositional theory of →. For these operators, updating is not just intersecting with a fixed set

of possible worlds.

Fact 4.6. If → is testlike and [→] ̸= [⊃], then → is not propositional.

For any such f, there will be some witnessing s,φ, and ψ where f(s, [φ], [ψ]) ̸= s[φ][ψ]. This means

that there will be some world w removed from s[φ][ψ] by f. This w is a φ and ψ world. However,

now consider the context {w}. {w} |= [φ → ψ], since {w} passes the test imposed by φ → ψ.

This means that whether [φ → ψ] removes w from a context depends on the structure of that

entire context. We cannot model the effect of [φ → ψ] in terms of intersecting s with a fixed set

of possible worlds.

While testlike conditionals are essentially dynamic, they are only dynamic in a limited way. It

turns out that any testlike conditional can be factorized into a static and a dynamic component.

First, note that a standard semantics for disjunction within update semantics consists of updating

the state with each disjunct, and unioning the result, so that s[φ∨ψ] = s[φ]∪ s[ψ]. This semantics

for disjunction is not essentially dynamic. In particular, whenever each of φ and ψ are proposi-

tional, so is φ ∨ ψ. Since testlike conditionals are all selective, we know that we can express their

meaning with the identity s[φ → ψ] = s[¬φ] ∪ f(s, [φ], [ψ]). Given the semantics for disjunction

above, that means that we can define any conditional assertion operator in terms of disjunction.

In particular, we could introduce into our object language a new connective ⊼ which takes two

sentences as input and returns the result of selecting some worlds in s where both claims are true.

For example, this operatormight be themeaning of because, which entails its inputs and expresses

some connection between them. Then we can define the conditional in terms of ∨ and ⊼:

Definition 4.17.

1. s[φ ∨ ψ] = s[φ] ∪ s[ψ]

2. s[φ ⊼ ψ] = f(s, [φ], [ψ])

Fact 4.7. If → is selective, then [φ → ψ] = [¬φ ∨ (φ ⊼ ψ)].
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Whenever → is selective, and hence whenever → is a conditional assertion operator, it can be

expressed as a disjunction of ¬φ and φ ⊼ ψ. This means that for testlike operators, all of the

nonpropositionality can be factorized into⊼. This in turnmeans that all of the essentially dynamic

component of the conditional's meaning is contributed by the selector.

We have now identified a subclass of selective conditional operators. We know that these are

all conditional assertion operators, and that with the exception of the material conditional they

are all essentially dynamic. Above, we said that these testlike operators retain something from the

test semantics: an account of what happens when s[φ] is committed to ψ. This feature from the

test semantics is important, because it corresponds to the Ramsey Test. Here, consider Ramsey

1990's famous idea connecting conditional belief and learning:

If two people are arguing `If p, then q?'...they are adding p hypothetically to their stock of
knowledge and arguing on that basis about q.

We can represent this idea in our own framework as yet another requirement on [φ → ψ]. In

particular, let's say that an agent believes φ → ψ just in case she would be committed to ψ if she

learned φ. Now let's interpret belief in terms of our commitment relation |=, and let's interpret

learning using [·]. Putting these together, we reach the following requirement:

Definition 4.18. → is Ramseyan just in case s |= φ → ψ iff s[φ] |= ψ.

According to this version of the Ramsey test, a state supports φ → ψ just in case it would support

ψ if it was updated with φ.

In a truth conditional setting, the requirement above is quite strong. In fact, in a truth con-

ditional setting the material conditional is the unique Ramseyan operator.21 To see why, note

that the above formulation of the Ramsey Test is equivalent to the Deduction Theorem, given our

definition of entailment. It guarantees that ψ follows from any premise combined with φ just in

case that premise itself implies φ → ψ.

By contrast, in a dynamic setting there are a variety of Ramseyan operators. For example,

consider again the test operator from Gillies 2004. This operator is Ramseyan, because it does not

allow an agent to believe φ → ψ if her current information does not support ψ when updated

21See Gillies 2009 for discussion.
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with φ. However, the test operator says more than just this. It also says that whenever s[φ] does

not support ψ, s is actually committed to the negation of φ → ψ.

Now consider our testlike operators. It turns out that when we focus on selective operations,

the testlike operators precisely characterize the Ramsey Test.

Fact 4.8. If → is selective, then → is testlike iff → is Ramseyan.

We saw earlier that the selective operators are just the conditional assertion operators. This means

that once one accepts the theory of conditional assertion, satisfaction of the Ramsey Test is equiv-

alent to accepting a testlike theory of the conditional. On the other hand, we already saw before

that the Ramsey Test does not guarantee conditional assertion operatorhood, since the test condi-

tional in Gillies 2004 satisfies the former but not the latter. Likewise, there are many conditional

assertion operators that are not Ramseyan, since there are selective operators that are not test-

like.22

We've now introduced a preferred family of conditional assertion operators, and characterized

it in terms of the Ramsey Test. It turns out that testlike operators have another independently

plausible structural property: they are idempotent, so that s[φ → ψ] always supports φ → ψ.

Some dynamic meanings lack this property, while others possess it.23

Fact 4.9. If → is testlike, then → is idempotent.

Conditional assertion operators are precisely those that are selective. Within this family of opera-

tors, we have now located two desirable properties: satisfaction of the Ramsey Test, and idempo-

tence. Possession of the former property is equivalent to being testlike. Each of these properties

in turn guarantees idempotence.

We started this section with a negative result: the quintessential example of a dynamic mean-

ing, the test, cannot be a conditional assertion operator. To model conditional assertion in dy-

namic semantics, we then developed a new kind of dynamic meaning. To start, we introduced

the notion of a selective operator, proving this was equivalent to conditional assertion. Then we

22The discussion above is not the last word on selective conditionals. There are many more interesting constraints
on selection to consider. For example, one constraint worth considering is to make f a function of s[φ][ψ], rather than
of s, [φ], and [ψ] individually.

23Say → is idempotent iff φ → ψ is idempotent for any φ and ψ.
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developed the notion of a testlike operator. This turned out to be a special case of a selective op-

erator, and was genuinely nonpropositional. We saw that testlike operators therefore occupy the

intersection of two plausible constraints: conditional assertion and the Ramsey Test. In this way,

the testlike operators retain one of the signature benefits of the test semantics for conditionals.

The dynamic and the truth conditional meanings we explored so far have a common conse-

quence. They agree that performing a conditional assertion of φ → ψ has the potential to change

which worlds we regard as possible. Otherwise, we would have that for every s, s[φ → ψ] = s.

But in this case, we would have no model at all of any effect of conditional assertion on context.

Onemight think, however, that the conditional assertion theory should guarantee that by itself,

uttering a conditional does not change which worlds are possible in the context. Rather, updating

the live possibilities of a state should also require a judgment about the antecedent. To have any

chance of implementing such a theory, we need to let contexts contain more information than

simply a set of possible worlds. Otherwise, conditional assertion would have no effect whatsoever

on context. In the next section, we extend our representation of context to model this idea.

4.6 The future of conditional assertion

The crucial idea we need is that any context contains a set of possible extensions of the current

live possibilities. Even though our context currently tells us we are in one of some set of possible

worlds, not every subset of that state is a candidate for future information we might accept. Only

some subsets are admissible.

To model this idea, we enrich our representation of context. We let a context c contain not

only a set of worlds s, but also (building on Veltman 1985) a set σ of subsets of s. Intuitively, we

can interpret σ as the set of possible extensions of the live possibilities s present in the context.

We need only one constraint on σ. We must suppose that whenever s′ and s′′ are possible

extensions of s, so is their union. Intuitively: if we could learn one of two things, then we could

also learn their disjunction. This constraint guarantees that for any descriptive claim φ, there is a

unique weakest state that would result from learning φ in context c.

Definition 4.19. Let a context c be a pair ⟨s, σ⟩, where s is a set of possible worlds, and σ is a set

of subsets of s closed under ∪. Let sc and σc denote the s and σ components of c. Let a context c
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be absurd (⊥) iff either s = ∅ or σ = ∅.

These higher order contexts can now figure in the meaning of a sentence. In particular, we can

introduce a third update function [·]3, which assigns each sentence a function from ⟨s, σ⟩ pairs to

⟨s, σ⟩ pairs.

Now that we have extra structure in our contexts, we can model the intuitive idea from above,

that conditional assertion does not directly change the live possibilities of a state. We can now say

that→ is a strong conditional assertion operator just in case it is a conditional assertion operator

that does not affect sc:

Definition 4.20. → is a strong conditional assertion operator iff → is a conditional assertion

operator and for every context c: sc[φ→ψ] = sc.

Now our task is to incorporate a theory of ordinary and conditional assertion into this model of

context. Even in the case of ordinary assertion, we need a new theory. Now that contexts contain

two components, s and σ, we need our updates to be sensitive to both. Ordinary update cannot

simply narrow down the worlds in s: in that case, σ would play no role in constraining the future

evolution of the live possibilities.

Instead, we let an assertion of φ update the live possibilities by selecting from σ the weakest

possible evolution of the context that entails φ.24 To be well behaved, we also need an ordinary

assertion of φ to update σ, by filtering out any evolution of the context that does not imply φ. So

suppose again that J·K assigns every sentence in L 0 a set of possible worlds. Then:

Definition 4.21. Where φ ∈ L 0:

1. σ ⊓ φ = {s ∈ σ | s ⊆ JφK}
2. c[φ] = ⟨

∪
σc[φ], σc ⊓ φ⟩

In this theory, updating with φ can fail even when the live possibilities contain a φ world. If no

evolution of the state (no s ∈ σ) implies φ, then updating with φ is still absurd.

Now we can implement a theory of strong conditional assertion. We can let the conditional

assertion of φ → ψ pave the way for a later assertion of φ. Conditional assertion guarantees that if

24This is the major difference between the theory below and that of Veltman 1985, which we would more naturally
interpret as requiring an update with φ to eliminate any φ worlds from the live possibilities.
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the antecedent is asserted later, the consequent will then be supported. More precisely, conditional

assertions operate on σ. They remove any s ∈ σ which implies φ, but does not imply ψ. That is,

they eliminate any extension of the context where we are committed to the antecedent, but are not

committed to the consequent.

Definition 4.22.

1. σ ⊓ φ → ψ = (σ − (σ ⊓ φ)) ∪ (σ ⊓ ψ)

2. c[φ → ψ] = ⟨sc, σc ⊓ φ → ψ⟩

There are three types of extensions of c (s ∈ σc) within σc[φ→ψ]. Some are committed to ¬φ,

some are committed to φ, and some are agnostic with respect to φ. The extensions of c that are

either committed to ¬φ or agnostic with respect to φ are preserved in σc[φ→ψ]. Of the extensions

committed to φ, only those remain from σc that are also committed to ψ. Interestingly, this all

allows that that σc contains some s with φ ∧ ¬ψ worlds. Later, we will consider another strong

conditional assertion operator that eliminates such extensions (relying on σ⊓¬φwhere the above

uses σ − (σ ⊓ φ)). But it's worth starting with this weaker operation, since even this will give us

a strong conditional assertion operator.

Now that we have our definitions in place, let's prove that we have created a strong conditional

assertion operator. First, we know that c[φ → ψ][φ] is always committed to ψ. This is tantamount

to the validity of Modus Ponens. To see why it holds, first consider what c[φ → ψ] looks like. We

know c[φ → ψ] affects σc, by removing any s from it where φ holds throughout, and ¬ψ does not.

Next, [φ] narrows down sc[φ→ψ](= sc) to the weakest s in σc[φ→ψ] which implies φ, and narrows

σc[φ→ψ] down to φ implying states. All such states imply ψ. So sc[φ→ψ] and σc[φ→ψ] are unchanged

by ψ.

Now let's turn to the screening off condition, that c[φ → ψ][¬φ] is the same state as c[¬φ]. To

see why this holds, consider that σc[¬φ] contains only s that imply ¬φ. But [φ → ψ] has no effect

on such states in c. Rather, σc[φ→ψ] is just like cσ except that it eliminates some s that imply φ and

do not imply ψ. So now consider c[φ → ψ][¬φ]. This updates cs by moving to the weakest s in

c[φ → ψ]σ that implies ¬φ. This s will be the same as the weakest s in cσ that implies ¬φ, since

[φ → ψ] does not update ¬φ-implying subsets of σc. For this reason, c[φ → ψ][¬φ] = c[¬φ].
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Finally, it is clear that → is a strong conditional assertion operator, so that sc[φ→ψ] is always

identical to sc. We constructed [φ → ψ] so that it only updates σc, and never updates the live

possibilities.

We have now developed a strong conditional assertion operator. The crucial idea was to distin-

guish updating the live possibilities from updating the way in which those possibilities can evolve.

We now show that this sort of separation leads to surprising downstream effects on the logic of

conditionals.

Since conditional assertion only affects the possible evolutions of the context, it is possible for

c[φ → ψ] to eliminate from σc any possible evolution containing someworld (say, a φ∧¬ψ world),

even though that world remains in sc. Now consider a context c that contains some ¬ψ worlds,

and contains only states that are opinionated about φ. Imagine updating with both φ → ψ and

¬φ → ψ. The resulting σ will contain two types of evolutions: those that entail φ and ψ, and those

that entail ¬φ and ψ. So every evolution of the state implies ψ. Nonetheless, the live possibilities

of the resulting context still contain ¬ψ worlds. So updating the state further with ψ will have an

effect. (It will not affect σ, but will affect s). This leads to a failure of the following principle:

φ → ψ;¬φ → ψ ̸ ψ

That is: even when ψ is a sure thing to be learned, updating with ψ can have an effect.

Here's another way to see the same thing. Let ⊤ be a claim true at every possible world, and

now consider conditionals like ⊤ → φ. These conditionals, like any other, update σ without

updating s. They remove from σ any evolution that does not imply φ. We can think of these as

one way to introduce a must operator □ into our language, using the definition (⊤ → φ) ≡ □φ.

Definition 4.23. c[□φ] = ⟨sc, σc ⊓ φ⟩

But take a context where the live possibilities originally include some φ worlds. Updating with

□φ narrows down σ to those states that imply φ. But since this update leaves the live possibilities

unchanged, a further update with φ still has an effect. So c is not committed to φ. This leads to a

failure of the strength of must:

□φ ̸ φ
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Indeed, Veltman 1985 develops a similar theory in order to achieve exactly this result. Our theory

can thus explain the felt weakness or indirectness of epistemic necessity claims. For illustration,

suppose that we are sitting in a room and a friend walks in with a wet umbrella. We can say:

(4) It must be raining.

But imagine instead that we are looking out the window and see the rain. Then we would instead

say:

(5) It's raining.

So it appears that uttering φ requires more evidence than simply uttering □φ.25

Interestingly, however, the failure of ⊤ → φ to imply φ does not lead to a failure of Modus

Ponens. While ⊤ → φ ̸ φ, we do have that ⊤ → φ;⊤ φ. Once we have learned ⊤ → φ,

updating with the tautology has an effect. It eliminates any live possibility that is not present in

any extension of the state. Moreover, recall that our set of evolutions σ is closed under unions.

This means that whenever we have updated c with □φ, there is a unique weakest state in σ that

supports ⊤: the intersection of cs and JφK.
This last result leads to further logical consequences. For again let ⊤ be a claim true at every

possible world. We are no longer guaranteed that:

φ ⊤

After all, uttering a conditional can lead to a state where even uttering the tautology can have an

effect. While ⊤ itself can sometimes change the context, our language also contains □⊤, which

is guaranteed to leave every state unchanged. This expression is implied by any claim whatsoever,

and so perhaps better fulfills the functional role of tautologies. Alternatively, we might introduce

a new notion of entailment, where Γ |= δ just in case Γ implies □δ on our earlier definition.

25For other perspectives on the same phenomenon, see: Karttunen 1972; Kratzer 1991; von Fintel and Gillies 2010;
and Lassiter 2016.
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In what follows, it will help to introduce a kind of assertion operator, !, that encodes the min-

imal effect of ⊤. This assertion operator removes from the live possibilities any world that has

been eliminated from every extension of the context.

Definition 4.24. c! = c[⊤] = ⟨
∪

σc, σc⟩

! and □ allow us to move back and forth between modal and non-modal updates. In particular,

we are guaranteed that whenever [φ] is an ordinary assertion, c[□φ]! = c[φ].

So far, we've introduced a theory of assertion and conditional assertion, and explored a few

of its consequences. But we have not given a compositional semantics that can underwrite the

definitions above. Since our definition of context is somewhat unfamiliar, it's worth pausing to

actually provide a semantics that delivers the definitions above. This is worth doing, because it

will further explicate the relationship between the theory above, and more traditional forms of

update semantics.

For atomic sentences, we can keep basically the same clause for ordinary assertion defined

above. Similarly, we can retain the usual dynamic semantics for conjunction, in terms of sequential

update. But for negation, we need something a bit more sophisticated. We need to answer two

questions. First, how does¬φ update σc? Second, how does¬φ update sc? In each case, wewill see

that there is a weak notion of negation as denial that behaves well with modal claims, and a strong

notion of negation that behaves well with non-modal claims. Ultimately, we will craft a single

semantics for negation that incorporates both the weak and strong operators as components.

Let's start with the first question, about how¬φ affects σc. Here, there is a natural distinction to

draw betweenweak and strong negation. First, consider a weak negation operator where updating

cwith¬φ removed from σc any extension that would survive updating with φ. This weak negation

would leave behind extensions that are agnostic with respect to φ. For example, suppose s =

{w, v}, where φ is true at w and false at v. This state would be eliminated by φ, and hence would

be retained by updating with a weak ¬φ. By contrast, s would be removed by a strong negative

update. This update would remove from σc both the extensions that are committed to φ, and

the extensions that are agnostic about φ. To implement this view, we could construct, for any

extension s in σc, a new context where the live possibilities are s, and σ is every extension of s from

σc. Then ¬φ could eliminate s from σc just in case this hypothetical context would be destroyed
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by updating with φ.

These twonegations are analogous to similar operators in a three valued setting, where a strong

negation operator says that its input is false, while a weak negation operator says that its input is

false or indeterminate. These notions of falsehood and indeterminacy can be modeled in update

semantics through the distinction between cases where updating with smakes the context absurd,

and cases where it changes the context. Summarizing:

Definition 4.25.

1. σc[¬wφ] = σc − σc[φ]

2. σc[¬sφ] =
{
s ∈ σc | ⟨s, {s′ ∈ σc | s′ ⊆ s}⟩[φ] = ⊥

}
Strong negation is a good model of how negations behave over ordinary assertions. Negating an

ordinary assertion should narrow down the context to those worlds where the original assertion

is false. On the other hand, weak negation is a better model of how negations behave over modal

assertions. Consider ¬□φ. It is natural to think that updating with ¬□φ should remove exactly

the extensions that consist entirely of φ worlds. But strong negation does more, eliminating ex-

tensions that contain some φ worlds and some ¬φ worlds, so that [¬s□φ] = [□¬sφ]. Such s can

have subsets in σc with only φ worlds, and so ⟨s, {s′ ∈ σc | s′ ⊆ s}⟩[□φ] need not be empty.

Now that we've explored two options formodeling the effect of¬φ on σc, let's turn to sc. Again

we can imagine a weak and strong version of negation. The first choice, ¬A, likens uttering ¬φ

to asserting any other sentence, by letting sc[¬φ] be the weakest evolution in σc[¬φ]. The second

option, ¬CA, instead says that ¬φ has no effect on sc.

Definition 4.26.

1. sc[¬Aφ] =
∪

σc[¬Aφ]

2. sc[¬CAφ] = sc

Given the other operators we have already introduced, these two negations are interdefinable:

[¬CAφ] = [□¬Aφ], and c[¬Aφ] = c[¬CAφ]!, for any c.

Above, we said that ordinary assertions affect sc, while modal and conditional assertions only

σc. Correspondingly, ¬A is a good model of negations that outscope ordinary assertions, while
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¬CA is a good model of negations that outscope modals and conditionals. For example, suppose

that α and β are atomic sentences that partition logical space. Then [¬Aα] = [β]. By contrast,

¬CAα is modal, identical in meaning to □β. Similarly, we get weird results from embedding □

under ¬A. For example, we do not have that [¬A¬A□φ] = [□φ]. Rather, double negation forces

its input to update the live possibilities, guaranteeing that [¬A¬A□φ] = [□φ]!. This leads to

downstream trouble in defining possibility modals in terms of ¬A and □.

Above, we've introduced two dimensions of variation for negation. In each case, the stronger

kind of negation was right for ordinary assertion, while the weaker negation was right for modal

assertion. On first glance, this seems to suggest that we need two different negation operators in

our language. Fortunately, however, this is actually not required at all. Our meanings above are

rich enough to allow us to semantically distinguish any conditional or modal assertion from any

ordinary assertion. Without looking at the syntactic structure of a sentence, we can tell from its

meaning alone whether it is an assertion or a conditional assertion. The former always narrow

down the live possibilities of some states, while the latter do not.

Definition 4.27. [φ] is an assertion iff ∃c : sc ̸= sc[φ].

Since being an assertion rather than a conditional assertion is a property of meanings rather than

of syntactic forms, operators like negation can access this property of their inputs. So we can

let negation operate differently depending on whether its input is an assertion or a conditional

assertion. We can define ¬φ piecewise, so that it behaves like ¬s
Aφ when φ is an assertion, and

like ¬w
CAφ when φ is a conditional assertion.

With atoms, negation, and conjunction out of the way, let's turn to conditionals and modals.

First, it's worth restating our semantics for conditionals and necessity modals to be a bit more

general. We can replace the use of ⊓ above with direct appeal to [·]. Second, we can introduce a

slight modification of our semantics for the conditional above, for the sake of further exploring

the landscape of strong conditional assertion operators. Above, conditional assertions preserved

extensions of the context that were agnostic about the antecedent, even when such contexts con-

tained worlds where the antecedent was true and the consequent was false. This update is de-

finable in terms of weak negation: σc[φ→ψ] = σc[¬wφ] ∪ σc[ψ]. But it will be of interest in what

follows to instead remove any evolutions that contain worlds where the antecedent is true and
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the consequent is false. To do so, we can replace the weak negation above with a strong negation:

σc[φ→ψ] = σc[¬sφ] ∪ σc[ψ]. This update contains two types of extensions: those that consist of only

worlds where φ is false, and those that consist of only ψ worlds. This means that c[φ → ψ]! is guar-

anteed to contain no φ ∧ ¬ψ possibilities. While somewhat stronger than our earlier semantics

for the conditional, this is still a strong conditional assertion operator.

Next, it's worth introducing a possibility modal into our framework. One natural choice is to

let ♢φ remove from σ any evolution that rules out every φ world. Equivalently, ♢φ removes from

σ exactly the extensions that survive update with ¬φ. Also equivalently, [♢φ] = [□¬w
A¬φ] since

σc[¬φ] contains the evolutions that rule out every φ world, and hence¬w
A¬φ removes exactly those

evolutions from σ, while □ quarantines this effect from the live possibilities. Also equivalently,

♢ is the dual of □, because [¬□¬φ] = [♢φ] and [¬♢¬φ] = [□φ]. This last and most important

equivalence would have failed if we relied only on¬s
A rather than our pairwise defined¬. Interest-

ingly, [¬s
A♢¬s

Aφ] is identical to not [□φ], but rather [□φ]!, and hence [φ]. That definition would

thus distinguish (4) and (6).

(6) It can't not be raining.

Summing up, we have now defended the following semantics for [·]3:

Definition 4.28.

1. c[α] = ⟨
∪

σc[α], {s ∈ σc | ∀w ∈ s : w(α) = 1}⟩

2. c[¬φ] =


c[¬s

Aφ] if [φ] is an assertion

c[¬w
CAφ] otherwise

3. c[φ ∧ ψ] = c[φ][ψ]

4. c[φ → ψ] = ⟨sc, σc[¬φ] ∪ σc[ψ]⟩

5. c[□φ] = ⟨sc, σc[φ]⟩

6. c[♢φ] = ⟨sc, σc − σc[¬φ]⟩

The semantics above required making several important decisions, especially involving negation.

There are several reasons why we made the particular decisions that we did. First, this semantics
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produces results that coincide almost exactly with our earlier definitions of assertion and condi-

tional assertion. When φ does not contain →, □, or ♢, updating c with φ narrows σ down to

exactly the extensions where φ is classically true, and narrows down the live possibilities to the

weakest such extension. When φ is a conditional or modal, only σ is affected by updating; the live

possibilities are unchanged. The only difference concerns the conditional, where we have now

explored a stronger conditional assertion operator, which eliminates any φ ∧ ¬ψ world from any

extension of the context.

We focused on this stronger conditional assertion operator for a reason. This operator places

the semantics above in a rich structural correspondence with a more traditional form of dynamic

semantics. Consider the following update function on sets of worlds, from Veltman 1996 and

Gillies 2004:

Definition 4.29.

1. s[α]2 = {w ∈ s | w(α) = 1}

2. s[¬φ]2 = s− s[φ]2

3. s[φ ∧ ψ]2 = s[φ]2[ψ]2

4. s[φ → ψ]2 = {w ∈ s | s[φ]2 |= ψ}

5. s[□φ]2 = {w ∈ s | s |= φ}

6. s[♢φ]2 = {w ∈ s | s[φ]2 ̸= ∅}

This update function includes the test conditional from above, along with a treatment of □φ and

♢φ as tests that the context supports or is consistent with φ.

It turns out that there is a structural relationship between this traditional update function,

and the one developed in this section. Any update [φ]2 on sets of worlds can be transformed into

an update [φ]↑2 on our current contexts, that filters out any extensions of the context that do not

support the original update.26

26See Willer 2013 for a simpler application of this filter, which represents contexts as merely containing the structure
of σ rather than ⟨s, σ⟩.
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Definition 4.30. c[φ]↑2 = ⟨sc, {s ∈ σc | s[φ]2 = s}⟩

We can use ↑ and our earlier assertion operator ! to state the simple relationship between the two

semantics above. First, for any conditional or modal assertion, our current update function is

simply the lift of the traditional update function. Second, for any ordinary assertion, our current

update function is the lift of the traditional update function, enriched with our above assertion

operator.

Fact 4.10.

1. If φ does not contain →, □, or ♢, then for every c, c[φ]3 = c[φ]↑2 !.

2. If φ contains →, □, or ♢, then [φ]3 = [φ]↑2 .

One consequence of this last result is that [φ → ψ]3 = [φ → ψ]↑2 . This is remarkable, because

we proved earlier that the test semantics for→ is not a conditional assertion operator. Indeed, no

test can be one. Nonetheless, our current semantics for the conditional is a conditional assertion

operator. This means that our lift operation [·]↑2 is a procedure for taking a traditional dynamic

meaning, and transforming it into a conditional assertion operator.

4.7 Conclusion

In this chapter we explored the consequences of an intuitive picture of what it is to utter a con-

ditional. Along the way, we've offered a new methodology for investigating the meaning of the

conditional. Most work on conditionals proceeds by starting with data concerning the truth con-

ditions or valid inferences of the conditional, and goes on to design a semantics that predicts this

data. By contrast, we started with an intuitive idea about what it is to learn a conditional: cru-

cially, that learning the antecedent is false screens off learning the conditional. We went on to

characterize several families of meanings for the conditional that are consistent with that theory

of learning.
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Chapter 5

Results

This chapter provides proofs for the main facts in the previous chapters.

5.1 Generalized update semantics

Definition 2.25.

1. Let a GUS frame F be a tuple ⟨W, I,R(·)⟩, where:

(a) W is a set of possible worlds.

(b) The set of information states I is P(W).

(c) An information sensitive accessibility relation R(·) relates a world w in W and an s in

I to a world v in W.

2. Let a GUS model M be a pair ⟨F ,V⟩ of a GUS frame and a valuation function V, where V

assigns a truth value in {0, 1} to every atomic sentence.

Definition 2.26. Let M = ⟨F,V⟩ be any GUS model. An interpretation function [·]M assigns

each sentence in L a context change potential, as follows.

1. s[α] = {w ∈ s | w ∈ V(α)}

2. s[¬φ] = s− s[φ]

3. s[φ ∧ ψ] = s[φ][ψ]

4. s[♢φ] =
{
w ∈ s | {v | wRsv}[φ] ̸= ∅

}
5. s[□φ] =

{
w ∈ s | {v | wRsv}[φ] = {v | wRsv}

}
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(In what follows I will omit relativization to M when possible.)

Definition 2.27.

1. s M φ iff s ∈ IM and s[φ]M = s.

2. Γ F δ iff for any GUS model M containing F : for any s ∈ IM, if s M γ for every γ ∈ Γ,

then s M δ.

Definition 2.12.

1. The dynamic lift of R is R↑
(·), where:

∀s∀w∀v [wR↑
s v iff (wRv& v ∈ s)].

2. R′
(·) is factorizable into R iff R′

(·) = R↑
(·).

3. R(·) is factorizable iff there is some R that R(·) is factorizable into.

Where J♢RK = λp.{w | ∃v : wRv& v ∈ p}, and J□RK = λp.{w | ∀v : wRv ⊃ v ∈ p}:

Fact 2.1. When (i) φ is non-modal, and (ii) R(·) is factorizable into R:

1. s[♢φ] = s ∩ J♢RK(s ∩ JφK)
2. s[□φ] = s ∩ J□RK((W− s) ∪ JφK)

Proof. s[♢φ] = {w ∈ s | {v | wRsv}∩ JφK ̸= ∅} = {w ∈ s | ({v | wRv}∩ s)∩ JφK ̸= ∅} = {w ∈

s | ∃v : wRv & v ∈ s & v ∈ JφK} = s ∩ {w | ∃v : wRv & v ∈ (s ∩ JφK)} = s ∩ J♢RK(s ∩ JφK).
s[□φ] = {w ∈ s | {v | wRsv} ⊆ JφK} = {w ∈ s | ({v | wRv} ∩ s) ⊆ JφK} = {w ∈ s | ∀v :

wRv& v ∈ s ⊃ v ∈ JφK} = s ∩ J□RK(s ⊃ JφK).
Definition 2.13.

1. R(·) is information insensitive just in case for any w, s, s′, {v | wRsv} = {v | wRs′v}.

2. When R(·) is information insensitive, say that wR↓v iff for every s, wRsv.

Fact 2.2. If R(·) is information insensitive, s[♢φ] = s ∩ {w | ∃v : wR↓v& v ∈ JφK}.
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Proof. s[♢φ] = {w ∈ s | {v | wRsv}[φ] ̸= ∅} = {w ∈ s | {v | wR↓v}[φ] ̸= ∅ = s ∩ {w | ∃v :

wR↓v& v ∈ JφK}.
Definition 2.14. φ is distributive iff for any state s, s[φ] =

∪
w∈s

{w}[φ].

Definition 2.15. R(·) andR′
(·) are semantically equivalent iff for anyw, v, and s, ifw ∈ s andw ∈ s′,

then wRsv iff wR′
s′v.

Fact 2.3.

1. If R(·) is information insensitive, then ♢φ is distributive for every φ.

2. If ♢φ is distributive for every φ, then R(·) is semantically equivalent to an information in-

sensitive R′
(·).

Proof. For claim 1, suppose R(·) is information insensitive. Then ♢φ is distributive since s[♢φ]

simply narrows down s to the worldswwhere ∃v : wR↓v& v ∈ JφK. For claim 2, Suppose that♢φ

is distributive for any φ. Now suppose that w ∈ s and w ∈ s′. We will show that wRsv iff wRs′v.

This will suffice to show that R(·) is semantically equivalent to an information insensitive relation,

since this guarantees that R(·) is information insensitive for any world w inside any information

state s. To show this, suppose that wRsv, and let φ be a claim true at v uniquely. By the semantics

for ♢, we know that w ∈ s[♢φ]. By distributivity, this implies that {w} |= ♢φ. By a second

application of distributivity, this implies that w ∈ s′[♢φ], and so wRs′v.

Definition 2.16. R(·) is strongly world insensitive just in case for any w, s {v | wRsv} = s.

Fact 2.4. R(·) is strongly world insensitive iff for every state s, s[♢φ] = {w ∈ s | s[φ] ̸= ∅}.

Proof. When R(·) is strongly world insensitive, {v | wRsv} = s. So s[♢φ] = {w ∈ s | {v |

wRsv}[φ] ̸= ∅} = {w ∈ s | s[φ] ̸= ∅}. Now suppose R(·) is not strongly world insensitive. Then

there is some w, s where {v | wRsv} ̸= s. In this case, there is some φ where s[♢φ] ̸= {w ∈ s |

s[φ] ̸= ∅}, since φ could hold at a world in s without holding at {v | wRsv}, or vice versa.

Fact 2.5. (W×W)↑(·) is the unique strongly world insensitive relation.

Proof. {v | ⟨w, v⟩ ∈ (W×W)↑s } = {v | v ∈ s} = s.
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In what follows, let φ be descriptive, containing no occurrences of ♢ or□. When φ is descriptive,

let JφKM =
{
w | {w} M φ

}
.

Definition 2.28.

1. R(·) is eliminative iff ∀s∀v∀w ∈ s [wRsv ⊃ v ∈ s].

2. F = ⟨W, I,R(·)⟩ is eliminative iff R(·) is eliminative.

Fact 2.6. F is eliminative iff φ F □φ.

Proof. For the left to right direction, consider any eliminative frame F = ⟨W, I,R(·)⟩, and any

model M based on it. To show that φ F □φ, we must take an arbitrary s ∈ I, suppose that

s φ, and prove that s □φ, so that s[□φ] = s. To do so, we can take an arbitrary w ∈ s, and

show that w ∈ s[□φ]. This requires showing that {v | wRsv} φ. Since F is eliminative, we

know that {v | wRsv} ⊆ s. Since s φ, we know that s ⊆ JφK. So {v | wRsv} ⊆ JφK, and so

{v | wRsv} φ. Since w was arbitrary in s, this implies that s □φ.

For the right to left direction, suppose for contraposition that we have someF = ⟨W, I,R(·)⟩

that is not eliminative. Then there is some s ∈ I and some w ∈ s where ∃v : wRsv & v ̸∈ s. We

will construct a valuation V where for some α, we have that s M α but s ̸ M □α. So let V(α) = s,

and let M = ⟨F ,V⟩ (see Figure 1). α F □α only if whenever s M α, we have that s M □α.

By hypothesis, we have that s α, since V(α) = s. Nonetheless, we don't have that s □α. For

consider ourw above that can see a world v not in s. w is in s. But {v | wRsv} ̸ α, since v ̸∈ V(α).

So w ̸∈ s[□α], and s ̸= s[□α].

w v
̸∈ V(α)∈ V(α)

s

Figure 5.1: A failure of eliminativity
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Fact 2.7. If R(·) is eliminative, then ♢φ ♢tφ.

Proof. Suppose R(·) is eliminative, and s |= ♢φ. This implies that for any world w ∈ s, ∃v :

wRsv & v ∈ JφK. Since R(·) is eliminative, we know that every such v is in s. So s[φ] ̸= ∅. So

s |= ♢tφ.

Fact 2.8. If R· is information insensitive and φ ∧ ♢¬φ ⊥ for all descriptive φ, then wR↓v is

isolated.

Proof. SupposeR(·) is information insensitive and yetR↓ is not isolated. Then there is some v ̸= w

where wR↓v. Now let φ be a claim true at w but false at v, and let s = {w}. s |= φ ∧ ♢¬φ, since

s[φ] = s, and s[♢¬φ] = s (since wR{w}v).

Fact 2.9. If R(·) is factorizable, then R(·) is eliminative.

Definition 2.29.

1. R(·) is globally reflexive iff ∀s∀w ∈ s ∃w′ ∈ s : w′Rsw.

2. F = ⟨W, I,R(·)⟩ is globally reflexive iff R(·) is globally reflexive.

Fact 2.10. F is globally reflexive iff □φ F φ.

Proof. For the left to right direction, consider any globally reflexive frame F = ⟨W, I,R(·)⟩, and

any model M based on it. To show that □φ F φ, we must take an arbitrary s ∈ I, suppose that

s □φ, and prove that s φ, so that s[φ] = s. To do so, we can take an arbitrary w ∈ s, and

show that w ∈ JφK. First, applying global reflexivity, we know that there is some w′ in s where

w′Rsw. Now since s □φ, we know that s[□φ] = s. This implies that w′ ∈ s[□φ], and so

{v | w′Rsv} φ. Since w′Rsw, this means that w ∈ JφK.
For the right to left direction, suppose for contraposition that we have someF = ⟨W, I,R(·)⟩

that is not reflexive. Then there is some s ∈ IF and some w ∈ s where ¬∃w′ ∈ s : w′RF
s w.

We will construct a valuation V where for some α, we have that s F □α but s ̸ F α. So let

V(α) =
∪

w∈s{v | wRsv}, and let M = ⟨F ,V⟩ (see Figure 2). □α F α only if whenever

s M □α, we have that s M α. By hypothesis, we have that s □α. For let w∗ be an arbitrary

world in s. We must show thatw∗ ∈ s[□α], which in turn requires that {v | w∗Rsv} α. This last
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requires that {v | w∗Rsv} ⊆ V(α), which is guaranteed. Nonetheless, we don't have that s α.

For w ̸∈ s[α]. After all, w ̸∈ V(α), since ¬∃w′ ∈ s : w′Rsw.

w

v ∈ V(α)

̸∈ V(α)

s

Figure 5.2: A failure of global reflexivity

Definition 2.30.

1. R(·) is globally inverse reflexive iff ∀s∀w ∈ s ∃w′ ∈ s : wRsw′.

2. F = ⟨W, I,R(·)⟩ is globally inverse reflexive iff R(·) is globally inverse reflexive.

Fact 2.11. F is globally inverse reflexive iff φ F ♢φ.

Proof. For the left to right direction, consider any globally inverse reflexive frameF = ⟨W, I,R(·)⟩,

and any model M based on it. To show that φ F ♢φ, we must take an arbitrary s ∈ I, suppose

that s φ, and prove that s ♢φ, so that s[♢φ] = s. To do so, we can take an arbitrary w ∈ s,

and show that ∃v : wRv & v ∈ JφK. Applying global inverse reflexivity, we know that there is

some w′ in s where wRsw′. Now since s φ, we know that s[φ] = s. This implies that w′ ∈ s[φ],

and so w′ ∈ JφK.
For the right to left direction, suppose for contraposition that we have someF = ⟨W, I,R(·)⟩

that is not globally inverse reflexive. Then there is some s ∈ IF and some w ∈ s where ¬∃w′ ∈

s : wRF
s w′. We will construct a valuation V where for some α, we have that s F α but s ̸ F ♢α.

So let V(α) = s, and let M = ⟨F ,V⟩. α F ♢α only if whenever s M α, we have that s M ♢α.

By hypothesis, we have that s α, since α is true at exactly the worlds in s. We must show that

w ̸∈ s[♢α]. Since there is no v where wRsv and v ∈ s, we know that this holds: the information at

w relative to s excludes α. Since w ∈ s, this means that s[♢α] ̸= s.
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Fact 2.12. Suppose R(·) is factorizable into R. Then R(·) is globally reflexive iff R is reflexive.

Proof. Suppose R(·) is factorizable into R. For the right to left direction, suppose that w ∈ s and

R is reflexive. It follows that wRsw, since wRw and w ∈ s. So ∃w′ ∈ s : w′Rsw. For the left to right

direction, suppose that R(·) is globally reflexive. Consider some arbitrary world w. We know that

∃w′ ∈ {w} : w′R{w}w; so wR{w}w. So wRw. So R is reflexive.

Definition 2.20. φ is idempotent iff for any s, s[φ] |= φ.

Fact 2.13. If R(·) is factorizable and φ is descriptive, then □φ is idempotent.

Proof. Suppose R(·) is factorizable. Consider some arbitrary state s. To show that s[□φ] |= □φ,

let's take some arbitrary w ∈ s[□φ], and show that {v | wRs[□φ]v} |= φ. This in turn requires

that ({v | wRv} ∩ s[□φ]) ⊆ JφK. Since w ∈ s[□φ], we know that ({v | wRv} ∩ s) ⊆ JφK. Since

s[□φ] ⊆ s, it follows that ({v | wRv} ∩ s[□φ]) ⊆ JφK.
Definition 2.21. R is shift-reflexive iff for ∀w∀v[wRv ⊃ vRv].

Fact 2.14. Suppose R(·) is factorizable into R. Then ♢φ is idempotent for any descriptive φ and

any model M built on R(·) iff R is shift-reflexive.

Proof. Suppose R(·) is factorizable into R. For the left to right direction, suppose that R is not

shift-reflexive. Then there are some worlds w and w′ where w′Rw but it is not the case that wRw.

We must show there is some state s and valuation V where s[♢α] ̸|= ♢α. So let s = {w,w′}, and

let V(α) = {w}. s[♢α] = {w′}: first, {v | w′Rsv}[α] ̸= ∅, since w′Rw, w ∈ s, and w ∈ V(α).

Second, {v | wRsv}[α] = ∅, since w can't see any α world in s (w can't see itself). However,

s[♢α][♢α] = ∅ ̸= {w′} = s[♢α]. For w′ ̸∈ s[♢α][♢α], since there is no α world in s[♢α].

For the right to left direction, suppose R(·) is shift-reflexive. Now take some arbitrary s. If

s[♢φ] is empty then the proof is trivial, so we will suppose that it is non-empty. To show that

s[♢φ] |= ♢φ, we can take an arbitrary w ∈ s[♢φ] and show that {v | wRs[♢φ]v}[φ] ̸= ∅. Since

w ∈ s[♢φ], we know that there is some v where wRv, v ∈ s, and v ∈ JφK. By shift-reflexivity, we

know that vRv. So v is also in s[♢φ]. But this means that {v | wRv} ∩ s[♢φ] ∩ JφK ̸= ∅.

Definition 2.31.
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1. R(·) is globally transitive iff ∀s∀v∀u∀w ∈ s : [wRsv& vR{v|wRsv}u ⊃ ∃w′ ∈ s : w′Rsu].

2. F = ⟨W, I,R(·)⟩ is globally transitive iff R(·) is globally transitive.

Fact 2.15. F is globally transitive iff □φ F □□φ.

Proof. For the left to right direction, consider any globally transitive frameF = ⟨W, I,R(·)⟩, and

any model M based on it. To show that □φ F □□φ, we must take an arbitrary s ∈ I, suppose

that s □φ, and prove that s □□φ, so that s[□□φ] = s. To do so, we can take an arbitrary

w ∈ s, and show that w ∈ s[□□φ]. This requires showing that {v | wRsv} □φ. This in turn

requires taking an arbitrary such v, and showing that {u | vR{v|wRsv}u} φ. To show this, we can

take an arbitrary u in this last set, and show that u ∈ JφK. Since wRsv and vR{v|wRsv}u, we know

that ∃w′ ∈ s : w′Rsu. Since s □φ, we know that {v′ | w′Rsv′} ⊆ JφK, and so since w′Rsu, we

know that u ∈ JφK.
For the right to left direction, suppose for contraposition that we have someF = ⟨W, I,R(·)⟩

that is not globally transitive. Then there is some s ∈ I and somew ∈ swherewRsv and vR{v|wRsv}u,

but there is no w′ ∈ s where w′Rsu. We will construct a valuation V where for some α, we have

that s M □α but s ̸ M □□α. So let V(α) =
∪
w∈s

{v | wRsv}, and let M = ⟨F ,V⟩ (see Figure

3). □α F □□α only if whenever s M □α, we have that s M □□α. By hypothesis, we have

that s □α. For consider an arbitrary w∗ ∈ s. We can show that w∗ ∈ s[□α], by showing

that {v | w∗Rsv} α. Nonetheless, we don't have that s □□α. For consider our w above

that can see a world v relative to s that can in turn see a world u unseen by any w′ in s. Crucially,

u ̸∈ V(α), since V(α) is the set of worlds seen by some w′ in s. Now we will see that w ̸∈ s[□□α].

Here, the key is that {v | wRsv} ̸ □α, since vR{v|wRsv}u but u ̸∈ V(α). So w ̸∈ s[□□α], and

s ̸= s[□□α].
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w

v

∈ V(α)

∈ V(α)

Rs

s

u
̸∈ V(α)

R{v|wRsv}

Figure 5.3: A failure of global transitivity

Fact 2.16. If R(·) is eliminative, then R(·) is globally transitive.

Fact 2.17. Suppose Upward Monotonicity is valid and Epistemic Contradictions are inconsistent.

Then Positive Introspection is valid.

Definition 2.32.

1. R(·) is globally euclidean iff ∀s∀v∀w ∈ s : [wRsv ⊃ ∃w′ ∈ s : ∀v′[w′Rsv′ ⊃ vR{v|wRsv}v
′]].

2. F = ⟨W, I,R(·)⟩ is globally euclidean iff R(·) is globally euclidean.

Fact 2.18. F is globally euclidean iff ♢φ F □♢φ.

Proof. For the left to right direction, consider any globally euclidean frameF = ⟨W, I,R(·)⟩, and

any model M based on it. To show that ♢φ F □♢φ, we must take an arbitrary s ∈ I, suppose

that s ♢φ, and prove that s □♢φ, so that s[□♢φ] = s. To establish that s □♢φ, we

can take an arbitrary w ∈ s, and show that {v | wRsv} ♢φ, which in turn requires taking

an arbitrary v where wRsv and showing that there is some φ world u where vR{v|wRsv}u. By our

assumption, we know that there is some w′ ∈ s where whenever w′Rsv′, we have that vR{v|wRsv}v
′.

Since s ♢φ, we know that there is some v′ where w′Rsv′ and v′ ∈ JφK. Therefore vR{v|wRsv}v
′,

and hence {v | wRsv} ♢φ.

For the right to left direction, suppose for contraposition that we have someF = ⟨W, I,R(·)⟩

that is not globally euclidean. Then there is some s ∈ I and some w ∈ s and v where wRsv but

there is no w′ ∈ s where {v′ | w′Rsv′} ⊆ {u | vR{v|wRsv}u}. We will construct a valuation V

where for some α, we have that s M ♢α but s ̸ M □♢α. To construct V(α), we will need the
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axiom of choice. In particular, for each w ∈ s, we must find {v′ | wRsv′ & ¬(vR{v|wRsv}v
′)}—the

set of worlds accessible from w, but not from v. Now we must use a choice function to select one

world from each of these sets. In particular, where f is a choice function, let V(α) =
∪

w∈s f({v′ |

wRsv′ & ¬(vR{v|wRsv}v
′)}). Then let M = ⟨F ,V⟩ (see Figure 4). ♢α F □♢α only if whenever

s M ♢α, we have that s M □♢α. By hypothesis, we have that s ♢α. For consider some

arbitrary w ∈ s. We can show that w ∈ s[♢α]M, by showing that {v | wRsv}[α]M ̸= ∅. After

all, V(α) contains a world from {v | wRsv}: namely, f({v′ | wRsv′ & vR{v|wRsv}v
′}). Nonetheless,

we don't have that s M □♢α. For consider our w and v from above. w ̸∈ s[□♢α]M, since

{v | wRsv} ̸ ♢α. To see why {v | wRsv} ̸ ♢α, consider an arbitrary u where vR{v|wRsv}u.

u ̸∈ V(α), since α is a set of worlds accessible from some w ∈ s, but not accessible from v via

R{v|wRsv}. So w ̸∈ s[□♢α], and s ̸= s[□♢α].

w

v u

∈ V(α)

∈ V(α) ̸∈ V(α)

Rs

R{v,u}

s

Figure 5.4: A failure of global euclideanness

Definition 2.33.

1. R(·) is globally symmetric iff ∀s∀v∀w ∈ s : [wRsv ⊃ ∃w′ ∈ s : vR{v|wRsv}w
′].

2. F = ⟨W, I,R(·)⟩ is globally symmetric iff R(·) is globally symmetric.

Fact 2.19. F is globally symmetric iff φ F □♢φ.

Proof. For the left to right direction, consider any globally symmetric frame F = ⟨W, I,R(·)⟩,

and any modelM based on it. To show that φ F □♢φ, we must take an arbitrary s ∈ I, suppose

that s φ, and prove that s □♢φ, so that s[φ] = s. To do so, we can take an arbitrary w ∈ s,
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and show that {v | wRsv} |= ♢φ. To show this, we can take an arbitrary v ∈ {v | wRsv} and show

that there is some u where vR{v|wRsv}u and u ∈ JφK. Applying global symmetry, we know that

since wRsv, there is some w′ in s where vR{v|wRsv}w
′. Since s |= φ, this means that w′ ∈ JφK. So

w′ is our witnessing u. That is, {v | wRsv} |= ♢φ since every such v sees some world in s, where

φ holds. So s |= □♢φ.

For the right to left direction, suppose for contraposition that we have someF = ⟨W, I,R(·)⟩

that is not globally symmetric. Then there is some s ∈ IF and some w ∈ s where wRF
s v and yet

there is no w′ ∈ s where vRF
{v|wRsv}w

′. We will construct a valuation V where for some α, we have

that s F α but s ̸ F □♢α. So let V(α) = s, and let M = ⟨F ,V⟩. α F □♢α only if whenever

s M α, we have that s M □♢α. By hypothesis, we have that s α, since α is true at exactly

the worlds in s. But we do not have s □♢α. w is in s but w ̸∈ s[□♢α]. For w ∈ s[□♢α] only

if {v | wRsv} |= ♢α. But this last holds just in case every such v′ can see an α world. But our

witnessing v from above counterexamples this claim, since wRsv and yet there is no w′ ∈ s where

vRF
{v|wRsv}w

′. Since v sees no world in s, v sees no world where α is true. So {v | wRsv} ̸|= ♢α,

and hence s ̸|= □♢α.

5.2 Free choice impossibility results

Definition 3.7. Aset of possibility operators♢1, . . . ,♢n with corresponding accessibility relations

R1, . . . ,Rn is partitional just in case there exist accessibility relationsR,R′,R′′ in {R1, . . . ,Rn} and

worlds w,w′,w′′ such that:

1. {v | wRv}, {v′ | w′R′v′}, and {v′′ | w′′R′′v′′} are not empty.

2. {v | wRv} = {v′ | w′R′v′} ∪ {v′′ | w′′R′′v′′}

3. {v′ | w′R′v′} ∩ {v′′ | w′′R′′v′′} = ∅

4. ∃φ,ψ ∈ L : JφK = {v′ | w′R′v′}& JψK = {v′′ | w′′R′′v′′}.

Fact 3.1. If a set of possibility operators is partitional and all satisfy Free Choice, then disjunction

is not propositional.

Proof. Let ♢A, ♢B, and ♢C be the witnessing operators. Let B and C denote {v′ | w′RBv′}, and

{v′′ | w′′RCv′′} respectively, whereA = B∪C. Suppose disjunction is propositional, with ∗ as the
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witnessing operator. Let φ and ψ be true at exactly B and C respectively. Then by the validity of

Free Choice for♢A,♢A(φ∨ψ) is true atw just in case♢Aφ and♢Aψ are true atw. Jφ∨ψK = B∗C.

So B ∗ C is consistent with B ∪ C just in case B is consistent with B ∪ C and C is consistent with

B ∪ C. However, we also know that B ∗ C is inconsistent with C if B is inconsistent with C, since

♢C(φ ∨ ψ) is true at w′′ only if ♢Cφ is true at w′′. Since B is inconsistent with C, it follows that

B∗C is inconsistent withC. Similarly, we know that B∗C is inconsistent with B ifC is inconsistent

with B, since ♢B(φ ∨ ψ) is true at w′ only if ♢Bψ is true at w′. Since C is inconsistent with B, it

follows that B ∗ C is inconsistent with B. But if B ∗ C is inconsistent with both B and with C, then

B ∗ C is inconsistent with B ∪ C. Contradiction.

Fact 3.2. If any conditional possibility operator♢i(·)(·) satisfies Conditional Free Choice, then∨

is not propositional.

Proof. Let ♢(·)(·) be the witnessing operator with accessibility relation R. Now take some arbi-

trary world w such that ♢(·)(·) has a non-trivial accessibility relation at that world, such that

there are at least two worlds v and u where wRv and wRu. Now I will assume that there are

two propositions A and B that partition {v | wRv}, and are the semantic value of some sen-

tences φ and ψ. Now let ⊤ be a claim true at every possible world. By Conditional Free Choice,

w ∈ J♢(⊤)(φ ∨ ψ)K just in case w ∈ J♢(⊤)(φ)K and w ∈ J♢(⊤)(ψ)K. In this semantic frame-

work, the last condition in turn requires that ∃v : wRv & v ∈ A ∗ B iff ∃v : wRv & v ∈ A

and ∃v : wRv & v ∈ B. By the construction of R, we know that this condition is satisfied. But

now consider the conditionals ♢(φ)(φ ∨ ψ) and ♢(ψ)(φ ∨ ψ). If ♢ satisfies Conditional Free

Choice, then we know that w ∈ J♢(φ)(φ ∨ ψ)K only if w ∈ J♢(φ)(ψ)K. This in turn implies that

∃v : wRv & v ∈ A & v ∈ A ∗ B only if ∃v : wRv & v ∈ A & v ∈ B. But there is no such v in

both A and B, since these propositions are inconsistent. So there is no accessible v where both A

and A ∗ B hold. Likewise, w ∈ J♢(ψ)(φ ∨ ψ)K only if w ∈ J♢(ψ)(φ)K; which in turn implies that

∃v : wRv& v ∈ B& v ∈ A∗B only if ∃v : wRv& v ∈ A& v ∈ B. Since this last condition cannot

obtain, we know that there is no accessible vwhere both B and A ∗B. But every accessible vworld

is either an A or a B world. So A ∗ B can't hold at any accessible world in the first place.

Definition 3.10 (Credal Free Choice). There is some operator ∗ such that for any rational Pr,A,B:

Pr(A ∗ B) > 0 iff Pr(A) > 0 and Pr(B) > 0.
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Fact 3.3. If Credal Free Choice holds, then Pr(A) = 0 or Pr(A) = 1 for every rational Pr,A.

Proof. Pr(A∗(W−A)) = Pr(A∗(W−A))×Pr(A∗(W−A) | A)+Pr(W−A)×Pr(A∗(W−A) |

W−A). Pr(A | A) = 1, whichmeans Pr(W−A | A) = 0, which implies Pr(A∗(W−A) | A) = 0

byCredal FreeChoice. By similar reasoning, Pr(A∗(W−A) | W−A) = 0. SoPr(A∗(W−A)) = 0.

So by Credal Free Choice again, Pr(A) = 0 or Pr(W− A) = 0. So Pr(A) is 0 or 1.

Fact 3.4. If Free Choice is valid, then φ ∨ ψ is not distributive for arbitrary atomic φ and ψ.

Proof. Consider some arbitrary atomic α and β. Let s be some context which contains some α

worlds, some β worlds, and no worlds where both α and β are false. Since s[α] ̸= ∅ and s[β] ̸= ∅,

we know by Dynamic Free Choice that s[α ∨ β] ̸= ∅. Now let s¬α be {w ∈ s | w(α) = 0}, and let

s¬β be {w ∈ s | w(β) = 0}. By Dynamic Free Choice, s¬α[α∨ β] = ∅, since s¬α[α] = ∅. Similarly,

s¬β[α∨β] = ∅. Now suppose α∨β is distributive. Then for anyw ∈ s¬α, {w}[α∨β] = ∅. Similarly,

for any w ∈ s¬β, {w}[α ∨ β] = ∅. But s = s¬α ∪ s¬β. So for any w ∈ s, {w}[α ∨ β] = ∅. So,

supposing α∨ β is distributive, s[α∨ β] = ∅. This is inconsistent; so α∨ β is not distributive.

Fact 3.5. Suppose that entailment is transitive, that ♢ is upwards monotonic, that the T axiom is

valid, and that the 4 axiom is valid. Then FC I is valid iff Disjunction-Possibility Link is valid.

Proof. By the T axiom, φ ∨ ψ implies ♢(φ ∨ ψ). By Free Choice, this last implies ♢φ ∧ ♢ψ. So

by the transitivity of entailment φ ∨ ψ implies ♢φ ∧ ♢ψ. Now suppose φ ∨ ψ |= ♢φ. Then

♢(φ ∨ ψ) |= ♢♢φ by upwards monotonicity, which by the 4 axiom implies ♢φ.

Definition 3.16. s[φ ∨t ψ] = s[♢φ][♢ψ]

Fact 3.6. If ∗ validates Free Choice, then ∗ is at least as strong as ∨t.

Proof. By theT axiom for♢, φ∗ψ ♢(φ∗ψ). Suppose FC 1 is valid for ∗; then♢(φ∗ψ) ♢φ and

♢(φ∗ψ) ♢ψ. This is sufficient to show that♢(φ∗ψ) φ∨tψ, and hence thatφ∗ψ φ∨tψ

Definition 3.18. ∗ is factorizable iff there is some distributive operator ▷◁ such that [φ ∗ ψ] =

s[φ ▷◁ ψ][φ ∨t ψ].

Definition 3.19. s[φ ∨u ψ] = s[φ] ∪ s[ψ]

Definition 3.20. s[φ ∨ut ψ] = s[φ ∨u ψ][φ ∨t ψ].
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Fact 3.7. if ∗ is factorizable and satisfies Free Choice, and if φ ̸|= ψ and ψ ̸|= φ, then φ ∨ut ψ

φ ∗ ψ.

Proof. Suppose that s[φ ∨u ψ][φ ∨t ψ] = s. We must show that s |= φ ∗ ψ. We can suppose that

s is not ∅, since the proof would be trivial in that case. Since s[φ ∨u ψ][φ ∨t ψ] = s, we know that

(i) s[φ] ̸= ∅ and s[ψ] ̸= ∅, and (ii) s is made up exclusively of worlds w where either {w} |= φ or

{w} |= ψ. From (i), we know that the possibility tests required by ∗ are satisfied. To complete our

proof, we can use (ii) to show that s[φ ▷◁ ψ] = s.

Since ▷◁ is distributive, we know that s[φ ▷◁ ψ] = {w ∈ s | {w} |= φ ▷◁ ψ}. So to prove that

s[φ ▷◁ ψ] = s, we can take an arbitrary w ∈ s and show that {w} |= φ ▷◁ ψ. From (ii) we know

that either {w} |= φ or {w} |= ψ. We can show that in either case {w} |= φ ▷◁ ψ.

So suppose the former. Either {w} |= ψ or not. Suppose the former. Then since {w} |= φ and

{w} |= ψ, we have that {w} |= ♢φ and {w} |= ♢ψ. So since ∗ satisfies Free Choice, we know that

{w} |= ♢(φ ∗ ψ). Since {w} is maximal, this means that {w} |= φ ∗ ψ and hence {w} |= φ ▷◁ ψ.

But now suppose instead that {w} |= φ and {w} ̸|= ψ. Now let v be such that {v} |= ψ and

{v} ̸|= φ. Here, we rely on the assumption that φ and ψ are not ordered by strength. First, this

means that {w, v} |= ♢φ and {w, v} |= ♢ψ. So by Free Choice {w, v} |= ♢(φ ∗ ψ). But this

means that {w, v}[φ ▷◁ ψ] ̸= ∅. This in turn implies that {w, v}[φ ▷◁ ψ] = {w, v}. For otherwise

one of w or v would be removed, in which case one of ♢φ or ♢ψ would not be supported by

{w, v}[φ ▷◁ ψ], and so {w, v} ̸|= ♢(φ ∗ ψ). So since {w, v} |= φ ▷◁ ψ and ▷◁ is distributive,

{w} |= φ ▷◁ ψ.

Definition 3.23. ∗ is quasi-conjunctive relative to R iff for any A and B, if A and B are expressible

via R, then A ∗ B = A ∩ B.

Fact 3.8. If Wide Free Choice is valid for ♢i and disjunction is propositional, then disjunction is

quasi-conjunctive relative to Ri.

Proof. Suppose Wide Free Choice is valid for ♢i and disjunction is propositional, expressing the

operation ∗. Now suppose that A and B are expressible via Ri. That is, suppose J♢iφK = A and

suppose J♢iψK = B, for some φ and ψ. By Wide Free Choice, ♢iφ ∨ ♢iψ implies each of ♢iφ and
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♢iψ, and vice versa. But thismeans that J♢iφ∨♢iψK = J♢iφK∩J♢iψK. Since J♢iφ∨♢iψK = A∗B,

this means that A ∗ B = A ∩ B.

Fact 3.9. Wide Free Choice is valid for ♢i and ∨t iff for any w, v, u: if wRiv then uRiv.

Proof. SupposeWide Free Choice is valid for♢i and∨t. Thenwhenever s |= ♢♢iφ and s |= ♢♢iψ,

we have that s |= ♢iφ and s |= ♢iψ. This means that if there is some w ∈ s where wRiv and

v ∈ A, we are guaranteed that for every w ∈ s there is an accessible v world where A. This

means that if wRiv, then uRiv for any u. Otherwise, s could contain just w and u, and then {v}

would be a counterexampling choice of A. Conversely, suppose that for any w, v, u: if wRiv then

uRiv. Now suppose s |= ♢♢iφ and s |= ♢♢iψ. Then ∃w ∈ s : {v | wRiv}[φ] ̸= ∅. Now let

u be an arbitrary world in s. By the constraint above, we know that {v′ | uRiv′}[φ] ̸= ∅, since

{v | wRiv} = {v′ | uRiv′}. So s |= ♢iφ.

Fact 3.10. Free Choice, Dual Prohibition, Contraposition, and Transitivity imply Explosion.

Proof. By Free Choice, ♢(φ ∨ ψ) ♢ψ. So by Contraposition ¬♢ψ ¬♢(φ ∨ ψ). By Dual

Prohibition, ¬♢(φ ∨ ψ) ¬♢φ. So by Transitivity, ¬♢ψ ¬♢φ and hence by Contraposition

again ♢φ ♢ψ.

Fact 3.11. If Free Choice and Dual Prohibition are valid, then Explosion is valid.

Proof. Suppose s |= ♢φ. Suppose that s is non-empty (otherwise the proof is trivial). We can now

show that s |= ♢ψ. First, s[φ] ̸= ∅. Since Dual Prohibition is valid, this means that s[φ ∨ ψ] ̸= ∅.

But since Free Choice is valid, this last implies that s[ψ] ̸= ∅. So s |= ♢ψ.

5.3 A theory of conditional assertion

Definition 4.3. → is a conditional assertion operator iff:

1. s[φ → ψ][φ] |= ψ

2. s[φ → ψ][¬φ] = s[¬φ]

Fact 4.1. Suppose |=, [·], and ¬ are well-behaved, φ and ¬ψ are persistent, and ¬φ is idempotent.

Then if → is a conditional assertion operator, then:
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1. φ;¬ψ |= ¬(φ → ψ)

2. ¬φ |= φ → ψ.

Proof. Suppose for reductio that φ;¬ψ ̸|= ¬(φ → ψ), and suppose that → is a conditional

assertion operator. Then there is some swhere s[φ][¬ψ] ̸|= ¬(φ → ψ). So by thewell-behavedness

of negation, we know that s[φ][¬ψ][φ → ψ] is not absurd. But s[φ] |= φ, and so by the persistence

of φ, we know that s[φ][¬ψ][φ → ψ] |= φ. So s[φ][¬ψ][φ → ψ][φ] = s[φ][¬ψ][φ → ψ]. So by

condition (i) of→ being a conditional assertion operator we can infer that s[φ][¬ψ][φ → ψ] |= ψ.

But s[φ][¬ψ] |= ¬ψ, and so by the persistence of¬ψ s[φ][¬ψ][φ → ψ] |= ¬ψ. So s[φ][¬ψ][φ → ψ]

is absurd after all. Contradiction.

For the last condition, take some context s. Since¬φ is idempotent, we know that s[¬φ] |= ¬φ.

But by what we have proved above, we know that whenever s |= ¬φ, we have that s |= φ → ψ. So

s[¬φ] |= φ → ψ.

Fact 4.2. If → is propositional and ¬ is well behaved, then → is a conditional assertion operator

iff:

1. JφK ∩ J¬ψK ∩ Jφ → ψK = ∅

2. J¬φK ⊆ Jφ → ψK
Proof. If → is propositional, then the two requirements of conditional assertion operators are as

follows. First, for any set of worlds s, s ∩ Jφ → ψK ∩ JφK is a subset of JψK. Second, for any

set of worlds s, s ∩ Jφ → ψK ∩ J¬φK is equal to s ∩ J¬φK. Further, if negation is well behaved

then J¬φK = W− JφK. Given this assumption, the two requirements here are equivalent to those

above.

Fact 4.3. If → is a test operator, then → is not a conditional assertion operator.

Proof. Let c be a context {w, v}, wherew(φ) = 0, v(φ) = 1, and v(ψ) = 0. If→ is a test operator,

then c[φ → ψ] is either s or ∅. Suppose the former. Then c[φ → ψ][φ] ̸|= ψ, so → is not a

conditional assertion operator. Suppose the latter. Then c[φ → ψ][¬φ] = ∅ ̸= {w} = c[¬φ]. So

→ is not a conditional assertion operator.
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Definition 4.15.

1. A generalized selection function f is a function from a context and two ccps to a new context,

where f(s, [φ], [ψ]) ⊆ s[φ][ψ].

2. → is selective iff s[φ → ψ] = s[¬φ] ∪ f(s, [φ], [ψ]).

Fact 4.4. → is a conditional assertion operator iff → is selective.

Proof. Suppose→ is selective. Then s[φ → ψ][φ] |= ψ, since the only φ worlds in s[φ → ψ] are ψ

worlds. In addition, s[φ → ψ][¬φ] = s[¬φ] because s[φ → ψ] includes all of s[¬φ].

Now suppose → is a conditional assertion operator. It suffices to show that for any s, s[φ →

ψ] ⊆ s[¬φ] ∪ s[φ][ψ]. In that case, we can construct a selector f so that f(s, [φ], [ψ]) = s[φ →

ψ] − s[¬φ]. So suppose w ∈ s[φ → ψ] but w ̸∈ s[¬φ] ∪ s[φ][ψ]. Then w ∈ s[φ][¬ψ]. But this

means that s[φ → ψ][φ] ̸|= ψ.

Definition 4.16.

1. f is testlike iff f(s, [φ], [ψ]) = s[φ][ψ] whenever s[φ] |= ψ.

2. → is testlike iff s[φ → ψ] =

 s if s[φ] |= ψ

s[¬φ] ∪ f(s, [φ], [ψ]) otherwise.

Fact 4.5. → is testlike just in case → is selective and f is testlike.

Proof. Suppose → is selective and f is testlike. Now suppose s[φ] |= ψ. Then f(s, [φ], [ψ]) =

s[φ][ψ], and so s[φ → ψ] = s.

Fact 4.6. If → is testlike and [→] ̸= [⊃], then → is not propositional.

Proof. Suppose → is testlike and not the material conditional. Then f(s, [φ], [ψ]) must eliminate

a φ∧ψ world w in some case. But since→ is testlike, {w} |= φ → ψ. So w ∈ f({w}, [φ], [ψ]). So

s[φ → ψ] ̸=
∪{

{w}[φ → ψ] | w ∈ s
}
.

Definition 4.17.

1. s[φ ∨ ψ] = s[φ] ∪ s[ψ]
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2. s[φ ⊼ ψ] = f(s, [φ], [ψ])

Fact 4.7. If → is selective, then [φ → ψ] = [¬φ ∨ (φ ⊼ ψ)].

Proof. s[φ → ψ] = s[¬φ] ∪ f(s, [φ], [ψ]) = s[¬φ] ∪ s[φ ⊼ ψ] = s[¬φ ∨ (φ ⊼ ψ)].

Definition 4.18. → is Ramseyan just in case s |= φ → ψ iff s[φ] |= ψ.

Fact 4.8. If → is selective, then → is testlike iff → is Ramseyan.

Proof. Suppose → is selective, and that → is testlike. Suppose s[φ] |= ψ. Then s |= φ → ψ

by the first case of being a testlike operator. Now suppose s[φ] ̸|= ψ. In that case s[φ → ψ] =

s[¬φ] ∪ f(s[φ][ψ]). Since s[φ] ̸|= ψ, we know that s[φ][¬ψ] ̸= ∅, and so s[¬φ] ∪ s[φ][ψ] ⊂ s. Since

f(s[φ][ψ]) ⊂ s[φ][ψ], this implies that s[φ → ψ] = s[¬φ] ∪ f(s[φ][ψ]) ⊂ s, and so s ̸|= φ → ψ.

Suppose that → is selective and Ramseyan. Now suppose that s[φ] |= ψ. We must show that

f(s, [φ], [ψ]) = s[φ][ψ]. Since → is Ramseyan and s[φ] |= ψ, we know that s |= φ → ψ. This

means that s = s[¬φ] ∪ f(s, [φ], [ψ]). But if → is not testlike, then f(s, [φ], [ψ]) is not s[φ][ψ],

which means that some φ ∧ ψ world is eliminated from s by f(s, [φ], [ψ]). This last step assumes

that s[φ] is nonempty; but if this condition fails then f(s, [φ], [ψ]) is trivially identical to s[φ][ψ].

But if some φ ∧ ψ world is eliminated from s by f(s, [φ], [ψ]), it cannot be contained in s[¬φ]. So

it is not in s[¬φ] ∪ f(s, [φ], [ψ]), and so s ̸|= φ → ψ.

Fact 4.9. If → is testlike, then → is idempotent.

Proof. If → is selective, then s[φ → ψ] contains only worlds where either ¬φ, or φ ∧ ψ. This

means that s[φ → ψ][φ] |= ψ. Now suppose → is testlike. This then implies that s[φ → ψ] |=

φ → ψ, since s[φ → ψ] satisfies the condition for support required by testlike conditionals. Since

s[φ → ψ] |= φ → ψ for arbitrary s, φ, and ψ, we know that → is idempotent.

Definition 4.28.

1. c[α] = ⟨
∪

σc[α], {s ∈ σc | ∀w ∈ s : w(α) = 1}⟩

2. c[¬φ] =


c[¬s

Aφ] if [φ] is an assertion

c[¬w
CAφ] otherwise
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3. c[φ ∧ ψ] = c[φ][ψ]

4. c[φ → ψ] = ⟨sc, σc[¬φ] ∪ σc[ψ]⟩

5. c[□φ] = ⟨sc, σc[φ]⟩

6. c[♢φ] = ⟨sc, σc − σc[¬φ]⟩

Definition 4.29.

1. s[α]2 = {w ∈ s | w(α) = 1}

2. s[¬φ]2 = s− s[φ]2

3. s[φ ∧ ψ]2 = s[φ]2[ψ]2

4. s[φ → ψ]2 = {w ∈ s | s[φ]2 |= ψ}

5. s[□φ]2 = {w ∈ s | s |= φ}

6. s[♢φ]2 = {w ∈ s | s[φ]2 ̸= ∅}

Definition 4.30. c[φ]↑2 = ⟨sc, {s ∈ σc | s[φ]2 = s}⟩

Fact 4.10.

1. If φ does not contain →, □, or ♢, then for every c, c[φ]3 = c[φ]↑2 !.

2. If φ contains →, □, or ♢, then [φ]3 = [φ]↑2 .

Proof. For simplicity, let [·] denote [·]3. In addition, we'll focus in what follows on σc exclusively,

proving that σc[φ] = σc[φ]↑2 . We can do this because sc[φ] =
∪

σc[φ] whenever φ is non-modal. We

proceed by induction on L . First, suppose s ∈ σc[α]. Then s is made up exclusively of α worlds.

So s ∈ σc[α]↑2 . Similarly, if s ∈ σc[α]↑2 , then s is made up exclusively of α worlds, and so s is in σc[α].

Now suppose φ satisfies the equation above, and consider ¬φ. Here, it's worth considering

two cases separately: where [φ] is an assertion (and [¬φ] is [¬s
Aφ]), and where [φ] is not (and [¬φ]

is [¬w
CAφ]). Consider the former case first. Then s ∈ σc[¬φ] iff ⟨s, {s′ ∈ σc | s′ ⊆ s}⟩[φ] = ⊥ iff (by

the inductive hypothesis) s′[φ]2 ̸= s′ for every s′ ⊆ s. This in turn holds just in case s′− s′[φ]2 = s′
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for every s′ ⊆ s, because when φ is an assertion, s[φ]2 being empty implies that s′[φ]2 is empty for

each s′ ⊆ s. This last condition is then equivalent to s′[¬φ]2 = s′ for every s′ ⊆ s, and hence to

s ∈ σc[¬φ]↑2 . Now suppose instead that [φ] is a conditional assertion. Then s ∈ σc[¬φ] iff s ∈ σc and

s ̸∈ σc[φ]. This implies by our inductive hypothesis that s[φ]2 ̸= s, which, since φ is a conditional

assertion and therefore is a test in [·]2, is equivalent to the condition s[¬φ]2 = s. So s ∈ σc and

s ̸∈ σc[φ] is equivalent to s ∈ σc[¬φ]↑2 .

Now suppose φ and ψ satisfy the equation above, and consider φ ∧ ψ. s ∈ σc[φ∧ψ] just in case

s ∈ σc[φ][ψ], which holds just in case s ∈ σc[φ∧ψ]↑2 by the inductive hypothesis.

Now suppose φ and ψ satisfy the equation above, and consider φ → ψ. s ∈ σc[φ→ψ] just in

case s ∈ σc[¬φ] or s ∈ σc[ψ]. By the inductive hypothesis, this in turn holds just in case s[¬φ]2 = s

or s[φ]2 = s, which in turn holds just in case s[φ → ψ]2 = s, iff s ∈ σc[φ→ψ]↑2
.

Now suppose φ satisfies the equation above, and consider □φ and ♢φ. s ∈ σc[□φ] just in case

s ∈ σc[φ], just in case s ∈ σc[φ]↑2 . s ∈ σc[♢φ] just in case s ∈ σc and s ̸∈ σc[¬φ]. By the inductive

hypothesis, this last holds just in case s[¬φ]2 ̸= s, just in case s[♢φ]2 = s, which all holds just in

case s ∈ σc[♢φ]↑2 .
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